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In

the

communication,

a

triangular equation of speaker,

backdrop against which the

a sermon

model that would make

preaching of the Word
persons learn.

changes
style

sermon

is created. As

a

message, and listener forms

result, this project sought to build

possible an opportunity for persons to be changed by the

of God that would take into consideration the

Therefore, the purpose of this

in Hsteners when

research

multiple ways
describe

project was to identify and

utilizing narrative biblical preaching that

attends to the

learning

of listeners.
The

participants of this study were the worship

United Methodist Church who listened to at least

attendees of the

seven

of ten

sermons

Holly Calvary
based

on

the Ten

Commandments. The study identified and described changes that occurred in affect,

cognition,
utiHzed
also

a

and behavior of these listeners

by employing a quasi-experimental

pretest-posttest design with no comparison

mode which

group. A midtest instrument

was

employed to measure learning style preference and narrative biblical preaching

component preference.
The results of this

study mdicate that statistically significant positive change

occurred in listeners. When measuring one's relationship with God, the affective
increase.
component showed the largest

In terms of one's

affective and behavioral components revealed strong

relationship with others,

positive change.

the

No

significant

correlation was measured between the listeners'

preferences and specific dimensions

of narrative biblical

learning style

preaching. Similarly there was no

significant correlation between the listeners' learning styles and the measured changes in
listeners.
When asked to rate the four dimensions of narrative

preaching (Why?, What?,

So

what?, and Now what?) subjects demonstrated that all four dimensions were important
components that helped them understand the message of the
The

intervening variables

of gender,

preaching, preferred learning style,
not account for

or

preferred

years attended

the lower age

dimension of narrative bibUcal

Calvary, and years attended church did

help explain the observed changes in listeners.

correlation was measured, however, between the
Listeners in the

sermon.

higher age categories

categories.

exhibited

A

change in listeners

significant negative
and their age.

significantly less change than did

others in
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CHAPTER 1

Understanding the Problem
PROBLEM
'T)on't

was

clear

preach at me!"

enough.

The insensitive

The men's club of the

were

not the exact words

toasted
chairs

each

used but the

implication

harangue we had just endured was not appreciated.

Calvary United Methodist Church of Holly, Michigan had

Saturday morning. Following a breakfast

on a

met

and

we

settled back in

our

ready to receive the Word of God. Starting slowly yet gaining momentum with

passing

frisked." I

sentence the

Without
not

was

speaker launched

into

a

blistering tirade, attempting to

"save us"

getting out of my chair I was "against the wall, spread-eagled

alone, for

a

quick glance

around the

room

revealed

on

need to repent and believe in order to be saved from the fires of Hell. After

an

trying to ward

intermmable
thankful

off the attack. But the

head and close my eyes

to bow my

onslaught.

speaker was relentless, going

period of time the speaker concluded mth an informal

No

one

so

that I

and

pitiful looks of
and

men

early

of scrambled eggs, homemade sausage, and

English muffin bread the guest speaker took the floor

at any cost.

our

These

on

ahar call. I

about

was

might somehow escape the verbal

knelt before the cold scrambled eggs;

no

"soul

scalps" were taken that

and it could be
morning. Plenty of talk erupted after the speaker left, however,

summarized, 'T)on't preach at me."

Being the resident preacher I was concerned about what had just happened.

The

and doctrinally
guest speaker's message was factually correct, bibhcally accurate,

orthodox but it

was

not well received

by the Hsteners. The glances, whispers,

and

quick

Maxwell 2

exits of the

men

gave

an

accurate assessment of their response to the

For all of us it seemed that the

proclamation of good news.
what

happened
The

than

honey,

referring?

and

endures

a

gospel is good news but finding something good
meeting was difficult.

different

He

experience.

19: 10b)\ To what is the

honey, honey dripping fi-om the

comb? The

psabnist

psalmist elaborates:
eye,

honey (see Psalm 19:7-10). Having entertained these images I want more,
I want to

sample,

receive, but receive what?
The precepts of God.

(Psalm 19:7).

others, the Word of God is good news, enticing
able to make

righteousness,

so

that Jesus is the

daunting task.

are we

reproof,

drawn? The

According to the psalmist

news.

for

being

I

and

Indeed, the holy Scriptures

are

Scripture is inspired

correction, and for training in

belongs to God may be proficient, equipped for every

The Word of God is

given that "you may come to beUeve

Messiah, the Son of God, and that through believing you may have Ufe in

(John 20:3 1).

Good

for

that everyone who

good work" (2 Timothy 3:16).

his name"

To what

wise for salvation through faith in Christ Jesus. "All

us

by God and is useful for teaching,

news

The Word of God is

requires

As W. E.

a

good news.

proclaimer, a preacher. Preaching good news, however,

Sangster wrote, 'Treaching is

scripture verses are from the New Revised
quoted
All

speaks of something "sweeter also

soul, makes wise the simple, gives joy to the heart, gives light to the

law of the Lord

'

about

forever, is altogether righteous, is more precious than gold, and of course is

sweeter than

want to

The

drippings of the honeycomb" (Psalm

Sweeter than

it revives the

preaching event was more like a lynching than a

at the men's club

psalmist had

morning's message.

a

constant

Standard Version Bible,

is

a

agent of the divine

copyright 1989,

unless otherwise

Maxwell 3

power

by which the greatest miracle God

it to

uses

inspired

change Uves."

or

He goes

on to

ever

wrought and wrought again. God

works is

write that

preaching can be "either divinely

Given this advice

intolerably insolent" (Sangster 25).

by Sangster, should

our

guest speaker have done something differently? What role does identification, mutuality,
and

have

sought

understanding

some

of the listeners?

Wanting to

admirable but what about the way the content of the

preacher not have responsibility at least in part to
moment as

opposed to

This

an

"intolerably insolent"

suggestion is not new.

emotional

Lewis

-

the Hstener's; and

(3) logical

22). Any preacher who steps before

miracle God

ever

works"

ought to

sermon

create a

not

one

of them

a

or

~

the

group

speech's

method,

ethical
or

~

the

speaker's part;

message's role (Lewis

and

seeking to participate in the "greatest

disregard what God did when inspiring the writing of

were

written

down,

are

also many other

.

.

these

are

written

(John 20:3 1). Implied in these passages

content and form. What is true for

communication. Having something

to say is

things that

I suppose that the world itself could

beHeve that Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that

may have life in his name"

Does the

arranged?

"divinely inspired" preaching

proofs: (1)

contain the books that would be written." And ".

come to

is

one?

the New Testament. Consider John 21 :25, "But there

did; if every

convey bibhcal truth is

consider these three parts of the communication

process. To do any less would be to

Jesus

preacher

Over 2,300 years ago Aristotle examined

communication and divided it into three parts

(2)

Should not the

dialogic engagement with listeners play in communication?

so

that you may

through believing you
are

intention and

literary work also applies to oral
important, but

so

too is the way it is said.

Maxwell 4

According to Fred Craddock, the
the

communicator's "task is not just to say the

truth, but to get the truth heard,

to effect a

is crucial in

to craft

a

preaching

hearing of the word

creating an opportunity for God to
event

that

.

.

."

to tell

(Craddock,

preaching event the mix of preacher, audience, and

Overhearing the Gospel 19). In the
sermon

new

word,

do divme work. Is there not

might result in a divinely inspired

a

way

occasion that has the

potential to change lives and the world?
Biblical/Theological Foundations
The desire to communicate with

humanity flows from the heart of God. The

stream of divine communication takes two forms of revelation:

general revelation and

special revelation.

and

Scripture nature
the

General revelation

serves as one

glory of God;

covers

of God's

and the firmament

nature,

sources

proclaims

[God's] eternal power and

understood and

seen

Scripture
women are

God

his handiwork.

also

on

are

telHng

Day to day pours forth

19: 1-2). "Ever since the creation of

divine nature, invisible

though they are,

have been

through the things he has made." (Romans 1:20).

points to humanity as

declared made in the

imprinted

history. According to

of revelation. "The heavens

speech, and night to night declares knowledge." (Ps.
the world

humanity,

image

a source

of God

humans is reflective of the

God is apparent in the

personhood

of revelation. In Genesis

(see Genesis

original model,

of all humans.

1 : 26-27). If the

this

Taking into

men

and

image of

imphes that the nature

account

of

the inherent

limitations of humanity and the destructive results of sin upon the human race, it is still
true

that the

qualities that

(Bilezikian 4).

set humans

apart from the

rest

of creation

points to the Creator

Maxwell 5

In addition to nature and

purposes and

plans

of God

and authoritative will

history God

are

humanity, general revelation occurs in history.

unfolding within history which signals

a

The

du^ecting presence

working behind the scenes of time. Through nature, humanity,

strives to communicate with

humanity (Wiley 37-39,

Bilezikian

and

4-5).

Furthermore, God communicates in special revelation. Special revelation refers to
the
as

redemptive purpose manifested specifically in Jesus Christ,

it recounts salvation

various ways

prophecy

ever came

In 2 Peter 1: 20-21

of scripture is

holy prophets,

we

our ancestors

a

we

read, 'Tirst of all you

of one's

matter

own

must

find,

".

.

.

'Tor God

so

.

."

Scripture it is clear that

on

the

are

so

that

humanity.

name

to receive the

And how

are

a

gap between what

communication. The

of the Lord shall be saved. But how

they to call on one in whom they have not beheved?
they have never heard?

only Son,

perish but may have eternal life." (John 3:16).

God seeks to communicate with

described, "Everyone who calls

of whom

spoken in the past by

loved the world that he gave his

God desires to communicate and the persons who

one

.

spoken through your

Given the intention of God, it must be admitted that there is

are

Son

understand this, that

you should remember the words

everyone who beKeves in him may not

gap is

in many and

interpretation, because no prophecy

and the commandment of the Lord and Savior

apostles." (2 Peter 3:2).

From

spoke to

by human will, but men and women moved by the Holy Spirit spoke fi-om

God." Also in 2 Peter
the

God

general, to the Bible

by the prophets, but in these last days he has spoken to us by a

(Hebrews 1:1-2).
no

history. Xong ago

and in

And how

are

they to beheve in

they to hear without

someone to

Maxwell 6

proclaim him?" (Romans

10: 13-14).

Bringers of good news are needed to fill the

communication gap between God and

Bringers
preachers

of good news,

however,

really a creation of God,

are

humanity.

a

do not appear with the

creation that

then is sent forth. This model is described in

whom he also

(Mark 3: 13-14).

."

continues: the

What

was

true for the

To whom do

preachers are

going forth

as

the

preachers preach?
sent

I

for I

know very well."

(James 1:17).

been created

proclaim the message

are

The answer, of course, is

.

.

The flow

of infinite worth and

(Psalm

Granted there

by God,

is fi-om above,

are

all persons

similarities

are

image,

in the

me

a

of God he

psahnist testifies,

together in my mother's womb.

we

are

your

works; that I

read, "Every generous

act

coming down from the Father of hghts

worth, all persons

all persons need to be reconciled to God. There is also

unique and unrepeatable. Every person has

image

The

(Genesis 1 .21).

regarding humanity

of eternal

people to

significance. This truth finds its

139: 13-14). In the book of James

perfect gift,

The

people.

fearfully and wonderfully made. Wonderful

am

of giving, with every
."

appointed twelve,

living word, preaching the Word.

you who formed my inward parts; you knit

praise you,

And he

apostles is true for all preachers.

created them; male and female he created them."
was

nurtured, and

went up the mountain and

sent out to

"So God created humankind in his

begmning in Genesis,

'Tor it

is

call, being with the Incarnate Word through immersing oneself in the

written word, and then

whom

Scripture, "[Jesus]

apostles, to be with him and to be

name

of a wand. Such

begins with a call,

they came to him.

called to him those whom he wanted, and

wave

diversity.

distinctive

such
are

as

.

all persons have

loved

by God,

and

Each person is created

personality.

No

.

one

is the

same

Maxwell 7

in terms of interests,

extremely

abilities, and life-situation (Bama 19). The preacher is

sent to an

diverse and valuable group of people.

Acknowledging this diversity and responding appropriately as a preacher is
In the book of Acts Paul sets the

and

on

days,

he reasoned with them from the

explaining and proving that the Christ had to

Scripture,

Paul

how

extremely religious you

carefiilly at the objects
'To

an

unknown

(Acts 17:22-23).

a

god.'
Once

acknowledged the authority of

in every way. For

worship,

as

I went

the

I found among them

worship

as

accordingly.

and looked

altar with the

inscription,

an

unknown, this I proclaim to you."

again Paul knew of the dynamics
sermon

through the city

of the group to which he

In both instances he

enough just to give a lecture,

he also

sought to

create

a

was

proclaimed the

gospel, but shaped the preaching event differently due to the audience.
not

17: 1-

event to match the audience. In Athens when

What therefore you

preaching and designed the

(see Acts

philosophical gathering, he preached, "Athenians, I see

are

of your

Scripture,

suffer and rise from the dead

in the synagogue

shaped the preaching

meeting with the Areopagus,

must.

example. Paul went into the synagogue in Thessalonica

three consecutive Sabbath

3). Knov^g that his listeners

a

For Paul it

hearing for the Word

was

of God.

According to Scripture, the mix of preacher, Ustener, and message defines the
parameters of the preaching

event. All three

ingredients

are

is to be communicated. God is eager to communicate. The

happen.
a

And Jesus is available. What is needed is

thematic

a

significant if the Word

of God

Holy Spirit is ready to make it

preaching event.

In this

project, then,

study will be undertaken with the intention of shaping the preachmg event in

terms of addressing

preacher, Ustener,

and message.

Maxwell 8

Purpose
Given the mix of preacher,
purpose of this

study is to identify

narrative bibUcal
Research

prior to

Research

and

subsequent to

Question

a sermon

series based

and behavior toward God and

on

the Ten Conmiandments?

#2

exists,

if any, between the

dimensions of narrative bibhcal

learning style preference of Hsteners

preaching?

Question #3

What correlation

exists, if any, between the changes in the thoughts, attitudes, and

behavior of Hsteners and their
Research

changes in hsteners when utiUzing

people describe their thoughts, attitudes,

preferred

Research

preaching event, the

preaching that attends to the learning style of listeners.

What correlation
and the

and describe

a

Question #1

How do

others

hstener, and message in shaping

Question

learning styles?

#4

What dimensions of narrative bibhcal

preaching may have

contributed to the

change in listeners?
CONTEXT OF STUDY
The context of the

Michigan.
began in
comer

project is the Calvary United Methodist

The nucleus of what is

now

known

1856 three miles east of Holly in the

of Martha and John Streets in

dedicated until 1859. As the

Holly,

a

as

the

area

community grew,

Calvary United Methodist Church

known

church
land

Church of Holly,

as

OHve Branch. In

building was

was

1857,

constructed but

purchased

in 1959 at the

at the

was not

comer

Maxwell 9

of Quick and North Holly Roads with
parsonage. The parsonage

was

hopes of building a new church building and

completed in

1960 and the

original church building was

finished in 1970. In 1995 the church building was almost doubled in size
foot to 14,806 square

kitchen

were

The
was

was

considered himself Hberal and

preaching a

of marital unfaithfijhiess

series of sermons

were

made

as

a new

In

people took

happened and wanted to

continue

a

pastor

and the Christian

The pastor admitted to

The divorce

sides. The pastor himself did not

1976,

progressive. During his

marriage

on

against him.

affair, and eventually he and his wife divorced.

church

and

fellowship hall,

theological identity of Calvary has changed over the years.

appointed to Calvary who

charges

a

square

added.

pastorate while he

an

foot) when classrooms, storage rooms,

(7,663

really

was

see a

home,

having

traumatic for the

problem with what had

pastoring the church even afl;er the disclosure

and

subsequent divorce. Eventually he was reappointed.
To heal the rift in the

conservative and
the church. For

evangehcal.

church still lacked

ministry was devoted to heahng the

a

relationship.

He estabhshed

a sense

create

was

division in

a

of community. However, the

spiritual identity. They were together but did not understand the basis

unity.
When I

they

Most of his

1982 who

eight years he sought to bring the church together and

harmonious working

of their

church, another pastor was appointed in

saw

came to

the church in 1990, the church

themselves to be and what characteristics

Since 1990, the church has

adopted

a

profile was vague in terms of who

they considered important in a pastor.

mission statement which is to offer and

experience

Maxwell 10

the whole

gospel for the whole person for all people in Holly and the surrounding

The church is
mission and

striving to be

a

Christ-centered, Bible-based fellowship that reaches

out in

ministry.

In terms of the socio-economic context, members and friends of Calvary

diverse.

area.

are

They are primarily a middle-class to lower middle-class group comprised

of

homemakers, hourly laborers, self-employed persons, teachers, engineers, sales

representatives, tradesmen, management persons, computer consultants, administrators,
and other

professional people.

The median household income for the

village

of Holly is

$28,995 and the median income for Holly Township is $32,895 (1990 U.S. Census Report

23).

The median income of persons in the

probably exceed the

statistics for the

Calvary United Methodist Church would

village and surrounding townships, given the

socio

economic makeup of the church.
In terms of demographics, the

village known more for its festivals

village of Holly has been characterized

and

antiques than its residential growth.

subdivision was buih in Holly twenty years ago, and
to

businesses

are

coming to

and

changing as developers

going from the

are

building

a

most

commercial

medical faciUty

was

seven

anticipated.

miles north of the

still

confined

However, things

187-house subdivision. Commercial
store and

an

village boundary a 900,000

constructed. The land values of Holly property

surrounding municipalities are

sleepy

The last

activity is

old downtown storefronts.

development also is increasing with the construction of a hardware

repair shop. Furthermore,

as a

inexpensive, though,

and

so

auto

square foot

compared to

continued

growth is
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This

growth is reflected in population

5,595 people,

m

1992 there

Groveland

Township

at the

worship

attendance in 1989

rate

of 169 percent.

was

103 for

an

were

was

318 members for

95; in

an

In

5.74

percent (1992 U.S.

1989, the membership

was

increase of 48.6 percent. The

1997 the attendance
1989

averaged 256 for a growth

was

40; in

1997 the average

increase of 157 percent.

More

study is in flux.

Grov^h is

occurring within the church and the

people means more diversity. Despite the diversity,

preacher's task to use a style
so

Springfield Township

Sunday school participation m

The context of the

personal

greater growth: Rose Township 9.3 percent,

8.27 percent, and

end of 1997 there

community.

even

village of Holly had

growth rate of 4.25 percent.

a

24). Church statistics also show growth.

Census Bureau

214;

5,833 people for

were

Adjacent townships experienced

statistics: In 1990 the

that each hstener

of speech and

a

mode of action that is

might be addressed by the Word

it is still the

local, specific, and

of God

(Peterson, Five

Smooth Stones 21).
PROJECT
The

project consisted

sermons were

of ten

preached at the

sermons

based

on

the Ten Conmiandments. The

8:30 AM and 1 1:00 AM

worship

United Methodist Church for ten consecutive weeks. The

congregation's pastor, Jeffrey R.

services of the

preacher and researcher was the

Maxwell.
SERMON SERIES

Title

Scripture Passage
Exodus 20:1-3
Exodus 20:4-6

Exodus 20:7
Exodus 20:8-11

"I

Calvary

Pledge Allegiance"
letting God Out of the Box'
'Trusting in the Name'
"Enjoying R and R"
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The

hsteners
of the
the

Exodus 20:13

"Choose Life"

Exodus 20:14

"Becoming One Flesh"

Exodus 20:15

"Wanted: Caretakers"

Exodus 20:16

"To Tell the Truth"

Exodus 20:17

'T)esire"

regardless

sermon

The

"A Divine

sermons

sermon.

Family Plan"

Exodus 20:12

followed

a

narrative biblical format that

of their preferred

learning style.

length of the

sermons was

preached at both worship
older) who attended

seven

sermon.

on

learning styles is also imphed

All persons

Sunday morning.

of the ten worship services

m

shape

Arranging the content

approximately twenty-five mmutes.

services

engage all

"Narrative" has to do with the

"Bibhcal" addresses the content of the

material to reach all four of the

attempted to

which the

The

of

in this model.
same sermon was

(age eighteen and
sermon

series

was

preached participated in the study.
METHODOLOGY
This

study sought to identify and describe changes m hsteners when utilizing

narrative, bibhcal preaching that attends to the learning style of worshippers
United Methodist Church of Holly. The
seven

of the ten

worship

participants were persons who

services when the

sermon

series

was

preached.

at the

Calvary

attended at least
The

study

identified and described the changes that occurred in the affect, cognition, and behavior of

quasi-experimental mode which utilized a pretest-posttest design

listeners

by employmg

with

comparison group.

no

a

Two weeks before the

was

sermon

mailed to persons who mdicated

series

a

began, the researcher-designed questionnaire

desire to

participate in the project.

The data
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gathered from this mstmment were
and served
sermon

as

collected

the baseline that enabled the

series persons

were

Learning Style Inventory.

asked to

prior to the begimiing of the

sermon

series

hoped-for changes to be measured. During the

complete a researcher-designed

The week after the last

sermon was

survey card and the

preached, the researcher-

designed questionnaire was mailed to those persons who met the worship

attendance

criteria.
In the

study confidentiality was insured by employing a respondent-created code.

Each participant
information

was

asked to create

a

code that

gathered from the questionnaires.

was

identify and track

used to

This code

was

the

same

for each

participant on the pre-study questionnaire, mid-study questionnaire. Learning Style
Inventory, and post-study questionnaire.
SUBJECTS
The

subjects were persons (age eighteen or older) who attended the worship

services of the

Calvary United Methodist Church and attended

worship services during the
Data

was

sermon

series. The

subjects were

gathered from those who met the worship

at least seven out of ten

self-selected volunteers.

criteria and

mid-study, and post-study questioimaires. Following public

completed the pre-study,

announcements and a

letter

explaining the project and sohciting participation, the pre-study questionnaire was mailed
to

all persons who mdicated

questionnaires were also

an

interest in

sent to those

participating in the study.

participating in the study.

questionnaire was mailed to those who met the worship criterion.

The

The

mid-study

post-study
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VARIABLES
The

mdependent variable

mtervention

was

ten sermons

Commandments. The

preached

study was the
on

ten

sermon

series. The treatment

consecutive weeks from the Ten

dependent variable was the changes in hsteners following the

treatment intervention. The

study were: learning style,
treatment

of the

age, sex,

spiritual maturity,

affect the outcome of the

intervening variables which might

gender, pre-treatment spuitual maturity, post-

and number of years

attending

church.

INSTRUMENTATION
A

questionnaire designed by the researcher/preacher in consultation with a group

of seven persons

(called the Congregational Reflection Group)

Methodist Church was used to

from the

Calvary United

identify and describe changes in hsteners.

A survey

designed by the researcher/preacher was used to identify narrative bibhcal preaching
components deemed important by the hsteners. The Learning Style Inventory was also
utilized to

gather data.

questionnah-e.

The pretest

The posttest

questionnaire was the researcher-designed

questionnaire was the researcher-designed questionnaire.

Learning Style Inventory and the narrative bibhcal
the treatment intervention

as a

survey

were

used to

The

gather data during

mid-study questionnaire.
IMPORTANCE

The

impetus for the study

came

from

an

experience that happened at a men's
The guest

meeting of the Calvary United Methodist Church.
delivered

a

bibhcally-based message but did

so

in

a

club

speaker that morning

very hostile way.

Judgmg from the
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response of the
not find a

haunted
to

men

foUowing that encounter,

hearing that morning.

me.

and effort

Word of God and is

one

No wonder the

Doing

one's best

as a

preacher is

God

commanded

a

a

young pastor named

as one

approved,

by God and

seeks to offer

preacher to correctly handle the word

deaf ears.

imphcations,

correctly handles the word

study takes seriously the preachmg task and
enable

on

souls with eternal

yourself to

are m vam.

No

one

wants

Couple the

reahty that the preacher is handhng the

Apostle Paul wrote to

need to be ashamed and who

to fall

seems

does with the

addressing hnmortal

him to "do your best to present
not

communicate with his hsteners

speaker's inabihty to

doing something that

deshe to be effective at what

multiphes.

obvious that the Word of God did

was

preacher likes to think that his or her efforts

No

spend tune

The

it

anxiety

Timothy urgmg

workman who does

of truth"

needed
a

a

and one's

(2

Tim. 2: 15).

by humanity. This

preachmg model that v^U

of truth.

OVERVIEW

Chapter 2
the

of this dissertation reviews pertment

ongoing flow of research.

a

theoretical fi-amework. In

4

reports the findings and

summarizes the

inquiry.

findings

It also

gives the study

Chapter 3

answers

the research

the research

literature, placing the study withm

substance and direction by

design is presented m detail. Chapter

questions

and makes conclusions,

as

providing

well

of the

as

study.

And

Chapter

5

offering suggestions for further
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CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
A THEOLOGY OF PREACHING
"In the

the

begmnmg when God created

.

The creation is mdeed

place to lay the foundation for preaching.

God, but how would

anyone know who

was

acting without

information was communicated? From God's
know

(Gen. 1:1) proclaims the Bible.

.

a means

a

way for the Creator to convey to

a

meaning and purpose.

way for God to communicate with

Without

of

by which this

a

created world, there

a

'

humanity the 'Vho" and Vhy" of

creation. Acts of creation and history need to be declared and
communicate

significant act

perspective it is not enough for humanity to

through observation and natural revelation alone that there is

also needed to be

a

This is

doubt,

interpreted

so as

to

the fijU sweep of Scripture becomes

humanity. Through first an oral medium and then

written, God preserved divine deeds, desires, and interactions with humanity in the Bible
with the intention of communicating with any who will hsten and
engage
are

humanity m a transformmg

principally by God

encounter. Paul

respond m order to

Mickey asserts,

"The

Holy Scriptures

and about God and God's relation to the worid. The
human progress

Scriptures are not basically about human history

or

is about God's divine mitiative in

The Bible is God

history" (96).

or

Holy

failure. The Bible

telhng a divine story to

humanity.
The story format

implies a cooperative activity between God

and human authors

whereby the bibhcal writers produced a written revelation in history. Beginning with the
creation and the fall, the human situation is introduced

(see Genesis 1-11). Starting m
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Genesis 12, God addresses the need of humanity to be reconciled and transformed.

Throughout the remainder of the Bible, God's divine initiatives and human responses
emerge. The divine story concludes in Revelation

consummation of what
actions in

was

introduced in the

history. George W. Stroup

(Revelation 21, 22) with a

beginning

comments that this divme

historical." It recounts certain events in the communal

history of Jesus of Nazareth,
salvation of persons and the

problem,
find

God's

and

was

and addressed

recorded for

narrative is

"unabashedly

history of Israel and the personal

a reason

~

the

redemption and

community of fahh (95). God's mtentions, humankind's

solution, humankind's response, and God's ultimate intention fulfilled, ah

expression in a story that begs to be told.
The narrative

Narrative is also

a

quahty

of the Bible appears in

specific genre within the Bible as

"Now the Lord said to

more

God

than the Bible
uses

you, and make your

name

great,

the story of Abraham, and in his

so

that you will be

the narrative

humanity. Whether it is

a

a

a

great nation, and I will bless

blessing." (Gen.

12: 1-2). So

begms

a

place

of interaction between indi\dduals and
or

Ruth

or

Mary

or

hterary form captures the fuUest possible range of interplay between the
v^, the constancy of divme promise, and God's

character of God's

harmonious

plan for creation and the human

67).

stories to teU the story.

story about Abraham

unwavering

Forms

whole.

personal story we have an enactment of God's purposes.

telhng of Abraham's story also provides

God's deshe for

as a

Abram, 'Go fi-om your country and your kindred and your father's

house to the land that I wiU show you. I wih make of you

The

by appropriate

situation

(Long, Preaching and Literary

Paul,
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The narrative understructure of the Bible appears

material. The
of Moses

in the non-narrative

literary genre of poetry bears a relationship to narrative. The victory

(Exodus 15:1-18)

and the

Songs),

even

and Deborah

psahns of lament (e.g.

(Judges 5), the love

Ps.

songs

songs

(of The Song of

3; 13; 17), praise (e.g. Ps. 8; 19; 104) and

thanksgivmg (e.g. 92; 40; 66) had theh origin m the religious hfe of the people, both
of the
corporate and individual. 'Trose was inadequate to express the deep yearnings

soul, and poetry

as an

emotional, deep expression of faith and worship became

necessity" (Osborne 181).
hves of people and

general.

The

use

of figurative unagery reaches deep into the

a

everyday

gives expression to their stories in particular and God's story in

In order to understand and

apply poetry

one

needs to connect with

personal

and

find expression in poetry.
corporate life-situations. God's story and humankind's story
The genre of wisdom is

inherently narrative

1-3, Romans 12, Galations 5: 19-23,

et. al.

as

well. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, James

give ethical mstructions or maxuns

demonstrating the will of God in the daily affairs of hfe. Wisdom literature does give
ethical

guidance but its primary fiinction surfaces by describing the way life

should be.

Accordmg to Long, wisdom literature views the unrelated fi-agments of human activity and
estabhshes

an

takes human

underlying motif that describes life the way God

sees

it. Wisdom literature

experiences that look disconnected and episodic and finds Imkages

continuities that reveal God's wiU (Preaching and Literarv Forms 56). Even

and

m a

succinct

proverb, a way of life is imphed which serves the larger bibhcal story.
The non-narrative genre of epistle also relates to narrative form. The

the New Testament

(Romans,

1 and 2

epistles

Corinthians, Galations, Ephesians, Philippians,

of
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1 and 2

Colossians,

Peter, 1, 2, and

opening,

the

produce

a

In any

3

Thessalonians,

1 and 2

Timothy, Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,

1 and 2

John, and Jude) all bear the rhetorical features of three sections: the
and the

body of the letter,

closmg.

dialogical flow that uses theology to

epistolary features

These
address

a

specific

combine to

situation

(Osborne 253).

letter, though, the specific situation links the letter with people and their stories,

Osborne goes

on

to say that the situation

behind the letter determines not

only the

background for the argument of a book but also the extent to which the passage apphes to
situations
the

beyond the historical

epistle,

a

original readers (258). Regardless

deep withm the will

of God is the desire to communicate

and transformation. The

essentially narrative shape

primary vehicle of communication through the Bible.
God

saw

to it that the

Yet it

was

not

Word, and the Word

a

story of

of the Bible

Thus in order to

provides the

safeguard the story,

story be preserved and recorded in the Bible.

enough to have

was

with

flesh and hved among us, and
Ml of grace and truth."
on

of

story provides the parameters for interpretation, application, and correlation.

Buried

redemption

circumstances of the

(John

a

written Word alone. "In the

God, and the Word was God

we

have

seen

his

....

glory, the glory as

beginnmg was the

And the Word became
of a father's

only

son.

1: 1,14). Who God is and what God desires needed to take

human flesh. The written Word had to become the

out. To read that God is love was

one

hving Word; truth had to be fleshed

thing, but to experience God's love through human

touch, words, and actions was also essential. God not only wanted to decree fi-om

on

high, God came among us that we might know the personal contours and nuances of

propositional truth.

God's

preaching, then, becomes personal and self-disclosing.

It

was
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not

enough to

preserve lecture material in written

the Word made

form, God's desire was to send Jesus,

flesh, to embody and proclaim truth. Among the many reasons for the

coming of Jesus was that the message needed

a

messenger, the

preacher.

To be sure, the Bible is God's Word to

humanity.

With this intent God sent the

us

preachmg content needed

a

and it needs to be communicated to

preacher par exceUence,

Jesus

Christ,

to

preach

(see Matthew 4: 17).
Yet,

more

preachers were also

to the mountain to pray; and he

called his

might send them
was

out to

preparing
Followmg

spent the night in prayer to God. And when day

resurrection,

Jesus commanded his

communicating God's Word reqmres

a

Greorge Sweazey describes this process
-

Contemporary Preacher
-

designates

seers or

messages

m

the

God's Word

(Luke

-

on

earth

disciples to

It has

"Go into all the

16: 15).

Preachmg was

always been and always will be true that

human vehicle to carry the message into the world.
as a

Hearer

-

series of linked communication events: God

Neighbor.

It ah

begins with God.

Then God

special persons to receive a message and transmit it to their

Those

contemporaries.

."

came, he

preach.

ongoing task giv�i to human agents.

Seer

.

preach (see Mark 3: 13-14). Throughout Jesus' mmistry

certain persons to
his

.

out

apostles were chosen so that they might be with him and that he

proclaim the good news to the whole creation" (Mark

world and
an

during those days he went

disciples and chose twelve of them, whom he also named apostles

6: 12-13). These twelve

he

summoned. ''Now

contemporaries (amanuensises) were people who conveyed the

Scripture. The preacher is responsible to encode what is in the Bible

can

be communicated to hsteners. Those who hear

are

to receive the

so

-
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message for their
one

link

m

the

own

and to pass it

well-being

on

to

their

neighbors. Preaching is just

proclamation of God's truth (49-50). Preaching is God's own way of

converting, redeeming, and changing people (Oden 136).
Havmg exammed the grand

preaching,
In this

what is

sweep of Scripture and

preaching itself? Admittedly, preaching is

study, however,

a

merely pubhc speaking. Preaching is not

contention that all true Christian

is

of preaching is to

declares,

preaching is expository preaching
In another

expound Scripture

perceived in aU his adequacy to
Christ"

temptation to

meet

(325).

so

and

human need. The true

.

Stott

place

faithfiiUy

see

it

as

pubhc speaking. Preaching is

John R. W. Stott

(bibhcal truth)" (125).

incessantly testifymg to

attempt to communicate.

and avoid the

synonymous with

unique (Welsh 24). What is its uniqueness?

content of the sermon

an

of

specific use is imphed. Any communication approach to

preaching must respect what is unique to preaching,

objective

discovering the 'Vhy"

.

.

"It is my

this refers to the

writes, "The

mam

relevantly that Jesus Christ

preacher is

David Larsen beheves "biblical

a

witness; he is

preaching is

confident, Sphit-empowered proclamation and apphcation of what the Bible teaches"
(Anatomv of Preaching

30). Wilham WiUimon wrote, "Preaching is bibhcal whenever the

preacher allows a bibUcal text to
purpose of the sermon"

consists

serve as

the

major means of shapmg the

(Shaped by the Bible 86).

Thomas Oden

proclaiming what the Bible teaches.

and

summarizes, *T*reaching

substantially in the clarification, exposition, mterpretation,

the written word that witnesses to the revealed word"

content

and

re-appropriation of

(128). Preaching is the act of
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In the act of proclamation,

Expository preaching

content.

transmitted
but it also

more

communicates

through a historical, grammatical,

a

of the

content that is

bibhcal concept, derived from and

and

hterary study of a passage

as

given and yet

as an

both that which is

to others is to

108).

but rather

activity that is learned. Preachmg

preached,

To think that

its context,

and the act of presentmg the

the purpose of preaching is not just
On the

crowd about Jesus and concluded his message
everyone of you

and you wiU receive the

The intent of the

gift

m

the

day

so

God's

gift

on our

gospel,

".

.

.

a

Repent,

large
and

forgiven;

hves"

a

Jesus but rather to create

of reconcihation and transformation.

goal of creative preaching is to teU

a manner

that the

medium through which those continue into the present, and

response to the

preached to

that your sins may be

simply to inform about

God's words and deeds from the Bible in such

a

(As One

Holy Spuit." (Acts 2:38).

of the

sermon was not

mfluence

properly

imparting mformation

by urgmg the people to

Ehzabeth Achtemeier puts the matter this way: 'The

saving

be

gospel"

of Pentecost Peter

of Jesus Christ

name

opportunity for people to respond to

exert their

can

a

preaching is merely transmitting propositional truth

empowering transformation.

baptized

Fred

preachmg is.

misunderstand what

According to Scripture,

persons

m

'Treaching embraces the tension between an understandmg of itself as

Without Authority

an

simply impartmg bibhcal

preacher, then through the preacher to the hearers (Robinson 20).

Craddock asserts,

be

is at stake than

imphes that the bibUcal concept needs to be apphed first to the personahty and

experience

defined

however,

we

sermon

becomes the

experience them,

and

they

(47). The aim of preachmg is to win from

response of attitude and

impulse and feehng no less
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than of thought"
it is about

(Davis 5). Preaching is not only about outhning mteUectual propositions,

creating

an

God's purposes and

Having

opportunity for God to work in and through people to

achieve

plans.

said that

preaching is

about

creating

an

opportunity for God to work,

the

resultmg imphcation is that the preacher cannot force the outcome. "Preaching is an

offering intending to
sermon

is

a

evoke

an

event that cannot be

coerced into

being.

.

efficacy of the

The

preacher's hands.

push dogma upon people; it lets people
a

Yet the

a

accomphshes,

a

preaching moment

can

outcome is

voluntarily untU God's story

A chasm yawns between

across

and the

which

be such that

a

a

proclaiming bibhcal

preacher cannot drag hsteners.

bridge might

empower hearers to

transforming experience. Preaching carries with it the responsibility to

a sermon so

that the bibUcal passage and the situation of the

preaching occurs when hsteners
and how to

chasm

can see

37).

needs to be bibhcal but the Bible does not

enter into events

person's story (Achtemeier 46).

truth and what it

enter into

sermon

Sermon

responsibility of the preacher to

sermon, and to admit that it is not the sole

taken out of the

Preaching the

a sermon

something happen. Granted, the preacher has a role to play but the

becomes

.

task; proclaiming the Word is the hoped-for goal" (Lowry, The

Lowry helps the preacher reaUze the difference between dehvering

make

.

congregation meet.

how then- world is addressed

fashion

Bibhcal

by the Word

of God

respond to the Word (Thompson 33). Obviously, the response is the hsteners'

responsibihty, but "real preachmg will not aUow for sermons that are abstract, arrogantly
eloquent
concern

or

for

terrifyingly

out of touch

persons" (Massey 15).

with life and God. Real

Craddock

even

goes

so

preaching is rooted m God's

far

as

to say that

m

homiletic
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theory, "creatmg an experience for hsteners is the governing consideration of the
communicative event"

(qtd.

in Reid

trouble with the mediocre sermon,
does not matter. It could

as

even

and

when it is harmless, is that it is

weU be left unsaid. It

futility largely because it estabhshes no

congregation" (28).

Christian

"One obvious

7). Harry Emerson Fosdick wrote,

produces this

uninteresting.

It

effect of emptiness and

connection with the real interests of the
connect God's

preachmg at its best is an attempt to

story

humanity's story.
Jesus

always sought to

to the context.

connect with

Ustener,

the

agenda, causing him to compromise the Word
was.

Jesus

was

Beginning with his question,

connected with

of God, but he

opinions

of others set

began where the other

or

good thing he must

know what

Jesus led the

Mm. Furthermore, Jesus did not attempt to

opportunity to accept

sensitive to the moment, to

always culturaUy relevant but never culturaUy driven (Kalas).

example, the rich young man wanted to
hfe.

was

Granted he did not let the mterests and

the

person

Jesus

people.

man

coerce

to the heart

For

do to get eternal

of the matter-

foUowmg

hkn in any way but rather gave hmi the

reject the delivered message (see Matthew

19: 16-22). Jesus

Effective

people and gave them the freedom to respond.

preaching, then,

Lord and the congregation
attempts to mediate between the actions and words of a saving

by seeking to puU Usteners
God
the Bible

we

spoke.

mto the drama

of redemption.

God acted. God's words and actions

have God

are

preserved m the Bible.

interacting with humanity to bring about reconcihation

transformation. Preachmg is

one

of God's chosen

story and connect it with humanity's story by

strategies that

means

of a story

and

seeks to take God's

(preaching).

This

In
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began with God and continues

communication strategy

creating

an

as a

viable and effective

means

of

experience in which God's purposes might be fulfiUed in the lives of people

and the world.

The commumcation strategy

Jesus said to his

disciples,

was

and

given,

foUowing the resurrection

'Teace be with you. As the Father has sent me,

so

I send

you"

(John 20:21).
THE

PREACHER^

Calling of the Preacher

The

"You did not choose me, but I chose you. And I

fruit, fruit that wiU last
From the

.

beginnmg the

.

."

(John

15: 16). The

caU of God set

m

appointed you to

go and bear

caUing of the preacher begins with God.

motion the process of reconcihation and

transformation. In the Garden of Eden God caUed to the man, "Where

are

you?" (Gen.

3:9). God continued to take the initiative, callmg Abram to "Go from your country and
the land I will show you. I will make of you
your kindred and your father's house to

great nation, and I v^U bless you, and make your

blessing" (Gen.

12: 1-2). The

salvation. This call

Son,
3:16,

so

can

be

calling of God extends to

summarized,

that everyone who beheves

see

also 1 Tun.

name

m

'Tor God

so

him may not

2:4). Every person is caUed

great,
all

so

so

that you wiU be

that aU

a

person

a

might experience

loved the world that he gave his

only

perish but may have eternal hfe" (John

of God to

experience

salvation. "We

evidence that God's caU reaches every person
may conclude from the biblical
offer of salvation. When

a

responds to that caU, the response is not to

-

a

it is God's

particular

Within the section of THE PREACHER the subtitles of "The Calhng of the Preacher," "The Anomting
of the Preacher," and "The Forming of the Preacher" come from my own reading and reflections.
^
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vocation, but to

a

particular Ufe

2:9) (Bratcher 67). Being

a

-

the hfe of being

part of God's

own

a

part of God's

own

people (1

Peter

people carries responsibihties.

is m Christ, there is
Among the responsibilities is the reahzation that "So if anyone
a new

everything old has passed

creation:

is from

away; see,

everything has become new! M this

God, who reconciled us to himself through Christ, and

reconciliation

.

.

."

(2

Cor.

message of reconcihation is

priesthood,

a

The

5:17-18).
given to

holy nation, God's

people,

m

are a

chosen race,

order that you may

acts of him who caUed you out of darkness mto his

Christian is exempt from the

given us the ministry

of

privilege and responsibility of declaring the

aU Christians. "But you

own

has

marvelous

a

royal

proclaim the mighty
Peter

light." (1

2:9).

No

gracious opportunity to invite people to experience God's

wonderfijl salvation. Withm this

privilege is

also

a

particularizing of the call to proclaim

the message of reconcihation.

The

a

particularizing of the caU is hinted

servant of Christ

Jesus, called to be

an

at in the

opening verses

".

to me

.

.

when I

if I do not

voluntarily,

I

am

preach the gospel,

preach the gospel!

I cannot

If I

'Taul,

apostle and set cq?art for the gospel of God
In the book of 1 Corinthians

(Romans 1:1, itaUcs mme. New International Version).
read,

of Romans.

boast, for I

am

preach voluntarily,

compeUed to preach.

I have

shnply discharging the trust conmiitted to me" (1

a

.

.

."

we

Woe

reward; if not

Cor. 9: 16-17, New

International Version).

Moving from the Apostle Paul's calhng,
of God's call to
1 1) the

proclaim the Word,

gift of prophecy is hsted.

more

evidence supports the

Within the discussion of spiritual

The

gift

of prophecy

means to

particularizuig

gifts (1

Cor. 12:7-

speak God's word with
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divine

anointing,

To be sure,

relevant

scriptures, prophecy is used far more to proclaim than to predict.

"In the

the
telhng of future events sometimes was mvolved m prophesying. However,

presentation of God's word to the immediate

share of New Testament

prophecy" (Kmghom 48).

situation dominates the greater

Effective

prophecy communicates the

Word of God to persons in the midst of their current situation.

Kinghom goes

on to

'T*rophecy remains enormously important in our day because it

constitutes

of God's

most common ways of bringing

a

congregation face-to-face with God's tmth and

encouraging persons to respond to the hving Lord" (50).

gift given to

some

individuals

so

Not everyone has every

who allots to each

one

one

that the Word of God

gift.

All

mdividuaUy just

The

gift

of prophecy is

the

chooses."

Spirit

of
a

cmcial

might be proclauned.

gifts "are activated by one and the

as

say,

(1

same

Spirit,

Cor. 12: 11). When

considering the caU to proclaim the message of reconciliation, according to Scripture

specific persons
The

are

calhng

called and

of God to

equipped to preach.

effective communication of the Word of God.

commission
man

can

and formative when

preach is fundamental

Sangster believed "only a divine

justify [preaching]. Lackmg that, it is

a

gross

would take upon himself the task of taUdng to others in

inthnate

claim

things of the soul" (24).

(see Jeremiah 1:4-10).

The

The caU of God

the womb I knew you, and before you

prophet to the nations" (v. 5).
Jeremiah

calling

were

considering

of the
came

a

impertinence.

public place

No humble

about the most

prophet Jeremiah supports Sangster's

to Jeremiah: "Before I formed you in

bom I consecrated you; I

appointed you

a

After the Lord reminded Jeremiah that he had been called,

responded, "Ah, Lord God! Tmly I do not know how to speak, for I am only a
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boy" (v. 6).

The Lord

responded to Jeremiah's reluctance by reminding him to go

wherever he is sent and
touched my

mouth," declared Jeremiah, "and the Lord said to

word in your mouth.
up and to

See, today I appoint you

over

pull down, to destroy and to overthrow,

call of God

preceded

and

but the

nations and

'Now, I have put my

over

to build and to

kingdoms,

preparation of the preacher" (17).

Without
a

not the

The

presented m

who hears it. That

can occur

Furthermore, if the

sermon

such

a

way that it

preparation of

neglecting the unportance

fundamental issue

preaching, gettmg the preacher ready to preach must not be overlooked.
must be

pluck

plant" (w. 9-10).

problem in preaching is

of exegesis, hermeneutics, and homiletics, Kmlaw raises

event. Scripture

to

Anointing of the Preacher

Dennis Kmlaw writes, "The greatest
sermon

me,

prepared the preacher for the ministry of proclamation.
The

the

'Then the Lord put out his hand and

speak what is told to hun.

~

in

In the

preaching

speaks to the needs of the person

only through the empowering of the Holy Spuit.

affords

an

opportunity for the transformation of hearers, the

Holy Spuit must be involved in the process, specifically in preparing the preacher to

preach.

God has

provided what is needed.

In the Old Testament the Lord instructed Moses that Aaron and his

be anointed with olive

anointing oil, and
were

to

"You

to

oil, which was symbohc of the Spirit of God. "You shah take the

pour it

on

[Aaron's] head and

anoint him"

anointed. Samuel anointed both Saul and David.

Samuel,

sons were

are to

anomt for

David, the Lord said, "Rise and

me

the

anomt

one

(Exodus 29:7). Later, kings

Concerning David, the Lord

I indicate." When Samuel

him; he is the

one.

eventuaUy

said
saw

So Samuel took the horn of oil
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and anointed David in the presence of his
Lord

came

upon David in

Prophets were
task and gave them
than

power" (see

brothers, and from that day

1 Samuel

also anointed. Their

anointing,

like the

John

Spirit

kings,

set them

order to

presses

us

could not be

talent, traimng, and skill

In the New Testament Jesus

one

"This is my Son, the

descended hke
was

a

has sent

dove, alighting

himself to

on

Jesus

led into the wilderness to be
m

opportunities which

enabhng power" (65).

In his

baptism.
am

Messiah, which means

weU

baptism, God, the father, spoke:

pleased."

(Matthew 3:16-17).

Also the

Spirit

of God

Then Jesus, ftiU of the

Holy

tempted. FoUowing the temptation by Satan,

the power of the

Sphit.

In his hometown of Nazareth, Jesus

Isaiah, 'The spuit of the Lord is upon me, because the Lord has anomted me; he

me

bring good

to

news

proclaim liberty to the captives,
Lord's favor

.

.

."

FoUowing
leave

and

and

onto the scene as the

came

Beloved, with whom I

Jesus returned to Galilee

read from

challenges

The Lord

of God." In Greek the word for Messiah is Christos. Before Jesus

began his ministry he submitted

Spuit,

mto

accomphshed without his gifts, wisdom,

"the anointed

more

Ogilivie asserts, "Anointing is the unction of the Spirit of

impute authority and strength to accomphsh a humanly impossible task.
our

a

accomphsh the

God to

beyond

of the

apart for

In the act of anointing

special power to accomphsh the task.

Lloyd

the

16:3-13, New International Version).

symbohsm was present; the Holy Spuit was bestowed in

purposes of God.

on

to the

oppressed, to bind up the brokenhearted, to

and release to the

prisoners; to proclaim the year

of the

(Isaiah 61:1,2).
Jesus'

death, burial, and resurrection he told his foUowers, "Do

Jerusalem, but wait for the gift

my Father

promised

...

not

for John baptized with
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water, but in
when the

a

few

Holy Spirit

International

you; and you wih be my witnesses

comes on

Version).

That

promise was fulfilled

"saw what seemed to be tongues of fire that

All of them

were

fiUed with the

declaring the wonders of God

Holy Sphit
.

.

."

.

on

.

by my spuit,
Was this

Pentecost

Christ

." After the

For the

whom the Lord
Just

as

our

have the

what

in

each of them.

to rest on

fiUmg, the disciples went forth

was

Peter's

"not

A

by might nor by power

every

concluding remarks

one

of you in the

children, and for all who

are

in his

name

of the

of Jesus

Holy Spirit.

far away, everyone

(Acts 2:38-39).

Peter needed the anomtmg of the

sermon

preacher is to be

a

Holy Spuit to preach,

true messenger

so

too do all

of God, he

[or she]

must

preparation, help m anticipation,

courage

m

presentation,

and foUow-

unplementation (Larsen, Anatomy of Preachmg 56-57). Eugene Peterson warns of
can

happen when the Holy Spirit is left out

pastoral work:
natural
the

and it

disciples

Holy Spirit m his [or her] hfe" (Kinlaw 93). This is true because the Holy Spuit

gives help
m

for your

"If a

came

forgiven; and you wiU receive the gift

God calls to hun"

subsequent preachers.

up

"Repent and be baptized

promise is for you,

The

(Zechariah 4:6).

only for those original disciples?

that your sins may be

so

(Acts 1 :4,5,8, New

.

(Acts 2: 3,4,1 1, New International Version).

says the Lord of hosts"

sermon were:

.

day of Pentecost.

the

separated and

mmistry began that turned the world upside down,
but

You wih receive power

days you will be baptized with the Holy Spirit.

one, the naive

compassion and

pulpit, where,

of ministry. There

attempt to help people

concern we

safe from the

on our

ovm,

as

are

"two

best

we

have for them; and two, the insensitive

unmanageable ambiguities of bedroom

and

parodies

of

can, out of

harangue from
kitchen.
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shopping mall and workshop, corporate boardroom and legislative caucus, we confidently
declaim the pure word of God

.

.

." (Five Smooth Stones

7).

If the Word of God is to

gain a hearing, then the Holy Spirit must be mtegrally involved m not only the act

preaching, but m the preacher as weU.

"It is

an

undeniable

preaching is the result of the Spirit of God present and
Truth

109).

The

question is

what lets the

-

preaching might be authoritative

communication is to

only can fiU and

occur.

principle that the authority of

active"

(Demaray,

Proclaiming the

Holy Spirit loose m the preacher

so

that the

and effective?

Preachers open themselves to the

Holy Spirit's empowerment.

of

The

Holy Spuit by first recognizmg the need

Holy Spuit is not

a

for the

luxury but a necessity if effective

Second, the preacher must beheve that the Holy Spirit

cleanse one's

not

spirit, but wiU. Beheving that the Holy Spirit wih do what
matter of faith, to be sure, but

faith unlocks the door,

needs to be done is crucial. It is

a

allowmg the Holy Spirit

Third, the preacher must be willing for the Holy Spirit to

fiU and possess hun
to

or

access.

her. FuU surrender and

self-control and self-interest is

must.

a

complete cooperation

Fourth,

trust that the

are

Holy Spuit wiU fiU the

preacher, that God wiU answer the deep cry for the cleansmg and fiUing
to be

unleashed in one's hfe (Kinlaw 108-109). The fiUmg of the Holy

pushes aside the tasks

of exegesis,

by God,

and finds its end

m

Spirit only steriUty and fiitUity await.
too must

aU

preachers.

of the

Holy Spuit

Spirit m no way

hermeneutics, and homiletics but rather puts the

preachmg event and the preacher in proper perspective.
sustained

requhed. Dymg

It aU

begins v^ith God,

is

God; apart fi-om God and the equipping of the Holy
Jesus ministered in the power of the

Holy Spuit;

so
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The anomtmg of the Holy

parts. In Philippians it says,

.

it is God who is at work in you,

pleasure" (Phil.
life of every

The

reminded "to work out"

work out your

oneself to

salvation with fear and

or

to

bring to completion that which was begun.
contmue to

do in the

This is

no

self-

preach.

him. He appointed twelve

Forming

-

of the Preacher

designating them apostles

might send them out to preach.

.

."

The call went out

�

that

wanted, and they

came

to

they might be with him and

(Mark 3: 13-14, New International Version).

Again a model emerges from Jesus' mmistry,

for the would-be

trembhng; for

cooperate v^th the Holy Spirit in

"Jesus went up mto the hills and called to him those he

preaching.

has two

preacher's response is also required, for the preacher is

The

that he

gifts of God,

enabhng you both to wiU and to work for his good

help theology but rather an invitation to
preparing

own

hke ah the

Preaching in the Spirit is the work that God wants to

2: 1 2, 1 3).

preacher.

.

Spirit for preaching,

which if employed wiU result in effective

prior to preaching.

Then after the

preachers to first spend time with Jesus.

caU, the mvitation came

The text does not say

that Jesus mstructed them but rather chose them to "be with him." This

unphes

exphcitly
an

ongoing experience that not only would include times of mstruction but also tunes
important but

of

the Incarnate

being together with him.

The written Word

Word. Before they

ready to preach they had to spend time with the Incarnate Word,

Jesus.

were

was

so too was

According to Bernard Manning, 'Treachmg is the manifestation of the Incarnate

Word, from the Written Word, by the spoken Word" (qtd m Macleod 25). The apostles
needed

quahty tune vydth Jesus

so

they might be equipped to preach.
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What

was

true

for the

apostles is also true for any preacher. Spending time with

Jesus is still needed if preaching is to be incamational. How

with Jesus? One way is to
what

we

study the Scriptures.

need to know about Jesus and

experience the living Lord.

To this

might

preacher spend tune

preserved

In the New Testament God has

salvation, and by studymg the Word we

end, Eugene Peterson offers
of exegesis does not

"contemplative exegesis." This kind

a

mean

a

can re-

concept called

jettisoning

so

much

as a

single item of current exegetical fact or msight concerning grammar, theology, culture,
history. Contemplative exegesis
dihgent about it.

does not

bypass or denigrate technical exegesis; it is

But this kind of exegesis

information is not

or

recognizes that technique does not heal and

knowledge. Contemplative exegesis calls

one

to hsten to the text

(Peterson, Working the Angles 73-76).
M. Robert MulhoUand elaborates

of the Bible and formational
cover

reading. Informational reading is linear reading.

material. The mind-set is

on

mastering the text.

and judgmental, and is characterized
on

the other

This

approach is analytical, critical,

by a problem-solvmg mentality. Formational readmg,

in-depth reading is the goal. Formational reading requires that the text

master the reader. The reader is the

object to be shaped,

not the text. To read

humble, detached, wilhng attitude is required that opens

Word

It seeks to

hand, is concerned with ingesting small portions of the Word. Instead of

breadth of reading,

a

by distinguishmg between informational readmg

(49-50). Informative study of the Word

Word. Peterson summarizes, "The

common

a

formatively

reader to the mystery of the

is necessary but

so

too is

soakmg in the

practice is to nurture a hstening disposition

hoping to become passionate hearers of the Word rather than cool readers

of the

page"

~
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(Working the Angles

61). By becoming hearers

of the

Word, the Word has

an

opportunity to shape the hstener.
Other passageways to Jesus mclude

meditation is

an

meditation, fasting, and prayer. Christian

attempt to empty the mind in order to fiU it with the thmgs of God.

Detachment aUows attachment to the Lord. Fastmg is

primarily to

purposes,

focus

on

God in prayer. Another interior

Richard Foster says, "Meditation introduces

accompanying means,
and

highest work

Prayer is

one

disciplines

but it is the

of the human

of the

God also forms the
the

discipline

to the inner

us

Real prayer is life

spuit.

life, fasting is

of prayer itself that

preacher who

brings us

(qtd.

in

and

deepest

seeks to become

These inward

like Jesus.

more

experience Jesus.

visit, the

not

only be

a

out of

servant

Henri Nouwen asserts, 'The mystery of ministry is

we

minister

more we

receive,

The

more we

not just sunilar

give, help, support,

gifts,

but the Lord Himself

Harper 1 17). Mary Magdalene would agree with Nouwen. Followmg the

resurrection she
who

into the

preacher when the preacher participates in life. Moving

that the Lord is to be found where

guide, counsel,

an

creating and life changing" (30).

study and prayer closet into the world gives the opportunity to

like Jesus but also to

As

discipline is prayer.

primary means God uses to transform individuals.

must for the

are a

abstaining from food for spuitual

was

told, 'T)on't be alarmed,

crucified. He has risen! He is

go, teU his

him, just

was

you

he told

lookmg for Jesus the Nazarene,

not here. See the

disciples and Peter, he is going ahead

as

are

place where they laid him.

of you mto Galilee. There you v^l

you" (Mark 16:6-7, New International Version).

and therefore the world becomes the

Jesus is in the

place in which to experience Christ.

But

see

world,
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The

forming of the preacher also occurs when the preacher identifies with persons

and their situations.
way.
were

Henry MtcheU said that the prophet Ezekiel had to learn this the hard
of Ezekiel's

During the early days
busy tuning Ezekiel

chapter,

after Ezekiel

out� that

to Ezekiel. "Come and

hear; this

something that relates to us
The difference

on

to say that

was

.

.

.

man

that

that Ezekiel ".

.

one

gets the impression that the

nobody was hstening.

sit where

began to

ministry,

they sat,

has

m

the

thirty-thhd

reported that the people Ustened
say that matches

needs

our

.

.

.

understand, something that wUl help us" (5).

is

...

MitcheU goes

they sat" (Ezekiel 3:15).

sat where

'^he recovery of preaching

was

somethmg to

we can

.

h

But then

people

heavily dependent on the wiUingness and

ability of preachers to sit where then- people sit, existentially and culturally"(l 1). Such
identification with and
communication
Ues

answer

m

might

understanding
occur.

of people

What is it that

a

shapes the preacher

so

preacher needs to know

that effective
about

people?

The

the next section.
THE LISTENERS

What is

a

person?

'Treadling never takes place m a vacuum" (Loscalzo 8).
occurs,

a

preacher is seeking to communicate with an audience.

mformation, then, needs

question is

focal

point--

hsteners. Who

answered determines in great

preaching event.
to one

a

basic

Fosdick wrote, "Every

question:

measure

the

are

a

preaching event

The transfer of

these hsteners? How this

potential effectiveness of the

problem that the preacher faces thus leads back

how weU does he understand the

That he should know his

When

thoughts and hves

of his

Gospel goes without saying, but he may know it ever

so

people?
weU and
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yet fail

to

get it within reaching distance of anybody

.

.

."

(41). Getting the gospel within

reachmg distance of the hsteners imphes knowledge of the hsteners.
The
persons

are

place to begin is in the begmnmg. The creation account in Genesis
created in the

image of God.

"So God created humankind in his

knage,

image of God he created them; male and female he created them" (Gen. 1:27).
person bears the unage of God. The bibhcal account goes

introduction of sin

only individuals but

marred but not

completely destroyed. Humanity retained

Each

of such rebelhon. These

FoUowing the fall,

The moral aspects

The natural aspects of the

image were lost.

in the

describe "the fall," the

also the environment.

image of God in persons was radicaUy damaged.
of the

to

through disobedience, and the consequences

consequences affect not

holiness)

on

says that

the

(righteousness and

image were extensively

some

degree of rationality,

emotion, and will (Harper 30). The Ultimate relationship between God and humanity was
lost. Yet God chose not to leave
on

to

teU of God's relentless,

life-giving relationship.

Who

humanity separated from hun.

The bibhcal account goes

ongoing attempt to redeem, to bring back humanity into
are

They are individuals created by God for

hsteners then?

feUowship with God. Every human bemg has

a

derived existence. No

one

is self-

originating, self-sustainmg, nor self-fialfilhng. Every person's origin, existence,
ftilfiUment

are

Not

found through relationship with God

only

each person with

are

The

psahnist hints at this:

'Tor you

being; you knit me together in my mother's womb.

wonderfiiUy made; your works are wonderful,

and

(Kinlaw 78).

people themselves gifts of a creative God,

gifts.

a

I

God has chosen to endow

[God]

created my inmost

praise you because I

I know that fiiU weU"

(Ps.

am

fearfiiUy and

139: 13-14, New
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International

gratitude

The theological

Version).

comes

from

being created in the image of God.

radicaUy damaged foUowing the faU,
print"

on

each person

The "soul

underpinning for this exclamation of praise

it

was

Even though the

altogether lost.

not

God has still left his "soul

print" is

an

endowment from God that characterizes the

uniqueness

This

of

print" to refer specificaUy to personality or

temperament. According to social science research each person possesses

a

unique

theory hsts four mental fiinctions: sensing, intuition, thinking, and

Two of these mental fiinctions

feelkig.

knage was

(Johnson 20).

each individual. Johnson uses the term "soul

personality type.

and

(sensing

and

kituition) influence orientation and

perception. Thinking and feehng relate to decision-makmg and lifestyle. Referring to
orientation, there is

a

continuum with the

polarities

of extraversion and

kitroversion; in

perception, sensing and intuition; in decision-making, thinking and feelmg;
judging and perception.

Each person

uses

all

eight options but

combinations. Furthermore, every person has
set

a

favorite

or

does

dominant

(e.g. extraversion, senskig, feehng, and judgkig) (Johnson 173).

theory

argues for the

even

that God created two

existed

as

does not

ki

The

own

soul

one

male and

in each

apphcation of this
or as

Johnson

print.

deeper kito the differences between people.
beings,

lifestyle,

unique

preference

uniqueness of each person in terms of personahty,

writes, each person has her or his

Digging

so

and in

one

female. From the

Genesis 1:27 reminds

begmnmg humankind

male and female which mtroduces sexual differentiation. Sexual differentiation

mean

hierarchy but rather equaUty, yet there

are

differences

(Trible 18).
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According to Donald Joy,
offers

a

and

men

women are

created to be different from the other. Joy

model:

Female

Male

encompassing

engrossing
strength
justice
provision
logical
These
and

polarities

women

between

to the

men

the other

are

and

not air

tenderness
mercy
nurture

relational

tight of course but generally men tend to cluster to the left
John

right side (Joy).
women:

hand, focus more

Men

are

motivated when

(Gray 1 1).

When

they

are

women

needed,

generational

ever

the

differences.

changes that

perspectives,

reshaping

our

1926 and

earher).

and Busters

groups Bama offers the

(1965

women are

shift before

world

motivated when

are

.

.

must

they feel cherished

also be taken into account.

change is happening faster than

our

Builders

eyes. Those who wish to

weU-advised to

people groups" (16)

to

puU

given insight into another dimension of humankuid

seem to

and behaviors of key

(those bom m

(1946-1964),

are

men

on

need to talk about what is bothering them.

George Bama writes,

before, and the mles of hfe

feelings; women,

When copmg with stress

considering people, gender differences

Social science research has also

~

solvers and invaUdate

feehngs than solutions.

on

away and need time to think whereas

Men

Gray gives the foUowing overview of differences

problem

are

side

study the values,

Bama hsts the groups: Seniors

(those bom between

1983) (19).

following mformation:

exploit

1927 to

1945), Boomers

To better understand these

key people
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Very Desirable

Life Conditions Deemed to be

by

Each of the Four

Life condition described

Having close personal
friendships
Living comfortably
Having a close
relationship with God
Ovming a large home
Having an influence on
other people's hves
Being part of a local
church

The

Major

Generations

(Bama 62)

Busters

Boomers

Builders

Seniors

80%

69%

75%

83%

69%

53%

59%

76%

64%

70%

79%

85%

43%

19%

17%

16%

49%

39%

38%

33%

38%

48%

58%

75%

values, perspectives, and behavior of each generation mark people

characteristics that

surfaces

once

When
create a

are

determined by their

agam and this time finds

generation.

having unique

The multifaceted soul

print

expression through generational differences.

considering the immense diversity that

preaching event that might

as

engage ah

exists in

persons?

provide a framework which can be used to place a

humanity, is it possible to

Is there

sermon

a

within

theory that might

reaching

distance of all

hsteners?

Learning Styles
'Do you address your
were a

single-minded entity

mdividuals?"

sermons to

...

(Loscalzo 97).

or

the

congregation,

do you view the

This query

different ways. Two
has to do with how

to

though the congregation

congregation as a group

points toward

created individuals: leammg theory. According

as

one

of

aspect of being uniquely

learning theory persons leam m

major movements are involved in how each person leams.

an

individual

perceives reahty;

and

secondly, how

such

The first

knowledge is

processed (McCarthy 3). Every person's leammg style is as unique as a signature
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(LeFever 17).

Or to

use

person's soul print mcludes

Johnson's term, every

a

particular

learning style.
Learning theory is

a

hohstic

experience, perception, cognition,

integrative perspective

and behavior

on

(Kolb 21).

learning that

This

combmes

argues that

theory

learning involves producmg change m an mdividual through how a person sees or
understands

that what
and

reality,

processes that

happens to

understanding,

an

it is

occurs

when

more

and behaves

accordingly.

While it is true

through random behavior may affect one's perception

often the

case

that

an

individual's

perception

of self and the

important in determining behavior. According to this theory,

outside world is most

learning

individual

knowledge,

knowledge is created through the transformation

of experience

(Kolb 38). And such knowledge brings about change in the individual. This change is
termed

learning. David Kolb summarizes, ''Learning, the creation of knowledge

meaning,

occurs

through the

the external world and
and ideas"

active extension and

grounding

of ideas and

through internal reflection about the attributes

and

experiences

of these

in

experiences

(52). This learning process creates the opportunity for change m cognition and

behavior.
Two basic components flow fi-om this

theory:

how

one

perceives

and how

processes. Kolb elaborates,
basic structural dimensions of the

learning process. The
first is a prehension
dialecticaUy opposed
modes of grasping experience, one via direct apprehension of
immediate concrete experience, the other through indirect
comprehension of symbohc representations of experience.
The second is a transformation dhnension, which includes two
dialecticaUy opposed modes of transforming experience, one via
intentional reflection, the other via extensional action.
(58-59) (see Figure 2.1)
There

are

two

dimension that mcludes two

one
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Concrete

Experience
Grasp ag
Afprd ensi(

Active

Transfonnation via

Transfoimation via

Reflective

Extension

Intention

Observation

Experimentation

Gra^ ngvia
Con^rc liension

Abstract

Conceptualization
Basic

Learning Style Theory

Figure 2.1 (Kolb 42)
The first structural dimension of grasping

with

one

end called concrete

way tend to connect
connect

move

more

to

vertical continuum

experience with meaning. They leam through empathy and tend to

the actual

experience by perceiving through their senses.

conceptualization.

experience.

These

people

On the other end of the vertical continuum

These persons think

through experience

the abstract dunensions of reality. These individuals

(McCarthy 3-7).

a

experience. Individuals who perceive in a sensing/feeling

in the du-ection of concrete

is abstract

experience involves

and tend

more to

perceive through a logical approach
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The second structural dhnension is the horizontal contmuum with

active

and information by

watchers reflect
to create

on

watching

connections. The doers act

Both kinds of perceiving

are

Accordmg to this learning theory,
on

how

perceives

one

combmation forms the

This

the two

others

hemispheres

action-oriented. The

do it first

one

own

experiences

(McCarthy 8-11).

valuable, both kinds of processing

every mdividual falls

being

They reflect only after having

meaning they need to

different

on a

processes information and

are

place

valuable.
on

the model

experience.

This

of every person.

explained by research done

According to

are

through their

mformation.

researchers have identified two

different functions.
to

is

on new

and how

uniqueness

uniqueness

Roger Sperry,

reflectmg,

information and filter their reflections

tried it out. To make connections to

based

and

end

Some individuals process

experimentation and the other reflective observation.

experience

one

on

brain function.

Starting vdth

hemispheres in the brain which specialize in

research the human mind

delegates

different processes

of the brain:

Left Mode

Verbal: Using words to name.
describe, define.

Right Mode
Nonverbal: Awareness of

things, but minimal connection
words.

Analytic: Figuring things out stepby-step and part-by-part.
Symbolic: Using a symbol to stand
for something.
Abstract: Taking out a small bit of
mformation and using it to represent
the whole thmg.
Temporal: Keeping track of tune,
sequencing one thing after another.
Rational: Drawing conclusions based
on reason

and facts.

Synthetic: Puttmg thmgs together
to form

wholes.

Concrete:

Relating to things

as

the present moment.
Seeing likenesses

they
Analogic:
between things; understanding
metaphoric relationships.
Nontemporal: Without a sense
are, at

of time.
Nonrational: Not

requiring a
facts;
suspend judgment.

basis of reason

wiUingness to

or
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Spatial: Seemg where thmgs are
in relation to other things, and
how parts got together to form

Digital: Using numbers as in counting.

a

whole.

Logical: Drawing conclusions based
on logic; one thing foUowing another
in logical order.
Linear: Thinking in terms of linked
ideas, one thought directly foUowing
another, often leading to a convergent

Intuitive: Makmg leaps of insight,
often based on mcomplete patterns,
hunches, feehngs, or visual hnages.
HoUstic: Seemg whole things all

conclusion.

leading to divergent conclusions.

perceiving the overaU

at once;

patterns and structures, often

(Kolb 49)

Not

only

operates with
and

a

perceiving

do the two

hemispheres of the bram process information differently,

different mode of thmkmg
are

"two

(McCarthy 71).

and

person leams

an

independent but mutuaUy enhancmg orientations. Physiological
right

and left cerebral

integrative mechanism m the corpus callosum" (Kolb 59).

depends upon which hemisphere he or

she

prefers.

Some may

leammg primarily from the left side, others from the right, whUe others
forth.

Regardless of whether a person is left-brained, right-brained,

thereof,

stated, processing

As has been

evidence suggests separate locations of these fimctions in the

hemispheres

every person is

each

unique m terms

of brain fiinction. What

are

The way

approach

may flow back and

or some

the

combination

knpUcations

for

learning?
Returning to the learning theory model,

Figure 2.2).

Persons who faU

m

quadrant one are

four

caUed

quadrants

a

emerge,

(see

Imagmative Leamers. They

perceive information concretely and process it reflectively.
They integrate experience with the self They leam by hstening and
sharing ideas. They are imagmative thmkers who beheve m then- ovm
experience. They excel in viewmg dkect experience from many
perspectives They value insight thmkmg. They work for harmony.
They need to be personaUy mvolved. They seek commitment. They
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people and culture. They are thoughtful and enjoy
observing others. They absorb reahty. They seek meamng and
clarity. (McCarthys?)
are

interested in

Concrete

Experience

Dynamic

Imaginative

Learners

Leamas

Active

Reflective

Experimentation

Observation

Common Sense

Analytic

Leamers

Leamers

Abstract

Conceptualization
Learning Style Quadrants
Figure 2.2 (McCarthy 50)
In

quadrant two Analytical Leamers are found. They perceive information

abstractly and process it reflectively.
They devise theories by integratmg theh observations mto what is
known. They seek contmuity. They need to know what the experts
think. They leam by thinking through ideas. They form reahty. They
value sequential thmking. They need details. They critique
information and coUect data. They are thorough and industrious.
They wih re-examine the facts if situations perplex them. They enjoy
traditional classrooms. They find ideas fascinating. They prefer to
maximize certainty and are uncomfortable with subjective judgments.
They seek inteUectual competence and personal effectiveness.
(McCarthy 39)
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Common Sense Leamers

information

are

located in

quadrant three.

As leamers

they perceive

abstractly and process it actively.

They integrate theory and practice. They leam by testing theories and
applying common sense. They are pragmatists. They beheve if it
works, use it. They are down-to-earth problem-solvers, who resent
being given answers. They do not stand on ceremony but get right to
the pomt. They have a limited tolerance for fuzzy ideas. They value
strategic thinking. They are skiUs oriented. They experiment and
tinker with thmgs. They need to know how things work. They edit
reality, cut right to the heart of things. Somethnes they seem bossy
and unpersonal. They seek utihty and results. (McCarthy 41)

The fourth

information

quadrant contains the Dynamic Leamers.

These

people perceive

concretely and process it actively.

They integrate experience and apphcation. They leam by trial and
error. They are behevers m self-discovery. They are enthusiastic
about new things. They are adaptable, even rehsh change. They
excel when flexibihty is needed. They often reach accurate
conclusions in the absence of logical justification. They are risk
takers who are at ease with people. They enrich reahty by takmg
what is and adding something of themselves to it. They are
sometimes seen as manipulative and pushy. They seek to influence.
(McCarthy 43)
AU

people fall
No

preference.

one

Withm each

preferences.

These

somewhere within this model

quadrant persons

preferences,

reveals that each person
person is

terms

of their

quadrant is more hnportant than any other,
also have

aU

leammg style

are

equally valuable.

auditory, visual, and tactUe/kinesthetic

caUed modaUties,

mdividuals receive information (LeFever 32).

a

m

are

sensory channels

through which

Psychological/communication research

prefers to receive information through one of these modalities.

visuaUy-oriented, information comes in primarily by visual intake.

individual who

For

If

an

prefers hstening m order to leam, auditory intake is the method of choice.
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Someone who receives mformation basicaUy through touch

tactile/kinesthetic intake dominates

(taste, feel, etc.)

(Demaray, Proclahning the Truth 97-101).

Differences in individuals abound in how mformation is

received,

no

matter what

learmng

style one prefers.
The way in which individuals

experience

creates

individual. Once
attention and

an

receive, perceive, and process information and

infinite number of combinations,

again,

an

making each person a unique

individual's one-of-a-kmd soul

print continues to

demand

address the

learning theory provides the theoretical fi-amework to

differing

characteristics of hsteners.
Around the Circle

"When

someone

(McCarthy 51).

in

a

teaching us in our most comfortable style,

Some have

Charles Kraft beheves
us

is

a

leam more"

argued that for too long left-bram learning took center stage.

pervasive rationahsm

dommates

our

Westem

culture, immersmg

rationahstic, mind-oriented approach to everything. This rationahsm downplays

the value of experience. Such rationahsm declares it is
to life

we

(41-44). Ralph Lewis adds, 'Tor the past

concentrated

on

left-brain

reason

500 years

our

brings meaning

culture has

preferences: words, speech, language, logic, analysis, theory,

theology, abstractions, argument, and propositions (19).

Virginia Stem Owens,

...

alone that

As

a

consequence, writes

"The left side of the brain grew fat and tyrannous while the

side shriveled and

atrophied.

McCarthy asserts,

"What

we

"
.

.

(qtd.

m

Lewis, Guidebook 24).

educators need to do is to

In

hght

right

of this,

develop teaching methodologies
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which wiU

efifectively teach to both modes" (71). CaUmg for the development

of such

methodologies learning theory suggests that
learning, change, and growth are seen to be facihtated best by an
integrated process that begins with here-and-now experience
foUowed by a coUection of data and observations about that
experience. The data are then analyzed and the conclusions of this
analysis are fed back to the [leamers] in the [teaching moment] for
.

.

.

their

use

in the modification of theh behavior and choice of new

experiences. (Kolb 21)
This

four-stage cycle takes seriously the multiple ways individuals perceive and

process ideas and

experiences (see figure 2.3).

people, moving through the cycle is a must,
go around the circle"

In order to facilitate

or as

learning for ah

McCarthy declares,

(59).
Concrete

Figure 2.3 (McCarthy 61, 122)

"Teachers need to
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Going
facilitate
ah

around the circle

hnphes that m order for a communication methodology to

learning, the teaching event must be

learning styles. By beginnmg at the top

structured

m

such

of the model and

a

way

as

to connect

with

moving clockwise, the

progression uses both right and left brain techniques. McCarthy moves around the circle:
Quadrant One: Integratmg Experience with the Self
1. Create

a

2. Reflect

experience. (Right Mode)
experience, analyze it. (Left Mode)

concrete

on

Quadrant Two: Concept Formulation
3. Integrate experience and reflections into concepts. (Right

Mode)
4. Examine and formulate concepts.

(Left Mode)

Quadrant Three: Practice and Personalization
5. Work

on

defined concepts and givens. (Left Mode)
givens. Add something of

6. "Mess around" with

themselves.

(Right Mode)

Quadrant Four: Integrating Apphcation and Experience
7. Analyze apphcation, judge resuhs of experimentation.
(Left Mode)
8. Apply learning personaUy and share with others. (Right
Mode)

Going around the circle can also be translated in the foUowing way:
Imagmative Leamers (Quadrant One)
Create a reason "Why or Why not?"
Create an experience (Right Mode)
Analyze that experience (Left Mode)
Analytic Leamers (Quadrant Two)
Teach it to them 'mat?"

Integrate the experience

mto the

materials

(Right Mode)

Give them the facts/skiUs

(Left Mode)

Common Sense Leamers

(Quadrant Three)

Let them try it "How does this work?"
Give them prepared materials (Left Mode)

Let them create materials of their

own

(Right Mode)
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Dynamic Leamers (Quadrant Four)
Let them teach it to themselves and

"What

can

this become?" 'mat

someone

can

else

I make of this?"

Analyze theh creations for relevance and originahty (Left
Mode)
Do it and share with each other (Right Mode) (123)

"Developing

and

integrating both right
(McCarthy 127).
MitcheU

integratmg ah four modes of learning

and left brain

Not

only should it be

declares, 'The preachmg

rational and

processing

and

a

concem

is

woefiiUy inadequate

sermon must

be

tmth, but designed

designed

so

m

not

When

sermon

To be

the

Wardlaw

an

an

perhaps
a

so

.

way

.

.

We

forth" (Homiletic 310).

not engage the whole person is

153).

only to be

The

an

And Clement Welsh

summarizes,

expression of some needed

".

.

and usefiil

preacher must become a physician of minds

considering the complexity

affords

and

that it enables the Ustener to do the kind of thmking that the

reception of such tmths requires.
(45).

Henry

beings put ideas together?

by contrast, by microcosm/macrocosm logic and

theologically incomplete" (qtd.
.the

of education"

David Buttrick beheves, "Sermon scenarios must travel in

Troeger argues, "Preaching that does

Thomas

major goal

and

of education but also of preaching.

that is natural to human consciousness. How do human

assemble ideas

a

developing

teaching which fails to heal the breach between

deeply nonrational ultimate

arrogantly naive" (27).

goal

skiUs should be

and

exceUent

of learning,

opportunity to

effective communicator

a

going around the

chcle within

..."

a

engage all persons.

preacher needs to

do his

or

her part in

shaping

preaching event so that a hearing might occur that wiU facUitate learning in all persons

with the

hoped-for results of reconcihation and transformation.

"This is

right

and is
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acceptable in the sight of God
to the

our

knowledge of the truth" (1

Savior who desires everyone to be saved and to

2:3-4). According to Scripture, the goal of

Tun.

preaching is to help people understand truth and to help them
with the truth. With this

preaching

event and

as

unphed is the importance

to understand and address hsteners is

a

guide us mto

ah truth

they might

of knowing who

are

do

craflmg

m

the hsteners.

a

Seeking

monumental task that needs to be undertaken. In

hght of this task it is comforting to know that
who wih

discover what

goal, the hsteners form an integral component

the

come

(see John

Jesus

promised to

send the

Spirit of truth

16: 13).

THE MESSAGE
From Whence It Comes

"We do not enter the

important to the last degree,

pulpit to talk for talk's sake; we have instructions to
and

we

cannot afford to utter

minister of Christ knows that the true value of a
manner, but

Without
matter:

ui

a sermon

must contam

sermon must

lie,

of homiletics,

.

.

in

to say it"

something to

(Craddock, Preaching 84).

"What is truth?" asked Pilate

as

Craddock

aptly stated,

'What does the

truth. The

distmguished from the process

What does the

(John 18:38).

and

Spurgeon moves to the heart of the

and convey truth. Or

say is to be

The true

Massey 34).

principle of procedure fundamental to the task of sermon preparation is this:
of arriving at

.

not in its fashion

(Charles Haddon Spurgeon qtd.

the truth it contams"

discounting the importance

pretty nothings.

convey

"The

the process

of determining how

preacher need to say?
In

attempting to

answer

the

question,

preacher need to say?", Pilate pomts in the right direction by askmg about

place to begm is with examinmg what is truth.

Truth is used

m

distmct but
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related ways.

Accordmg to Walter Schultz, truth refers to: 1) reahty, 2)

propositions,

3)

or

that describes

a

set

In this

reality.

and facts. This

of propositions. Truth

meaning,

a

truth is defined

set of true

propositions.

The

corresponds to reality (Schultz 4-5).

After

Jesus

was

a

The

Pilate

question

never

declarative, propositional

talking to the

husband and

come

right when you
man

4:

you

now

of our

The

perceptions or behefs.

some

reahty. The third usage

or

circumstance, absolute truth

stiU remams,

however, how is truth to

Scripture?

asking the question,

which is

.

concept

meaning in this usage is called absolute truth as

let Jesus

hstened to Jesus, he would have heard Jesus say

.

a

body of real things, events,

consistent with

relative truth. No matter what the context

be understood vis-a-vis

the

reahty hnphes

real events. This usage of truth declares that

particular proposition has the property of bemg

opposed to

as

property of

property of propositions. Here truth describes that which

corresponds to reality, to the facts, to

a

reference to

understanding of reahty is mdependent

second usage refers to

refers to

m

a

statement

Samaritan women at the

back.' 'I have

say you have

no

no

on

answer

various

he said to

husband,' she rephed.

question.

occasions,

that refers to

weU,

husband. The fact

the

If Pilate had

"I teU you the truth

When

reality (usage #3).
her, "'Go, caU your

Jesus said to

her, 'You

are

is, you have had five husbands, and the

have is not your husband. What you have just said is

quite true'" (John

16-18, New International Version). This passage refers to usage #2. But then Jesus

also said, "I

am

the way, and the truth, and the hfe"

Scripture refers to

a

greater reahty that transcends

(John 14:6).

our

The word truth in this

understanding of reahty (usage #1).
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Jesus used tmth in all three ways:

and transcendent. But what is

propositional, absolute,

the connection between tmth and the Bible?
For centuries the Church has been

relates to the Bible.
Christian

of the Bible be understood? What is

authority? Can the message of the Bible be stated

certainty or is it basicaUy metaphorical in nature?

describe tmth

or

of tmth for the

Scripture has been considered to be the vehicle

community but how should the language

the nature of its
with

arguing about the nature of tmth and how it

vaguely pomt to tmth?

In

Does the

of these

Hght

in

propositional form

language of the Bible

questions

Thomas

Long

"The connection between the ancient text and the contemporary world is not
not mechanical but

poetic,

not

lymg there in the text itself, waitmg to be uncovered

Contemporary Preaching" 347).

in

Old Story

means

to be the

(Lowry,
The

"The

opposite viewpoint,
preach what it

says. Ours

(Larsen, Telling the Old.

"To the extent that I take the

.

.

.

The consequence of such

a

am

view is

sketchy or lacking in final absolute clahns, nonetheless the

Christian vision has got hold of somethmg
."

'The Use of Scripture

pattem for my Ufe and of the world, I

committed to believing that the [story is reahty].

.

."(Long,

and then to

81). Eugene Lowry offers middle ground,

beheve that, however

.

but to discover what it means"

pattern of these stories [Scripture]

to

.

David Larsen offers the

preacher's task is to find out what Scripture means
is not to decide what it

procedural

'meaning for today' of a bibhcal text is

The

but

metaphorical.

argues,

The Sermon

fimdamentaUy right

about the overaU

picture

51).

position of this study is that Scripture is divmely mspired and authoritative.

The Bible is tme and is therefore without

error

in aU that it affirms

m

telhng a story of

.

.
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personal relations between God and humanity,

and

m

the word of truth

correctly."

In

conveyed (1
total
stih

position when the Apostle Paul urged Tunothy to correctly handle

truthful,

Scripture propositional truth is discovered,

are

greater than

for mystery. What God has revealed

or as

WiUimon v^ote, "The Bible's

Therefore

not

"[the preacher]

idea to

begin with.

to be.

The

gospel

are

If it is not
cannot

from uttering pretty

the

However, to say this is

Corinthians 2: 10-12).

its story is true while others

keep

The Word itself is truth and needs to be "handled

(2 Timothy 2: 15).

intelhgibility for God's thoughts

room

The

responsible exegesis is requffed.

about that story. In order to understand the Bible,
Bible itself takes this

statements

makmg propositional

"
.

.

m

his

cannot

Word, though, is

the

myth of

accurate and

sure

6).

that the

gospel is

be at the heart of the

successfuUy be dragged
nothmgs the

m

are

thoughts (Isaiah 55:8); there is

and Sermons"

must leam to make

there, it

not to beheve

of God"

scandalous, utterly presumptuous claim is that

("Stories

.

our

"deep things

in later"

sermon

in his

where it

In other

(Davis 49).

germinal

words,

content of the sermon must reflect the Bible.

germinal idea promptmg a sermon may come from Scripture or a social context, but
transformmg

sermon

expresses bibhcal tmth.

itself but fi-om the Lord whom it

serves.

Preachmg' s

effectiveness

Its power is not that of its

comes

ovm

ought
to

The

any

not fi-om

words, but of the

hvely Word of the Lord (Achtemeier 1 1).
What is the
discover it

one can

essence

of this

hvely Word that has the potential to change hves?

look to the content of New Testament

summarized in two general categories. These

kerygma and didache. Kerygma is:

are

preaching.

described

by two

The content is

Greek words:

To
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proclamation of the
1. Death,
2. Resurrection, and
3. Exaltation of our Lord,

A

4. All
5.

seen as

the flilfiUment of prophecy and

Involvmg [human] responsibihty.

The resultant evaluation of Jesus

as

both

6. Lord and

7. Christ.
On this basis hearers of the

gospel

must

Repent and
9. Receive forgiveness of sins (Demaray,
Introduction to Homiletics 37)
8.

Kerygma alone, however,

preaching.
Once

a

There

was

person became

Didache

was

not all that

found

also didache which refers to the
a

behever,

what does it

mean

teaching component in preaching.

for that person to live

as a

behever?

sought to disciple behevers, seeking to help people conform to the image

Christ. Don Demaray suggests these two components
work in

expression m New Testament

tandem;

in

practice they belong together.

are

of

difficult to separate and often

For purposes of analysis,

though,

helpfiil to realize that kerygma is pubhc proclamation to non-Christians; didache
mstruction to converts. Kerygma is foundation; didache is superstructure.

it is

is

Kerygma

explains the gospel; didache puts the gospel mto practice. Kerygma supports didache;
Didache

coUapses without kerygma (Introduction to Homiletics 38).

"The task of the

The New Testament

preacher is, therefore, twofold:

to win and to nurture converts.

preacher keeps the two in balance" (Demaray,

Homiletics

39). Kerygma and didache comprised the content of

preaching,

and summarize the

essence

of the

gospel.

.

.

Introduction to

New Testament

Whether the

sermon text comes

fi-om
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the Old Testament

or

gospel message. "Throughout its history.

proclamation of the gospel
announce

what God has

the confident

foUow"

receive

the

Scripture,

some sense

Scripture

as

Christian

The best

its dommant note

done,

to issue the

preachmg at its best has had this
preachmg has tried to

caU, tender the offer,

convey the

hope that the preachmg would be used by the Holy Spuit

(Davis 115).

Word in

kerygma and didache fomi the heart of the

the New Testament,

as

The

not

challenge for aU preachers, then, is to

promise, with

and resuhs would

open themselves to God's

only to experience the reality of God's gracious rule but

of how to re-present that

the central

point

reahty in the

of reference the

sermon

sermon

becomes

also to

(Wardlaw 21).
a

With

vehicle for truth and

a

tool for transformation.
What It

Having

said the central

Says

point of reference is Scripture,

an

act of bridging between

the bibhcal word and the contemporary world must be estabhshed
the Narrative Sermon"

17). Makmg this bridgehead

through the medium of the

interpreted; it interprets

sermon.

....

The

Or

as

enables God to address

three

imphcations,

humanity

Craddock stated, "The Word of God is not

goal of bibhcal study is to

aUow God to address

through the message of the text (As One Without Authority 42).
comes

(Larsen "Constructing

man

From this stated purpose

argues Craddock: The Word of God must be

spoken; the

preacher must be a hstener of the Word of God; and the spoken word is never an isolated
event (As One Without Authority

43). The process of arriving at somethmg to

involves connectmg the Word with the world

Word and the world.

say

through a preacher who is hstening to the
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Bridging the chasm between the Word
that involves

a

careful

exegetical study of the Word.

reading the bibhcal text.
slowly

and

and the worid is the task of the
The

J. EUsworth Kalas suggests that

aloud, and to do this not

as a

scholar but

as a

preacher

exegetical study begins with
a

preacher read the text through

preacher. Scholarly work comes

Lowry caUs this "hnmersing oneself m the text." The process of

later in the process.

inmiersion involves

lookmg for trouble within the text; positioning oneself to be surprised;

naming hnportant issues, images,

and mcidents; and

ruminating over potential connections

(The Sermon 91). The immersion process, however, does not
isolated bibhcal passage.

According to Robinson,

any

imply only the reading

Scripture passage is part

of an

of a

greater whole, and setting the passage within its wider framework aUows the Bible to

speak for itself (58). Reading the text within its context is the first step

in the

exegetical

process.

Havmg hnmersed oneself m the text, it is time to do investigative work. Leander

exegesis is nothmg less than the

Keck suggests that

text, and domg

in

so

an

way to think about the

bibUcal text." The

orderly way (Qtd.

m

exegetical task is to

act of interrogation

art of asking

employ to

questions of the

Kalas). Long puts the matter this way:

conceive of it

as

"One

leammg to mterrogate the

begins with the foUowing questions:

genre of the text? What is the rhetorical function of this

this genre

fixiitful

What is the

genre? What hterary device does

achieve its rhetorical function? How does the text under

consideration embody the characteristics and dynamics of its genre? How may the
sermon, in

a new

settmg, say and do what the text says and does in its setting? (Preaching

and Literarv Forms

24). These questions

are

hnportant for "in Scripture the Word

comes
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through a wealth of hterary forms: metaphors, parables, aUegories, myths, visions, hymns,
doxologies, oracles, correspondence, tropes, poetry,
autobiographies,

and

sagas,

proverbs, diaries, biographies,

history" (Wardlaw 15). Knowmg what hterary form is present when

studying a bibhcal text gives the preacher/scholar a clue as to how to understand
interpret the passage. Long
successfiiUy,
far

as

I

can

draws

an

accurate

"we must know what game is

with it may be

and Literarv Forms

a

briUiant

parallel� before we

can

and

play a game

being played. Catching the ball and miming

as

play m footbaU but a blunder in basebaU" (Preachmg

14). Remaining faithfiil to Scripture implies ascertaining its hterary

form.

Furthermore, the examination of a bibhcal text's stmcture, vocabulary, and
grammar is
are

an

integral part of the process. According to Haddon Robinson,

useful in this stage of the

word-study books,

Bible

exegetical process: lexicons, concordances,

dictionaries, and commentaries.

grammatical analysis must never become
understandmg
takes

of the passage

as a

an

whole"

end

(66).

He

many tools

grammars,

concludes, "Linguistic

itself, but rather should lead to
From this

study, then,

an

a

and

clearer

exegetical idea

shape which requhes fiirther analysis.
Once the

questions:

exegetical idea emerges, the preacher asks various hermeneutical

What does this passage teU

us

about God? What does this teU

us

about

humanity? What does this teU us about the relationship between the two? Moving from

theological questions to personal apphcation the preacher asks:
mean? What does it say to

us

today?

every passage has emotional content.

What does it say to me?

What does the passage

(Robmson 91).

In addition

Ascertainmg the emotion of a text gives insight

mto
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the text

weU. What

as

text? When

are

gut-level feehngs

readmg a passage, what is heard?

The intent of emotional
In

the

of a text? What is the

What

can

doing the hermeneutical work of reflecting on bibhcal

interpret its significance for today, Lowry writes,
between

Sunday mommg thoughts

need for

a sermon

to

and the

begm to 'happen'

be touched? Tasted? SmeUed?

soul of the

exegesis is to "get mto the

"The

me

to

key

...

of a

sermon

The homiletical strategy, however, is

Lowry describes the

sermon.

attemptmg

sermon

focus

to

bridgmg the gulf

puU my thoughts toward
19).

What I

relationaUy.
an

Lowry the

For

After

question is what is the problem or "itch" found in the text?

exegetical material, the focus

the

to

is to think

intersection point between need and theme" (Homiletical Plot
hermeneutical

Scripture passage" (Kalas).

content and

[bibhcal text]

is for

personahty of a

analyzmg

becomes apparent.

incomplete without naming

as

the

"itch"; the

a

purpose for the

purpose of the

sermon

is the

"scratch." The "itch" would be unbearable without the offer of a "scratch." When proper

analysis

of a passage is

purpose

crystalhzes.

purpose.
an

.

.

not

sermon m a

the

sermon.

.

."

sermon

succinct

or m

other

words,

a

for every

theory is the idea of performative

based

The process has

content

preacher every Sunday is:

having been preached? (The
manner

now

performative

a

message, but to

(Buttrick, "Interpretation and Preachmg" 58). Lowry

enough to be able to identify the

question, finaUy,

result of this

"scratch" is offered,

preaching wiU want to be faithfiil not only to

[of a bibhcal text].

writes, "It is
The

a

"The crucial matter for homiletical

True bibhcal

.

intention

done,

on

sound

or

issue

or

What do I

Sermon 1 13).

theme of a

sermon.

hope wiU happen

Naming the

as a

aim of the

exegetical and hermeneutical work empowers

produced somethmg to

say.
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How To

'Tor the

preacher, responsible for controUmg the preachmg event, the issue may

be put in this way: How
that which

Say It

can

he

[she] speak so that he [she] enables the hstener to

[the hstener] is unable to hear?

How

can

preacher devise a

the

metacommunication strategy which wih make communication
effective communication is to have
with hsteners and such

a

a

chance of occurring, the

connection calls for

does this strategy lead? Larsen

responds,

communication in

need to

adaptations

m

our

time,

form and

we

a

is

surprismg what effect

can

position of a pomt m a sermon is

sermon

Davis

material is

of Preaching

often to vary hs value
m

modem hsteners without

43). Sangster adds,

"It

on

say has

an

or

The

sought-

implying that

hmder communication.

hnmediate and almost automatic power to

levels of response that he below the arguments and

.

.

.

requires us to be

concemed with

(8).
Sermons

The

of

discern what

the direction of sermon form by

counterarguments, then the very nature of the gospel
form"

Where

challenge

enormously" (182).

shaped has the potential to facilitate

and do its work

strategy."

have upon the worth of one's material. To alter the

adds, 'If the form of what we

repel or attract,

needs to connect

"In the face of the Herculean

give the utmost attention to

after metacommunication strategy leads
how

sermon

style might contextualize the message to

order

If

possible?" (Welsh 100).

"metacommunication

compromising its divinely-given content" (Anatomv

hear

come m

many forms. Larsen suggests there

are

five classic

exhortations based

on

short passage of

homily which makes observations and

Scripture; the topical

sermon

brings together what Scripture teaches

as a

sermons:

whole

on a

given
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subject; the textual/topical

sennon

is anchored

text of such

m a

development of thought is akm to that of the topical
of a

verse or

expository
Preachmg

two in which the

sermon

and

subject matter (content),

of sermon

design

sermon

or

are:

story

as a

along three lines of difference:

(arrangement

or

(how the preacher conveys the message) (3 1).

forms the narrative
name

structural type

text; and the

of the Bible (Anatomy of

expositional (21-22). Massey also mentions narrative
sermons

consists

sermon

out of the

sermon comes

systematicahy preaches through books

style for preaching. Sangster classifies

method

of the

sermon; the textual

43-44). Accordmg to Massey the three basic types

topical, textual,
new

which

development

brevity that the

design),

and

psychological

In addition to these basic

sermon

form is movmg to the forefi-ont. The ''New Homiletic" is the

of the movement, and this

movement

evokes

new

images

and definitions for

sermon

design. Given the multitude of sermon designs, Davis gives helpfiil advice, "There is no
ideal

or

standard form which every

the direction of this
is

an

sermon

should take"

study wih lead nonetheless

(8). Acknowledgmg this counsel,

into the "New

Homiletic," beheving that it

effective way to communicate.
The "New Homiletic" is defined

by the foUowing modahties:

the inductive

sermon, the

story sermon, the narrative sermon, the transconscious African American

sermon, the

phenomenological move

The inductive

sermon

deductive. Deductive

sermon, and the

is concemed with movement that is inductive
movement

is from

experience while induction is the reverse.
a

story. A story

conversational-episodal

sermon

has

as

sermon.

opposed to

general tmth to particular apphcation or
The

sermon

story is fimdamentaUy the tellmg of

characters, settmg, action, tone, and plot. The narrative
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sermon

follows the sequential elements of a plot which

conflict and then makes its way through
moves

from
the

usuahy begm with a discrepancy or

comphcation to

sharp tum or reversal, and then

a

toward resolution. The transconscious African- American

connecting with a part of the consciousness

preachmg event that

both the inteUect and the
sermon

culminates with

a

of AfHcan- American

sermonic conclusion. The

or

The

six

resembles

These, then,

are

a

conversational-episodal

smaU group discussion

elements abound.

sermon

on a

of describing the New

meaning

of the bibhcal text,

the hearers (Telling the Old, Old Story

narrative stmcture should not

66-68).

is

verbatim nor does it

even

135-136).

the narrative

a

joumey m which the

of the Word. This

style of

The Sermon

22-27).

the

have to be

a

form.

must come into

a sense

common

play m the matter of

of movement, and

Craddock supports Larsen

or

reciting long portions

long story or

"Communication

preacher attempts to

sermon

Homiletic, certain

a

meeting with

by stating that

replace rational argument nor is it not doing exegesis.

Narrative stmcture does not consist of readmg

as

phenomenological move

topic or text (Lowry,

According to Larsen three factors

narrative form: the

this is tme

experience during

the members of the New Homiletic.

Despite the various ways

the Gospel

name

plotted ideational units culminating in the

preacher and the congregation explore together the mystery
sermon

takes its

sermonic celebration. It attempts to address

feehngs/emotions of hsteners.

consists of a sequence of five

sermon

means a

a

of Scripture

series of short stories

meeting

of meanings"

connect the Bible with the

(Overhearing

(Robinson 23), and

people m the pew, using
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What must not be

"Whatever the

overlooked, however, is the unportance of movement.

diversity of types of contemporary new homiletic preachmg,

ah involve

a

sequencing strategy in which the arrangement of ideas takes the form of a plot mvolvmg
strategic delay of the preacher's meaning" (Lowry,
one

who

plots

shapes a sermon is not a lawyer,
Sermons cannot

....

a

The Sermon

debater,

or an

architect, but rather

always be stories; they sometimes

do not

but

they must always have plots, patterns of dynamic, sequential

"A

sermon

sensed

a

plot (premeditated by the preacher) which has

discrepancy,

resolved.
the

is

hght

.

.

.

The

of the

a

homiletical bind.

Something is 'up

style.

ui

as

even

its

the air'

gospel

and in the presence of the

In the narrative

with the meamng of the

sermon

a

stories,

(Wardlaw 87).

key ingredient
an

~

"The

creator of

mclude

elements"

preacher's task is to 'bring the folks home'-- that is,

The metacommunication strategy

homiletic

57). Long writes,

a

issue not

resolve matters in

people" (Lowry, Homiletical Plot 15).

employed

in this

form, the

sermon moves

delayed.

This attention to

preachmg from simply focusing on sermonic shape to

study uses the narrative

according to

a

sequenced plot

plot expands the focus

of

sermonic purpose. Narrative

preaching emphasizes more than a central bibhcal idea to be abstracted, it attempts to
create

a

transforming experience.
SUMMARY

Learnings
"Between the Word of the Bible and the ways of our

chosen to set the persons of us, his

Word

m

the words of our

sermons

preachers.

people in the world,

Our task therefore is

that Jesus Christ fiUs the

one

of so

God has

framing the

imaginations of the hearts

of
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people and becomes the hnage
Preachers have

a

...

by which they conduct theh hves" (Achtemeier 29).

monumental task of bridgmg between two worlds: the bibhcal world and

the modem world. Given this

caUing and task, this review

of hterature examined three

components in the communication process: the preacher, the hstener, and the message.
As God seeks to reconcile and transform

components

are

aU three

part of any serious communication strategy.

Begmning with the preacher.
need the mmister unless he

heart to

people through the preaching event,

Garrison Keillor remarked in

an

mterview, "We don't

[or she] has somethmg that the Spuit has put m his [or her]

say" (Qtd. in Larsen,

Anatomy of Preachmg

149). The empowerment of the Holy

Spuit for preachmg begms v^th a caU from God, then leads to

a

reliance upon God for

effectiveness, and concludes with mtimacy with God through the study of Scripture,
prayer, acts of mercy and other
way is formed
to Thomas

it

...

a

by God

and is transformed in

Merton, "Spiritual life is

life of sensation.

.

.

.

m

preacher who

body, soul, mmd, heart,

not mental life alone. It is not

Everything must be

God, in love and faith" (Qtd.

The

spuitual disciphnes.

prepares in this

and

spirit. According

thoughts

elevated and transformed

Benson and Benson

50).

Personal

alone. Nor is

by the action of

preparation of the

preacher by the shapmg of God creates an instmment fit for use m the preaching event.
The second component is the hstener. Each hstener is created in the

and endowed v^dth unique

gifts.

Each hstener is

transformation by God. Each hstener is

personality, gender,
possesses

a

and

a

m

This

complex mix of diverse

means

of God

need of reconcihation with God and

characteristics related to

generational differences (just to name a few).

unique leammg style.

image

that every person

Each person also

perceives and processes
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information in different ways. How information and life

processed determines behavior.
creation of meaning
behavior. Not

words, the receivmg of knowledge and the

a

maximum

same

way;

therefore, if a preaching

The message is the third component examined in the

tmth
is

plays

a

comes

from

a

decisive role in

social context

or a

hermeneutical process wih lead
a

way

becomes

as

preaching event.

Whether the

one, the conveyance of bibhcal

scriptural

hsteners. A careftil

to a message that

to connect with hsteners. Without

pubhc speaking.

sermons.

creating the sermonic message. The central pomt of reference

Scripture which needs relevant Imkages to

such

event is to engage

opportunity for reconcihation with and transformation by

learning styles ought to be considered when designing

sermonic idea

and

happen in distmct ways for each person, facihtatmg change in

everybody leams the

hsteners and create
God then

In other

experiences are perceived

One

can

exegetical and

emerges from the Bible and is
the bibhcal content,

find many ways to

shape

a

shaped in

preaching event

sermonic material but the

emphasis m this study is a narrative style that utilizes plotted movement.
Using the Learnings
Havmg summarized the review of hterature, it is thne to offer a model for

preaching that utihzes narrative bibhcal preaching that attends to learning styles.

To do

this, it is helpfiil to recaU what Larsen beheves regardmg three factors that influence
narrative bibhcal

sermon:

the

meaning

of the bibhcal text,

a sense

a

of movement, and

a

meetmg with the hearers (TeUing the Old. Old Story 66).

Considering the role of Scripture, Achtemeier is

authority is the Holy Scripture,

and if we do not

clear. 'The

preach out of them,

one

we

basis of our

should not be
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preaching at ah" (18)..

The

proposed model creates

between God and humankind
them discover what

opportunity for an event-m-thne

resultmg m people understandmg bibhcal truth and helpmg

they might

do with the truth. As the Bible says, "AU

breathed and is useful for teaching,

rebuking, correctmg

(2 Timothy 3:16, New International Version).
so

an

deceive yourselves. Do what it

and

traming in righteousness

And 'T)o not

acknowledges that God's word is living

and active

necessary because it offers

a

serves

shape

Usteners

~

event that

a

might become

a

m

and

transformational encounter.

transforming

The

encounter.

bringing them face to face with God's truth.

Narrative

of God that is

not space

helpful to think of sequence rather than
attention to movement of ideas,

a

fashioned,

local, specific, and personal

changed by God. Lowry writes,

existing m time,

It is

material is

hearing for the Word

might be addressed

event-in-time

ingredient in the proposed model.

shape resides in the way in which the sermonic

to engage

can create a

hstener

learning styles

preaching is fueled by a desire not only to abstract

shape a preachmg

power of narrative

and

A

(see Hebrews 4: 12), and forms the

good opportunity for creating

The motivation behind narrative
to

and

preaching event.

The narrative component is another vital

concept but

attends to

."

.

.

merely hsten to the word,

says" (James 1:22, New International Version).

preaching model that utUizes narrative bibhcal preaching that

substance of the

Scripture is God-

�

a

process and not

a

"Because

has the

a sermon

is

an

23). By givmg

potential to evoke a faith-response

listeners, pulling them into the divine drama of redemption.

each

collection of parts, it is

structure" (Homiletical Plot

a sermon

so

in
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The thkd component
If there is to be

then

a

m

the

proposed model needmg exphcation is learning styles.

meetmg of meamngs that

learning styles need to be considered.

homiletical framework for the

connects the Bible

dynamic learner.

provide a

skeleton

curriculum

can

on

which

also tme for

adaptable, having the potential

patterned

sequence is based

between God and ah hsteners

(see Figure 2.4)

and narrative sermonic
content. In

common sense

and

on

The

in

learner, and

individuals,

LeFever

a

teaching (or

writes, 'The four styles

An individual lesson

or an

entire

(25). What is tme for

And the narrative

of addressing ah four

between narrative stmcture and

model

preaching.

shape

preferred learning style.

occur

learning styles.

learning can be hung.

a

be built around the four types of leamers"

plan or a curriculum is

model the

each person has

learning, change, and growth to

event must address all of the

preachmg)

of how to

employs learning style theory.

imaginative learner, analytic learner,

For

provides the

proposed model, but to find the specifics

Learning style theory states that
are:

people m the pews,

Narrative sermonic form

the movement of sermonic material, this model

learning styles

with

sermon

learning styles.

learning style theory has the potential to

lesson

form is

In the

learning style theory. Indeed,

a

proposed

the

interplay

create

a

meetmg

by considering hsteners' leammg styles. The foUowing

subsequent material wUl lay side-by-side leammg style theory

design, showmg the parallels.

doing this, the proposed model wiU

It wiU also include the bibhcal

address aU three components of

communication: the preacher, the hstener, and the message.
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The Proposed Model that Combines Narrative Biblical Preaching
that Attends to Learning

Figure

Styles

2.4

COTcrete

In this model

(see Figure 2.4), by begmning at the top

clockwise, the shape of the

sermon

attends to

of the

cycle and moving

leammg styles. Furthermore, the overaU

design employs the narrative style that utihzes plotted movement with an emphasis

learning style considerations.
design,

and bibhcal content

The blendmg of learning

happens

as

style theory,

narrative

on

sermon

follows:

Quadrant 1
The first part of the

reflectmg on

a

concrete

sermon

integrates experience into the

sermon

by offering and

experience which addresses the question, "Why is this hnportant?"
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Whether the sermonic idea

comes

from

a

social context

scriptural one, exegesis

or a

bibhcal text identifies the central sermonic focus. This sermonic focus finds
the

opening

of the

sermon

by naming

an

hnportant issue,

incident that expresses the sermon's focus. This

who want to connect
for

a sermon

with

imaginative leamers is "Why
After

meaning.

creating

a

or

personal feelings and experiences.

experience

and

reflectmg

on

the

or

imaginative leamers

do I need to know this?" which relates

concrete

expression in

describmg an image

attends to

quadrant

of a

The

key question

directly to

experience,

it is time

to move.

Quadrant 2
The

sermon moves

integrates experience

question,

and reflections of that

sermon a

to emerge. In this

passage teU

passage

quadrant two by formulating

sermonic content that

experience with the Bible, answering the

"What do I need to know about this?" This is the domain of analytic leamers.

In this part of the

about the

mto

us

bibhcal passage is

quadrant,

one

exphcated, allowmg the exegetical material

might wrestle with questions

about God? What does this teU

relationship between the two?

trying to

do? In this

What is

quadrant the

about

us

as:

What does this

humanity? What does this teh us

going on in this passage?

sermon

comprehend bibhcal material in view of the

such

What is this

attempts to help hsteners examine and

sermon

focus.

Quadrant 3
The

sermon

this stage the

then

sermon

moves

to

quadrant three where

common sense

leamers reside. In

experiments with the formulated concept, asking "So what?"

examining and formulating abstract concepts this part

of the

sermon

addresses,

After

'TIow does
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this work?" What difference does the
and

practice be integrated?

Scripture passage make in life?

This part of the

sermon

seeks to

How

can

theory

help hsteners put into

practice the formulated concepts in a personalized maimer.
Quadrant 4
The fourth

concept

can

addresses the

become. In visiting this

and

experience

quadrant

apphcation m hfe.

quadrant hsteners

The

are

serves as a

encouraged to mtegrate

drivmg question is Now what?

made of this? What wih I do with what I know? In this
to empower hsteners to

who want to know what the

dynamic leamers

portion of the

Qr what

be

sermon, the aim is

apply the bibhcal message creatively in their lives.

springboard mto life, empowering the hstener to

can

This segment

carry the bibhcal message into

the world.
To

a

summarize, by begiiming with

a

here-and-now

coUection of data and observations of that

analysis
and
are:

experience.

of bibUcal data. From there conclusions

ultimately used to modify theh cognitions

are

experience the

Next the

sermon moves

sermon moves

fed back to hsteners which

and behavior. The homiletical

Why?, What?, So what?, and Now what? By shaping

sermon

to

to

are

tested

questions

material in this manner,

the

sequenced pattem addresses aU persons regardless of leammg style (For an overview

see

Table

2.1).
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Narrative Biblical

Quadrant
#1

Key question:

Key issue:

Why?

Meaning

What?

Content

Theory & Practice

So What?

Experimentation

Experience &
Apphcation

Now What?

Creative

Seeks to

:

integrate:

Experience &

Imaginative

Preaching Components

Self

Leamers
#2

Analytic Leamers

Observations &
Content

#3 Common Sense
Leamers
#4

Dynamic

Leamers

Apphcation

Table 2.1
Other

ingredients

Lowry suggests that one
to announce

a

which mvolve

delay of meaning

proposed model.
or a

general

common

sermon

or

a

can

be

incorporated into this model.
sermons

'keep the cat in the bag';

is that

ah

are

ambiguity of a narrative message fits nicely m the

What is mtroduced in

quadrant

one

is not the resolution of the

sermon

supported by upcommg material but rather an issue

proffered (e.g. late m quadrant 2).

"scratch" for the "itch" mcludes

refuse

mobile, moving

problem or need that wih requhe analysis and exploration. Eventually an
solution whl be

"they ah

strategic delay of the preacher's meaning" (Sermon 28).

the inherent

statement that wih be

form

component in narrative

conclusion in advance, ah

sequenced forms,
A

of narrative

But

even

or

answer or

then, the offering of the

opportunity for anticipating consequences

and creative

apphcation. Throughout the process, though, the denouement is delayed.
Other elem^ts of narrative form fit into this model

as

weU. The dunensions of

visuals, pictorialization, development of drama segments, story-teUmg, dialogue, the use
of first-person

monologue, rhetorical questions,

modem

parables, comparison/contrast.
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and

experimentation can assist in engaging listeners.
enhance the

only serve to
eye,

bringing people into

These elements

around the circle. In other

trip

a new

are

techniques that

words, turning the

ear mto an

experience through analogy and parable, aUowing hsteners

to

touch, taste, and feel truth through comparison and contrast, givmg people permission

to

explore new possibihties and apphcations of truth,

it

means to

design a narrative bibhcal

The mtent of this

such

preaching

aUowed to create that

speaks?

rich

mercy, made

through faith
no one can

works.

.

."

�

us

preaching as ".

respond,

ahve with Christ.

and this not fi-om

boast. For

.

.

we are

.

.

.

.

the

(Ephesians 2:4-5a, 8-10,

.

."

Narrative bibhcal

fashioning

of a

sermon

.

it is the

gift of God

created

m

~

not

Version).

In other

enter into a

humanity.

by works,

Christ Jesus to do

is

so

that

good

words, creative

transforming

preaching that attends to learning styles
and

God, who

by grace you have been saved,

New International

transforming experience by connecting God

is

(1 1). What is the reahty of which the

For it is

workmanship,

into

spoken through the text,

because of his great love for us,

yourselves,

God's

.

preachmg buUds a bridge that might enable listeners to
experience.

This model

learning style theory so that creative preaching might

reahty of which it speaks

Let the Word

Word
m

and

artistic and effective whole that the Word of God,

an

learning styles.

preaching event that whl lead to transformation.

Achtemeier defines creative

happen.

that attends to

sermon

parcel of what

project is develop a preaching model that will facilitate effective

communication within the
combines narrative

ah of this is part and

seeks to create

a
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CHAPTERS

Design

of the

Study

PROBLEM
Over the last few decades

words. Wherever

have been mundated

we

by

a

torrent

of

words: words

surrounded

softly
by
go
whispered, loudly proclaimed, or angrily screamed; words spoken,
recited, or sung; words on records, in books, on walls, or in the sky;
words to be heard, read, seen, or glanced at; words which flicker off
and on, move slowly, dance, jump, or wiggle. Words, words,
words! They form the floor, the waUs, and the ceiling of our
existence.

.

.

we

we are

.

The result of this is that the main fiinction of the

word, which is
longer
communication,
longer
communicates, no longer fosters communion, no longer creates
community, and therefore no longer gives hfe. (Nouwen qtd. in Siflfering
is

realized. The word

no

no

1)
Nouwen' s observation reminds the

she

The

preaches.

with words to

problem that

people who

beginning was the Word,

are

exists

m

and the Word

beginning, which we have heard,

which

(John

1:

1,14;

hands have touched

1 John

1:1,

was

with

we

preacher to

this

~

New International

only propositional truth but

offer such

way that the Word

an

experience he

comes to

event is

proclaiming the Word

hfe

m

the

also

or

God, and the Word was God.

us.

have

Notice the flow: The Word has been

involves not

preachmg

while among

a

our

every

or

inundated with words. The Bible fi-ames the task: "In the

Word became flesh and hved for

looked at and

of the cultural context in which he

preacher

we

.

seen

.

.

That which

with

our

was

.

.

.

The

from the

eyes, which

we

have

proclahn concerning the Word

of hfe"

Version).

given and needs to be proclaimed,
a

relationship with the Word.

she needs to be

preacher.

Not

and this

For the

shaped by the Word in such a

only is the Word to shape the
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preacher but also

the message. When the Word

re-presented to the reality the preaching
communicate,

can

orchestrates the

foster conmiunion,

preaching

preacher and the message
Given this

event.

so

event

can

The

shapes the message,

proclaims.

create

The words of humamty

community,

assignment then is to

that the hsteners

the hsteners may be

can

can

give life when the Word

aUow the Word to

shape the

might connect with the Word.

undertaking, the purpose of this study is to identify and describe

changes in hsteners when utilizing narrative bibhcal preaching that attends to the learning
style

of hsteners.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purpose statement

brings together the three components

and message. A ten-sermon series based

each

sermon

sermon so

research

on

the Ten Commandments

shaped to the narrative bibhcal model.

that ah four

learning styles were

questions were formulated.

cognitive, affective,

The first research

preached with
design each

guide the study,

participants before and

after the

sermon

question identified the learning styles present in the
and then examined the

relationship between the learning style preference of each participant
dimensions of the narrative bibhcal

m

hstener,

question sought to identify the

population and the preferred learning style of each participant,

the

was

This model mtended to

addressed. In order to

and behavioral states of the

series. The second research

of preacher,

preaching model.

and the

The third research

particular

question explored

relationship between the participants' preferred learning style and the resultmg change

cognition, affect, and behavior foUowing the

sermon

series. The fourth research
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question considerd what elements of narrative bibhcal preaching that attends to learning
styles

may have contributed to the

Research

Question

How do

others

#1

people describe their thoughts, attitudes,

prior to and subsequent to
The

answer

congregation's
information it

change in hsteners.

to

Research

state of being

was

a sermon

series based

and behavior toward God and

on

the Ten Commandments?

Question #1 provided information

prior to

and

subsequent to the

concemmg the

sermon

series. With this

possible to identify and describe the change in cognition, attitude, and

behavior in hsteners in relation to God and others. The ten-sermon series based
Ten Commandments
sermon

series

sought to address these relationships.

utilizmg

a

The

on

the

assumption was that the

narrative, bibhcal preaching model that attends to learning styles

would engage all hsteners and create

a more

hkely opportunity for change in cognition,

affect, and behavior for persons of all learning style preferences.

A

researcher-designed

questionnaire was utilized as a pre-study and post-study questionnaire to identify the
cognitive, affective,

and behavioral

Research

#2

Question

What correlation
and the

preferred dimensions
The

the

exists,

answer

to

changes in hsteners.

if any, between the

of narrative bibhcal

Research

learning style preference

preaching?

Question #2 identified what leammg styles were present

population and what was the preferred learning style of each participant.

identification of preferred
that

was

of hsteners

The

learning style for each participant provided useful information

related to the narrative bibhcal

preaching components.

The narrative bibhcal

in
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preachmg components

of Why?,

What?, So what?, and Now what? were designed to

correspond with the four quadrants

of learning

style theory: Q.#l Imaginative Learner,

Q.#2 Analytic Learner, Q.#3 Conmion Sense Learner, and Q.#4 Dynamic Learner. This
research

project is based

model would

on

the

premise that the proposed

correspond to learning style theory,

and this

narrative bibhcal

preaching

relationship would be measured

by correlating leammg style preference with the components of narrative bibhcal

preaching.

The

Learning Style Inventory and the researcher-designed

survey card

were

employed to gather this data and answer this question.
Research Question #3
What correlation

exists, if any, between the changes in the thoughts, attitudes, and

behaviors of hsteners and their

learning styles?

With effective communication to all

hoped to

demonstrate that for persons of all four

cognition, affect,

occur

The

answer

preferred leaming style.

specific leaming styles

for all leamers to

preaching that attends to

question identifies changes that

are

leaming style of each hstener.

experiencmg change.

correlation between

words, the

sermon

The

changes in hsteners

format ahows

and

equal opportunity

change.

The hterature

The

In other

study

learning style preferences, changes in

to this research

assumption was that there wih be little or no

style.

the desired outcome, this

in individuals and juxtaposes this data with the

This correlation revealed what

their

as

and behavior result when narrative bibhcal

leaming style is employed.

might

people

on

leaming styles

states

that every person has

a

preferred leaming

leaming styles are four m number: hnaginative leamer, analytic learner.
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common sense

these

leamer, and dynamic leamer. Every person has

a

preference for one

of

styles (Kolb 42). Dependmg upon theh preferred leaming style an mdividual

perceives

and processes information

regardless

If leaming is to

happen for each person

style preference then there needs to be a speciahzed design that

of leaming

ahows for such

differently.

mdividuality.

The

proposed model

of narrative bibhcal

preaching

addresses this issue. The four components of Why?, What?, So what?, and Now what?
the

sermon

model allow for ah persons to be

preference. Regardless
a

of preference,

person's leaming style is addressed

biblical

preaching that

leammg styles in the

attends to

and

a sermon

leaming styles

same sermon.

to engage every hstener.

engaged no matter what thek leaming style

leaming

in

m

hopefiiUy change take place best when

(McCarthy 123). The intent of narrative

is to

design a

sermon

that reaches ah four

By doing this, the preacher is maximizing the potential

Any change that

occurs

in

hsteners, therefore, should be

independent of their preferred leaming styles.
This

study's hypothesis is that

leaming style. The proposed model

any

change that takes place does depend upon

seeks to engage ah persons

connecting with ah leaming styles within a

sermon

with the

m

the

preaching

hoped-for result

reconcihation and transformation. The data coUected from the

event

by

of

researcher-designed

questionnaire was correlated with the data from the Leaming Style Inventory in order to
answer

this research

Research

Question

question.
#4

What dunensions of narrative bibhcal

change ui hsteners?

preaching may have contributed to the
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This research

question sought to

"bibhcal" may have affected the

change in hsteners.

of narrative form and bibhcal content
the hsteners. In the

(form)

are

both

In the

event what is said

'

The Vhat is said" is

a

According to the literature review,

a

narrative

arrangement of ideas takes the form of plotted

a

was

Why?, What?,

constructed

So

sermon

question was to identify the preferred

answer

four hermeneutical

sermon

sermon

researcher-designed

or

questions

sermon

in the above

refer

if any, the intent of this research

this research

attend either the 8:30 AM

Sundays during the

meanmg. Such

preachmg" in Research Question #4

and

A

survey card

given

of the

as a

mid-

Sample

1 1:00 AM

Michigan.

preaching

question.

population for this study consisted of ah the

United Methodist Church of Hohy,
often

delayed

in which the

questions.

Population

older) who

sermon

dimensions of narrative bibhcal

The data cohected from the

study questionnaire was used to

or

on

a

by addressing ah of these questions within each

Having measured the changes in hsteners,

The

is any

what?, and Now what?. The overall shape of the

above-mentioned hermeneutical

participants.

and how it is said

(content)

movement with

sequence. The "dimensions of narrative bibhcal
to the four

preacher offers to

narrative form.

plotted movement in this study's proposed model is based
are:

of what the

bibhcaUy based message taken from

the Ten Commandments. The "how it is said" uthizes

which

proposed model the elements

provide the substance

proposed preaching

emphasized.

how the elements of "narrative" and

answer

adult

worshippers (age eighteen

worship

service at the

worshipper had to

series in order to

Calvary

attend at least

participate m the project. The

seven

average
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Calvary United Methodist Church for

attendance at the

worship

adults and cMldren. Of this number
The

1997

approximately 200 were adults,

population and the sample were identical for this study;

was

age

256, mcludmg

eighteen or older.

every adult who met the

worship criterion for participation was included in the study.
In order to monitor

worship attendance, the foUowing procedure was employed:

Every person who responded affirmatively to the invitation to participate in the project
fiUed out
initial

who

a

response card with his

or

her

name

and address

participants in the study. During the study, the worship

it. These persons

at the end of the sermon

persons who attended at least

seven

included in the
Each

the

attendance

series, only data from those

of ten worship services

during the study were

project.

participant created

questionnaire, mid-study
The

questionnaire.
her social

were

attendance of each person

responded affirmatively was monitored by checking the weekly worship

registration sheets. However,

a

code to be used when

survey card and

respondent-created

respondmg to the pre-study

Leammg Style Inventory, and post-study

code consisted of the first three numbers of his

security number and the last three letters of his

This code enabled the researcher to track information
and

on

or

her mother's maiden

accurately and

ensure

or

name.

confidentiality

anonymity.
The

pre-study questionnaire was mailed to

aU persons who indicated

an

interest in

those who indicated

participating in the study.

The

mid-study questionnaires were

theh" deshe to

The

post-study questionnake was mailed only to those who

met the

participate.

sent to

worship criterion. Included in the mahmgs was a self-addressed, stamped
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envelope for ease of return.
worship services,

and

Data

was

gathered from everyone who attended

responded by completing and returmng his

or

her

seven

often

questionnaires.

Instrumentation
The first of three instruments used in this
It

questionnaire.

was

cognitive responses
others. This
the

sermon

used

the

a

blank space at

study.

participants to respond on a Likert

being strongly agree; 4 moderately

and 1

strongly disagree.

hkely respond in

don't know how I would

a

similar

situation scales

scale rangmg from 1.0

undecided; 2 moderately

a

scale rangmg from 1 .0 to 5.0 with 5

way."; 4,

respond."; 2,

likely not respond in

agree; 3

Part One consists

Part Two has twenty-one hfe situation scenarios.

Subjects respond by selectmg from a Likert

would most

series and at the end of

only addition to the post-study questionnaire was

of thirty statements and asks the

would most

sermon

researcher-designed questionnaire is divided into two parts:

to 5.0 with 5

and

instrument, inviting persons to respond with anecdotal information about

their experience in the

disagree;

researcher-designed

relationship with God and vAth

questionnaire was administered prior to the

the end of the

a

primary means to measure the affective, behavioral,

of the hsteners with respect to their

series. The

The

as

study is

"I

"I

might respond in a similar way."; 3,

might not respond m a similar way.";

similar

way." Table 3.1

on

the

"I

and 1, "I

shows the statements and life-

(the number foUov^ng each statement or hfe-situation is the

of each statement

being 'T

questionnaire) based on a relationship with God

actual number

and with others.
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Researcher-Designed Questionnaire Scales
Tables.!^
PART ONE

(STATEMENTS)
Relationship with God
Affect Scale
CI

I

am

committed to

serving

God in ah I say and do.

than

(#10)
C2

God

obey
anything or anyone else.

I do

anything

less than ah God desires of

C4

disrespect God
(#26)
I value a weekly routine
which includes ...God. (#21)

name

is to

I

...

...

God.

...

I know that God is

understanding

(#29)

never use

God's

in

name

contexts other than

(#20)

...

I take time off weekly for rest,

spiritual rejuvenation,

Relationship

...

(#8)

I believe that

dishonors

greater than my

of (jod.

(#22).

I value my parents and
respect them as gifts from

I listen

misusing God's
(#9)

name

God.

gracious gift from God

a

(#30)

...

with Others

Cognition Scale

(hstened)

Parents should be

to my

parents and take (took) their
(#23)

God. (#7)
I am committed to

...

I believe that Sabbath-rest is

Behavioral Scale

Affect Scale

matter what.

honored,
(#14)

no

...

I do not demean another

treating
others with courtesy
(#6)
Lust, a wandering ^e, or an
inordinate desire will

through greed

When

(#11)
In the covenant of marriage I
do (would) not place
(#24)

person

...

07

I could not do

things that

without

To misuse God's

C6

God deserves my ultimate devotion,
and energy. (#18)

(#19)

C3

C5

more

(#25)

I will not settle for

me.

Cognition Scale

Behavioral Scale
I love and

...

...

...

a

life is taken

...

this

can

be

broken by my attitude. (#32)
I know that allowing any

relationship with

...

(#33)

(#13)
little

C8

To do

C9

get as much as possible is
(#15)
Gossip, iimuendo, or rumcw
is contrary to
honesty.
(#28)

as

as

possible to
...

I do not he
to

I value what I have and do
not fret over what I

do not

All my material
resources are

I
.

.

...

possessions and
(#27)
God-given
...

(#31)

...

CIO

I express my love for God

through the handling

.

or

hide the truth

protect myself (#35)

am

.

content with what I

and do not

struggle

...

have

(#12)

Something that is factual yet
misleading is a he. (#16)
Contentment is

a

state of mind, not

theresultofwhatldo. (#17)

(#34)

^

These statements have been abbreviated for

instrument

m

Appendix

A

presentation in this table.

For

complete wording see
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PART TWO

(LIFE SITUATIONS)
Relationship with God
CI

C2
C3

in two

gold

husband made

forward to

...

C4

golfer who golfs

beautiful leather coat.... (#48)
Dale finished work on Friday and looked

...

a

pact.... (#39)

Tom is

avid

Having heard an invitation at church that the
local hospital needs volunteer help
(#36)
Edna is invited to a 10 week bible study. The
tofric is the Ten Commandments.... (#38)
Kathy and Richard rethed a year ago. Richard
came down vrith Alzheimer's disease
(#46)
Sally was going to college and she and her

an

leagues during the week. (#37)
Shawn has a stable, good-paying job. Whhe
(#51)
reading the newspaper
...

Mary

is

shopping

an

with her

grandson and finds a

entire weekend ofi".

.

.

(#54)

.

Relationship with Others
Conmiandments #5 through #10
Chuck and Marilyn are barely making ends
emotionally
meet. Marilyn's mother
(#56)
(#45)

and

C5

Heather's dad is

C6

abusive, and has nothing
A Sunday school teacher is assigning speaking
(#40)
parts to his students for the

C7

Julie is

verbally

...

...

sewing the hem in her

C8

daughter's
(#42)
Sheila and Bob were reexamining their

C9

financial picture. Both had... (#50)
Hal and his family are watching a video when

prom dress. Between

the telephone rings.

�10

Jack and Jane

were

future dream home

shopping for a

...

(#43)
saving to purchase their
.

.

.

on

was

almost Easter when Helen made the

decision to take the

(#44)
Ralph and Renee had
play
been married
soflbaU. His
(#52)
(#47)
Jack had just finished his probationary period at
work when a coworker pulled him
(#55)
...

Ken loves to

...

...

.

Around

a

.

.

table at the local restaurant

discussion

occurs.

a

T heard... (#53)

Tim and his cousin

were

like brothers,

they had

their ups and downs. When... (#49)

the lake.... (#41)

A second instrument used in the

...

It

study was the researcher-designed

survey card.

This instrument has two parts also. The first part includes iom statement which caU for

participants to rate the iour main components in the narrative bibhcal preaching model.
The responses

are a

Likert

scale,

rangmg from 1.0 to 5.0 with 5

moderately agree; 3, undecided; 2, moderately agree;

and 1,

being strongly agree; 4,

strongly agree.

The second

part asks respondents to rank in order of importance the four mam components of the

proposed model with 4 being most important and
mid-study mstmment.
components.

Table 3.2

displays the

1 least

important.

scales based

on

This

was

narrative bibhcal

used

as a
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Card Scales

Researcher-Designed Survey
Table 3.2^

Narrative Biblical Preaching Scales
What?

Why?

Quadrant Two

Quadrant One
The

opening illustration or story in every sermon
helps me to imderstand the message of the
sermon. (#1)
I need to know why a sermon is relevant. (1st
statement to be ranked)

explanation of what the Bible says.

(2nd statement to be ranked)

Quadrant Three

Quadrant Four

examples of how the sermon message
might
applied are given, the message comes to
sermon

statement to be

concluding story in each sermon helps me to
something with the sermon message.

strive to do

as a

I like freedom to

might be

ranked)

A third instrument used

administered

The

(#4)

(#3)

I need to know how this

applied. (3rd

an

Now what?

be

me.

I want

So what?
When

life for

explanation of the biblical text enables me to
grasp the message of the sermon. (#2)

The

message.

m

this

explore what I

can

do with this

(4th statement to be ranked)

study was the Leaming Style Inventory.

It

was

mid-study questionnaire.
Data CoUection

On March

29,

1999 the

researcher-designed questionnahe was photed with the

Congregational Reflection Group which consisted of members
Methodist Church of Holly, Michigan. Five

advisory group for the project filled

out the

a

few minor

questionnaire.

The

second trial

To

see

mn.

the instrument,

see

serve as an

questioimaire was
The

questionnaire was

suggestions were offered regarding the format

changes m the demographic questions.
a

Calvary United

people who volunteered to

completed by the last person m approximately fifteen minutes.
discussed and

of the

Appendix B.

These revisions

were

and

a

few

minor and did not necessitate
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Nine weeks before the beginning of the

sermon

(February 7, 1999) the

series

researcher/preacher announced to the congregation by voice and newsletter article the
proposed project. The verbal announcement and accompanying response card were
offered

on

three consecutive

Sundays.

A response card

newsletter. The response card gave persons

participate in the project.

The deadlme for

before the beginnmg of the

sermon

series

an

was

also included in the March

opportunity to indicate then- desire to

returning the response

cards

was

four weeks

Once the response cards

(March 14).

were

submitted, the pre-study questionnaire was mahed to the respondents two weeks prior to
the

of the

beginning

sermon

series

self-addressed, stamped envelope.
and returned to the
After

along with a cover letter explaining the project and a
The

pre-study questionnaire needed to be completed

researcher/preacher before the sermon series began.

preaching

persons who indicated

six sermons, the

a

desire to

mid-study questioimaires were mailed to

participate.

The

researcher-designed

all

survey card and

Leaming Style Inventory were mahed to participants along with a cover letter thanking
them for theh

participation and requesting their response.

A

self-addressed, stamped

envelope was included for returning the completed questionnaires.
At the conclusion of the

criterion were mahed
A

cover

letter

was

a

sermon

series, the worshippers who

post-study questionnake and

also sent,

worship

self-addressed, stamped envelope.

thankmg the participant once again for participating and

reminding hhn or her of the retum deadline.

completed

a

met the

and returned in two weeks.

The

post-study questionnake needed to be
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VARIABLES
The

independent variables

Conmiandments and the
attends to

leaming style.

style

of the

verify that the

changes m hsteners

Commandments. The
are:

attending

any

as a

a

sermons were

series based

narrative bibhcal
were

consistent with
The

dependent variables are:

result of experiencing the

dimension of narrative bibhcal

church, and length of time

at the

on

the Ten

sermon

that

submitted to J.

accepted

cognitive, affective,

sermon

series

intervening variables which might affect the outcome

leaming style, preferred

of time

sermon

from the series

sermons

narrative bibhcal form and content. The

and behavioral

The

of preaching which is cahed

The first two

Ehsworth Kalas for review to

study are:

preaching,

age,

on

of the

the Ten

study

gender, length

Calvary United Methodist Church

ofHoUy.
DATA ANALYSIS
In

analyzing the

data

gathered fi-om the questionnaires the

employed were paired t-Tests.

All correlations

correlation coefficients. A one-way

analysis

employed to measure changes in data.

were

made

of variance

statistical

procedures

by using Spearman's Rho

(ANOVA) test was

also
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CHAPTER 4

of the

Findings
This research
attends to

project is buht

on

the

premise that narrative bibhcal preaching which

leammg styles whl make possible

regardless of preferred leaming style.
cognition,

and behavior whl

due to the

design and

occur

This

Study

an

opportunity for people to be changed

study does not hnply that change in affect,

but it does suggest that

content of the

proposed

sermon

change is more hkely to happen

model.

Changing the hves

of

people is never solely the work of the preacher but rather the combmed work of the Holy
Spirit, preacher,

and

responsive hsteners. Every hstener is different in many ways, yet the

preacher and the message
communication

be

might take place

that narrative bibhcal
a

can

Sphit-fihed and Spirit-shaped
among dissimilar

people.

that

more

empowering them to change accordmg to
is to

uthizes narrative bibhcal
Four research

assumption of this study is

connect with all

on

create

people,

God's whl and purposes. The purpose of this

identify and describe changes m hsteners when the preacher

preaching that

attends to the

questions guided this study:

leaming style of hsteners.

How do

people describe thek thoughts,

attitudes, and behavior toward God and others prior to and subsequent to
based

effective

preachmg which attends to leaming styles has the potential to

compellmg preachmg event that ahows Scripture to

research, therefore,

The

so

the Ten Commandments? What correlation

style preference of hsteners

and the

preferred

What correlation exists, if any, between the

a sermon

series

exists, if any, between the leaming

dunensions of narrative biblical

preaching?

changes m the thoughts, attitudes, and
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And what dimensions of narrative bibhcal

behavior of hsteners and their leaming

styles?

preaching may have

change m hsteners?

contributed to the

Profile of Subjects
The

subjects of this study were

adult members of the

Church of Holly who hstened to at least
retumed the pre-,

of ten

seven

Calvary United Methodist

sermons

and who

completed

mid-, and post-test questionnaires. Seventy subjects volunteered to

participate in the study, completing and returning Survey One. Sixty-four subjects
worship
percent
of the
were

attendance criterion. The data

(n^

=

21) were male and

subjects were as foUows:

number of years the
one

years, vdth

^

n

=

SD

gathered from sixty-four subjects;

67.2 percent
6.3 percent

subjects

attended

year to 54 years, with

number of years

^

were

(n

=

were

subjects

a mean

(SD

=

The ages

between the ages of 18-34, 59.4 percent
were

72

or

older

(Figure 4.2).

The

Calvary United Methodist Church of Holly ranged
a mean

attended church

of 31 years

met the

32.8

43) were female (Figure 4. 1).

35-52, 25.0 percent were 53-71, and 9.4 percent

from under

and

attendance of 13.8 years

on a

regular basis ranged

(SD^

from

=

one

15.4).

The

year to 80

18.3).

Number of subjects
=

scores.

Standard Deviation,

a

statistic that shows the

spread or dispersion of scores in a distribution of
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Age Distribution

Gender Distribution

9%i

6%

33%
B 18-34

SMale

25%

� 35-52

� Female

? 53-71
? 72+

67%
60%

Figure 4.2

Figure 4. 1
Reliability
The

main

researcher-designed questionnaire used in this study was composed of two

sections.

statements

-

Statements and Life Situations. The Statements section consisted of thirty

one

affective,

one

behavioral and

one

cognitive

statement for each of the ten

commandments. The Life Situations section consisted of twenty-one scenarios, two for
seventh

each commandment

(with three for the

commandments

through four represented

one

commandments five
Each item

worded items

one's

the

scale.

rehability of each item was tested

Negatively

for both

questionnaire (named as Survey One and Survey Three).

presents the mtemal consistency of the items based

Cronbach's

sections,

relationship with God, and

questionnaire was rated on a five-pomt Likert

reversed scored. The

administrations of the

^

For each of the

through ten represented one's relationship with others.

on

were

commandment).

on

Cronbach's inter-item

Table 4. 1

rehabihty

alpha is a model of internal consistency, based on an average inter-item correlation, (a)
an index are measuring the same
thing.

ranges fi-om 0 to 1.0 and indicates how much the items in
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The low

administration of the
do not

measure

of the Life

score

the

Situations, Relationship with God section for the first

questionnaire (a < 0.28) suggests that the eight hems in this section

same

section. However, the

construct, and therefore

rehabhity

second administration of the

indicate that the items

m

score

possibly weaken the rehabihty of this

for this section was

questionnah-e (a < 0.57).

each section

were

significantly higher on the

OveraU the

rehabhity

not so similar as to be redundant

mdicated if a values

approached 1.00), but the items are also

indicated if a values

approached 0.00) that they do not measure the
Internal

so

(as would be

different
same

(as would be

construct.

Reliability Measurements
Survey

Relationship

not

scores

w/ God

Affective

One

Survey

Three

a<

a<

0.67

0.63

0.73

0.60

0.44

0.57

0.28

0.57

0.52

0.50

0.77

0.76

0.68

0.63

0.52

0.69

(itans 10,19^6,21)

Behavioral
(itans 25,29,20,8)

Cognitive
(items 18,22,9,30)

Life Situations
(items 36,37,38,51,46,48,39,54)

Relationship w/ Others
Affective
(items 7,6,13,27,28,34)

Behavioral
(items 23,11,24,31,35,12)

Cognitive
(items 14,32,33,15,16,17)

Life Situations
(45,56,40,44,42,47,52,50,55,43,53,41,49)

Table 4.1
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Descriptive Data
Research

Question

How do

others

prior to
In

the
and

#1

and

subsequent to

summary statistics:

completed the first

The

mean

The section two
for

for section

mean was

participants'

as a

the Ten Commandments?
sermon

(SD

=

131.20

8.10)

pre-test

state of being

the Statements

(i.e.

completed

section); sixty-three
(Life Situations

section two

(SD =12.14) of a possible

of a

possible

mstmment

was

subsequent to the

score

9.88) yielding

mean

a

213.10

(SD

sermon

series

statistically significant positive change fi-om Survey

for section two

1 .34. The

(Life Situations) was

composite mean score

83.37

of Survey Three

statistically significant positive change of 6.73.

positive change of 5.38
section two. The

(SD

occurred in section

one

=

was

To

8.10)

for

219.83

summarize,

and

a

a

(SD
a

score

of 100. The
=

of 150.

mean

was

measured

was

136.58

by

(SD

One of 5.38. The

positive change
=

total

17.94).

Survey Three. The results were: The mean for section one (Statements)
=

series revealed

Sixty-four subjects met the worship attendance criterion

one was

82.03

on

prior to the

state of being

attendance criterion and

Survey One administered
The

series based

section of Survey One

subjects met the worship
section).

a sermon

Survey One the participants'

following

and behavior toward God and

people describe their thoughts, attitudes,

of

17.41) for a total

statistically significant

positive change of 1.34 happened m

composite positive change was statistically significant at 6.73.
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These

scores were

analyzed by the Paired Samples t-Test*.

Resuhs mdicated

significant change in section one (Statements) fi-om Survey One to Survey Three, t^
5.562,

p^^ <.000.

change fi-om Survey One to Survey Three was

The overah

statisticaUy significant, t

=

=

also

4.345, p <.000 (Table 4.2).

Survey
Change

a

One

Survey

Three

in Listeners

(Post-test)

(Pre-test)
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

t

P<

Statements

64

131.20

12.14

136.58

9.88

5.56

0.000*

Life Situations

63

82.03

8.10

83.37

8.10

1.50

0.139

Composite

63

213.10

17.94

219.83

17.41

4.35

0.000*

n

*indicates statistical

significance
Table 4.2
In section

one

in relation to one's

(Statements) the affective, behavioral,

relationship with God

as

1 to 5 with 5

In

=

0.83)

on

the behavioral

=

4.76

0.71)

(SD

Survey Three, the affective sub-scale was 4.60 (SD

0.3 1; the behavioral sub-scale

cognitive

sub-scale

was

4.84

The data for one's

The Paired

was

(SD

4.47

=

(SD

=

0.71)

4.44

=

agree and 1

the affective

0.45)

0.59)
a

on

for

t

=

a

sub-scale;

cognitive

4.39

sub-scale.

positive change of
and the

0.40) for a positive change of 0.08 (Table 4.3).

(SD

=

0.69)

on

section

one

the affective

(Statements) were:

sub-scale; 4.28 (SD

=

In

0.80)

Samples t-Test is a test of the statistical significance of the results of a comparison between
sample groups are paired so that subjects are only compared with themselves.

the number that is tested in a t-Test.
p the probabihty that this result could have been produced by chance.
=

the

strongly

positive change of 0.08;

two group means. The
^

fohowing results:

by Survey One was analyzed.

on

=

for

relationship with others in

Survey One subjects scored

^

sub-scale; and

measured

being strongly

disagree, subjects had a mean score of 4.47 (SD

(SD

cognitive measurements

and with others indicated the

First, the data for one's relationship with God

Using a Likert scale ranging fi-om

and
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on

sub-scale; and 4.08 (SD

the behavioral

Three

=

1.06)

on

the

cognitive sub-scale.

subjects scored on the affective sub-scale 4.75 (SD

0.31; 4.51 (SD

(SD

=

0.99)

on

0.64)

=

the

on

the behavioral sub-scale for

cognitive

sub-scale for

a

a

=

In

Survey

0.53) for a positive change of

positive change

of 0.23; and 4.23

positive change of 0. 15 (Table 4.3).

Affective, Behavioral, and Cognitive Changes
STATEMENTS

Survey

Survey

1

with God

Relationship
with Others

Change

(Post-test)

(Pre-test)
Relationship

3

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

Affective

4.47

0.71

4.60

0.59

+0.31

Behavioral

4.39

0.83

4.47

0.71

+0.08

Cognitive
Composite

4.76

0.45

4.84

0.40

+0.08

4.54

0.66

4.64

0.57

+0.10

Affective

4.44

0.69

4.75

0.53

+0.31

Behavioral

4.28

0.80

4.51

0.64

+0.23

Cognitive
Composite

4.08

1.06

4.23

0.99

+0.15

0.85

4.50

0.68

+0.23

4.27

Table 4.3
Research

Question

#2

What correlation

exists, if any, between the leaming style preference of hsteners

and the dimensions of narrative bibhcal

preaching?

Fifty-six subjects completed the Leammg Style Inventory. Of these, nine (18

percent) were imaginative leamers; twenty-one (36 percent) were analytic leamers; nine
(16 percent) were common
leamers

(Figure 4.3).

sense

leamers; and

seventeen

(30 percent) were dynamic
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Preferences of Listeners

Learning Style

imaginative
Learners
18%

D/namic
Learners

/

30%

Common

Analytic

Sense

Learners

Learners

36%

16%

Figure 4.3
Fifty-seven subjects completed Survey Two (the researcher-designed

regarding preferences in dimensions
ranked

knowing why a sermon

sermon.

(What?)

most

knowing how

freedom

is relevant

Thirty-one (55 percent)
as

to

the

important.
sermon

of bibhcal narrative

ranked

Seven

(Why?)

as

survey

card)

preaching. Eight (14 percent)

the most

important component

of the

having an explanation of what the Bible says

(12 percent)

said the most

hnportant component was

might be applied (So what?). Eleven (19 percent) ranked

explore what I can do with

this message

(Now what?)

as

component (see Figure 4.4).

Preferred Dimensions of Narrative Biblical

Preaching

Now what?

Why?

19%

14%

So

w

hat?

12%

What?

55%

Figure 4.4

the most

important
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Of the

fifty-seven subjects, fifty-six completed both the Learmng Style Inventory

Survey Two (dunensions of narrative bibhcal preaching). Spearman's rho correlation

and

coefficient" indicated there was no significant correlation between the hsteners' leaming
style

and the

specified dimensions

of narrative bibhcal

preaching, rs^^=

.013

(p <.925).

Research Question #3
What correlation

exists, if any, between the changes

behavior of hsteners and their
The data indicate that
all four

was

quadrant

measured

change occurred from Survey

hstener's

scores

Listeners

showed the most

across

from

ah

the

thoughts, attitudes,

and

leammg styles?

leaming style quadrants.

Leamer

m

m

the

Survey Three

across

Analytic Leamer quadrant and Dynamic

change; however,

leaming style quadrants.

One to

no

significant

difference in

Table 4.4 presents the

mean

change

change in

Survey One to Survey Three, categorized by their leaming style

preference.
Change

in Listeners

OiiiiHriint

?The

mean

total

scx)res out

l"

Mean ChunQB

sn

223 33

225 74

+2 44

5 34

213 76

224 29

+10 52

10 25

211 S6

214 78

+3 22

9 77

211 59

218 18

+6 59

10,15

of a

possible 250.

Siirvev

Siirvftv

3*

9
21
9
17

n

Tmadnative Leamer
Analvtin Leamer
Common Sense
Dvnamic Leamer

According to Learning Style Quadrants

Table 4.4

"

Spearman's rho

Correlation Coefficient is

between two variables.
the abbreviation for

a

statistic that shows the

Spearman's rho correlation coefilcient.

degree of monotoiuc relationship
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An one-way

analysis

of variance

(ANOVA)^^ test indicated that there were no

statistically significant differences between the mean change of any of the leaming style
categories (F^"*
Research

=

1.836, p<.152).

Question #4

What dhnensions of narrative bibhcal

preaching may have contributed to the

change in hsteners?
In

scale

Survey Two subjects were asked to respond to four

ranging fi-om

scores

1 to 5 with 5

per statement

were:

(What?) was 4.80 (SD
statement #4

=

being strongly agree and

statement #1

0.41);

(Why?)

statement #3

(Now what?) was 4.51 (SD

=

was

of the

sermon

regardless

Dimensions of Narrative Biblical
illiistration

The

.

(SD

=

0.67);

a

Likert

The

mean

statement #2

=

0.47);

and

0.68). Accordmg to Survey Two, hsteners

of their

preaching are important for theh

preferred leaming style (Table 4.5).

Preaching

story in every sennon helps me
opening
to understand the message of the sennon.
2. The explanation of the biblical text enables me to grasp
1

4.59

strongly disagree.

(So what?) was 4.76 (SD

indicated that ah four dimensions of narrative bibhcal

understanding

1

using

statements

or

the message of the sennon.
3. When examples of how the
4.

sennon message might be applied
given, the message of the sennon comes to life for me.
The concluding story in each sennon helps me to strive to

do

something with the

n

Min.

Max.^^

Mean

SD

59

2

5

4.59

0.67

59

4

5

4.80

0.41

59

3

5

4.76

0.47

59

3

5

4.51

0.68

are

sermon

message.

Table 4.5

"

ANOVA

=

a

test of statistical

groups.
F the statistic that is
=

significance of the difference

among the

mean scores

computed when conducting an ANOVA test.

Min. and Max. indicate the minimum

or

maximum

score

received

on

that item.

of two

or more
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Intervening Variables

Findings indicate there was no significant correlation between the change in
subjects'

scores

attendmg

and their

church

gender,

years attended

Calvary U.M.C., and years regularly

(Table 4.6).
Correlation between Total
and

Change

in Listeners

Variables

Specific

Variables

n

Gender

63

0.095

0.457

Age

63

-0.276

0.029*

62

0.001

0.997

Years attended church

62

-0.09

0.487

Learning Style Preferences

56

-0.025

0.856

Preferred Dimensions of
Narrative Bibhcal Preaching

51

0.067

0.642

Years attended

Calvary

P

rs

*indicates statistical significance

Table 4.6
A

however,

significant negative
was

measured,

correlation between the

rs= -.276

(p <.029) (see

change m

Table

scores

and

subjects'

age,

4.6). Listeners in the higher age

categories exhibited less change than did hsteners m the lower age categories.(Table 4.7).
Comparisons

1 n8-34^

.^rs3-7n

4 (72 Si older)

based

on

Age Groups

N
4
16
38

Mean Scnrft of Siirvev One*

6

219

Me^n Srnre of Siirvev Three*
228
217

226
219

?Out ofa possible 250.

Table 4.7
Anecdotal Data

Besides the formal responses from the

feedback

questionnaires,

through written conmients on Survey Three.

I also received informal
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"Your series

on

the Ten Commandments

was

most

enhghtening and very

interesting. I'm stih reflecting on pomts you brought up several weeks ago when
situations happen in our home. Thank you for your up-to-date approach on the ancient
tablets."

attendmg church on Sunday to leam more 1 looked forward to
each commandment and I'm upset I missed a few. Your delivery was tmly captivating: I
love your personal stories (especially the way your wife smhes if it involves your family!)
it makes you "human" therefore your message has validity. I did so enjoy the opening
statement, the middle part (which made the pomt of the commandment) and the
conclusion (bringing it ah together). Each sermon had direction."
"It has been a fiilfilling experience for me. It helped me to understand my place in
"I look forward to

-

I thmk every member should have the
questions hke these. I hope I have done as much

life and what God and Church have done for

opportunity to
for you

unique

search theh lives

through

me.

you have for me. Thank you, in Jesus' name. Thank you."
"Jeff, I really enjoyed your sermons on the Ten Commandments. You have
way of gettmg God's tmths across."
as

a

helped me more than this survey shows. I value the
combination of theoretical teaching and life-apphcation. Thanks!"
"I have very much enjoyed the sermons on the Ten Commandments. I had not
studied them since I was a child. Hearing your sermons and the message you have given
has made me do a great deal of self-reflection. I am becoming a person in every aspect of
"Your

sermons

have

my life."
surveys, the questions provoked much self-examination.
that I have much sin and much work to do to
it
evident
became
During this process,
become a better Christian. More spare luggage, m fact, than I thought I had! It was

'During completion of the

difficuh at times to

give honest

answers, but I did my best to

give

accurate feedback. This

process has helped me to better focus on the improvement of my human faults."
'T hope you get as much out of this as I did with your sermons. I used to think I
could live my hfe as long as I didn't break one of the Ten Commandments. I now see that

they are much larger and affect every moment of my life. You also showed not only what
This was a great ten weeks."
'We shalt not do,' but also what we should do
.

These

are

just

a

few of the comments received and

are

representative

comments. These anecdotal conmients add to the statistical data

to

of all the

presented m this chapter

provide an overview of the context in which the sermons were preached

and received.
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Summary
1.

Findings

Statistically significant positive change occurred in hsteners fi-om Survey One to

Survey Three as measured by
also indicated

section

one

(Statements).

The

composite

score

of hsteners

statisticahy significant positive change.

2. When

the

of Significant

measuring

largest mcrease.

one's

relationship with God,

In terms of one's

relationship with others,

behavioral components measured strong
3. There

was no

was no

the affective and

positive change.

significant correlation between the hsteners' leaming style and

the dhnensions of narrative bibhcal
4. There

the affective component showed

preaching.

significant correlation between the change in hsteners

and their

leaming styles.
5. The

intervening variables of gender, preferred dimension of narrative bibhcal

preaching, leaming style, years attended Calvary,
account for

or

help explain the observed changes.

6. There

was a

significant negative

their age. Listeners in the

7. Listeners
were

leaming style.

correlation between the

change in hsteners

and

higher age categories exhibited significantly less change than

did hsteners in the lower age

Now what?

and years attended church do not

categories.

reported that

all four dimensions of Why?, What?, So what?, and

important for theh- understanding

of the

sermon

regardless of their
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CHAPTERS

Summary
This research project stems from

hsteners

never

can

preaching event in which the message

never

sthl achieve

change hves. Regardless

engaged the hsteners.

never

received

a

No

of his

one

and the content of his

seemed to hear what he had to say; the

hearing that mommg. Ralph Lewis is right:

it, 'Treaching is not simply

a

"A

matter of speakmg on Christian

preaching is itself a Christian act" which hnphes

at

good intentions

sermon

nothmg because it fails to involve the hsteners" (Lewis and Lewis 165). Fred

Craddock puts

participants in preaching whether vocal

In effective communication

25).

preacher stood before the

factually correct, homiletically sound, biblicaUy accurate, doctrinally orthodox and

be

active

and the

Holly Calvary United Methodist Church, he intended to preach a bibhcal

message that would

Word of God

a

connected and communication fahed. When the

men's club of the

sermon, he

and Conclusions

a

among other

or

shent in that

subjects;

things that "hsteners are
participation" (Preaching

triangular equation of speaker,

message, and hstener is

work.
This

triangular equation, though, only introduces the issue.

consider the purpose behind effective

preaching.

that

Grady Davis

gospel,

impulse and feehng no less than of thought" (5).

David

a

'Treachmg is understood not as the packaging of a product but

event"
more

(qtd.

in

one must

says, "The aim of

response to the

preaching is to wm from men [and women]
attitude and

H.

To continue

a

response of

Randolph beheves
as

the evocation of an

Lowry, The Sermon 56). Accordmg to Davis and Randolph, preaching is

than engagement. It involves

a

divine-human encounter that has withm it the
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possibility of transformation of humanity according to
triangle

of speaker, message, and

power, and purpose that

God's wih.

Surroundmg the

hstener, therefore, is the chcle of God's presence,

give substance and coherence to the preaching event.

This

understandmg formed the core of this research project.
Major Findings
The results of this

study indicate that statisticahy significant positive change

occurred in hsteners after they heard ten
utilized

a

narrative bibhcal

sermons

based

on

the Ten Commandments which

preaching design that attends to leaming styles.

measuring one's relationship with God, the affective component
increase. In terms of one's

relationship

with

When

showed the

largest

others, the affective and behavioral

components revealed strong positive change.
No

significant

preferences

and

corrdation

specific

was

demonstrated between the hsteners'

dimensions of narrative bibhcal

leaming style

preaching. Similarly, there was no

significant correlation between the listeners' leaming styles

and the measured

changes in

hsteners.
When asked to rate the four dhnensions of narrative

preaching (Why?, What?,

So

what?, and Now what?) subjects demonstrated that ah four dimensions were hnportant
components that helped them understand the message of the
The

mtervening variables of gender, preferred dimension of narrative bibhcal

preaching, preferred leaming style, years attended Calvary,
not account for or

correlation

sermon.

was

and years attended church did

help explain the observed changes in hsteners.

A

significant negative

measured, however, between the change m hsteners and theh- age.
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Listeners in the
the lower age

higher

age

categories exhibhed significantly less change than

m

categories.
Change

in Listeners

did

StatisticaUy significant positive change
sermons on

did others

the Ten Commandments which made

model that attended to
God desires to

use

leaming styles.

preaching

use

in

subjects afl;er hstening to ten

of a narrative bibhcal

The review of literature

as one means

people (Sangster 25, Thompson 33,

occur

m

preaching

homiletics revealed that

by which change might happen in diverse

Welsh 88, Buttrick Homiletic 1 1, et.

proposed model was utilized, communication did

occur

and

al.).

When the

significant change was the

result.
When

considering change m persons,

regarding what?
based
for

on

The desired difference

the Ten Commandments which

categories�

a

question begs to be asked

sought m hsteners was laid

and

a

20: 1-17). The first four commandments deal with

.

beyond human comprehension;

according to Scripture;
address

and 4. Embrace the

relationship with others:

Respect the

out in a sermon series

substance

relationship with others (see Exodus

a

relationship with God.

These

Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all

your soul and with all your mind and with ah your

God which is

change

and behavior. The Ten Commandments faU

relationship with God

commandments ask persons to 1

~

provided the bibhcal fi-amework and

change m persons' thoughts, attitudes,

into two

a

5.

strength; 2.

Conmiit to the mystery of

3. Tmst in the revealed character of God

gifi; of Sabbath.

The last six commandments

Respect parental authority;

covenant of marriage; 8. Handle

6.

Respect human hfe;

wisely material possessions

7

and resources; 9.
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Strive for truthfulness; and 10. Love your

series

responsive hsteners in "the greatest miracle God

ever

works

to

...

change

(Sangster 25).
The

One

sermon

placed before the hsteners this content, with the intention of aUowmg the Holy Sphit

to engage

hves"

The

neighbor as you love yourself.

participants'

area was

state of bemg

was

tested

the Statements section which asked

related to their

by pre-

and post-tests

subjects to respond to
The other

relationship with God and with others.

m

two areas:

statements that

Life Situations.

area was

This section cahed for

subjects to respond to specific scenarios that related to their

relationship with God

and whh others. When

post-tests, the Statements section showed
Life Situations section had

a

a

analyzing the mean

scores

of the pre- and

positive statistically significant change.

The

positive change but was not statistically significant.

However, the composhe positive change was statistically significant. To sunmiarize, the
level of measured

significant change was greater in the

Situations section but the overah

showing in the

change was

can

be drawn from these

primarhy with behefs, feehngs, values,
disposition toward God and
section addressed
nature. The

everyday life.

statistically significant

m

the Life

due to the strong

Statements section.

What conclusions

m

sthl

Statements section than

other

Life Situations section,

The Statements section deals

and inclinations to act; it defines

people.

cognitive, affective,

findings?

It is true that the statements

and behavioral
on

the other

a

person's

m

the Statements

issues, but the process was abstract

hand, addressed specific behavior m

Each scenario in the Life Situations section intended to address

commandment and gave subjects

an

a

specific

opportunity to apply the connmandment m real hfe
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In other

settings.
(what we

the

are on

(what we do).

the Statements section measured

words,

mside) whereas the Life

What is the

primarhy internal constructs

Situations section assessed external actions
statements and

relationship, then, between theoretical

actual

behavior?

According to the findings,
reported learnings
new

insights

and

new

some

changed

the

greater effect

reported behavior.

changed behavior or they may not.

a

room

for the

learnings

The results mdicate that

possibhity that if the attitude

cases, the Life Situation scenarios may not have been

the commandments in many

and therefore

occur.

as

were

directly related to
disconnected from

people's nund. Such a disconnection could explain the

varying degrees of change between the two

sections.

Furthermore, the scenarios

have introduced other issues not considered when the instrument

Situations section also demonstrated low mtemal

was

may

created. The Life

reliability which fiirther weakens the

data.

Another

possible explanation might be that h takes thne for new learnings

values to translate into action. This
must

changing

might hope that

particular action, change in behavior might

specific commandments as were the Statements,

hnpact of this

One

on

changed behavior but that is mere

occurred which leaves

specific to

some

a

another way to look at this issue is to conclude that fresh

change m behavior

In

on

series had

attitudes whl lead to

attitudes may lead to

and/or behef is

sermon

and attitudes than it did

speculation. Perhaps
and

the

and

lag may be hlustrated m the measured statisitics. One

admit, however, that behefs, feelings, values, and expressed behavioral tendencies

may not

always be

an

accurate

predictor of actual behavior.
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A

Roman

parallel is found in Scripture when God teUs Peter to

centurion, to share the gospel (Acts

not to call

anything hnpure that God

surely agamst his
weh for he
visit

a

said,

10: If). Peter had been mstructed in

has made clean.

Not

"You

yourselves

know that it is unlawfiil for

only did Peter visit them but he

Jew to associate vsdth

a

anyone

also shared the

his life and

ministry,

Paul

or

unclean"

Holy Sphit. Among the many things Peter
(see Acts 10:34).

Yet

pubhcly castigates Peter for not associating with Gentiles

in Galatia because of Jewish orthodox influences

that

profane

or to

gospel with them. Cornelius

learned from that incident is that God does not show favoritism
m

vision

orthodox Jewish upbringing, but Peter seemed to have learned his lesson

and his household believed and received the

later

a

Associatmg with Cornelius was

Genthe; but God has shown me that I should not caU

(v. 28).

Comehus, the

go to

(Gal.

2: 1 If). From

Scripture it is

clear

change in persons needs to be renewed and reinforced throughout life.

Despite the looseness of the relationship between what
what

one

Statements

so

did

change in behavior.

When

analyzing the mean

by looking

at

first one's

In terms of a

a

of a

scores

section, the affective, behavioral, and cognitive sub-scales showed

statisticahy significant positive change over all three measures.

score

thmks and feels and

does, the findings of this study indicate that change not only in cognition and

affect occurred but

change;

one

relationship with God

and then

relationship with God, the mean

positive behavioral change;

positive change.

and

a

a

This

of the

a

analysis is best done

relationship with others.

scores

show

a

positive affective

positive cognitive change; with a composite

The affective domam led the way,

feehngs, values, interests, appreciations, aspkations,

suggesthig that subjects'

and commitments toward

a
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relationship with God
behavioral and

exhibhed the most

cognitive

change as

domains measured

a

resuh of hearing the

equal change as a result

The

sermons.

of the

sermon

series

yet these lagged behind the affective domain in actual change.
This may be

explained when the actual mean

considered.

measurements are

(cognitive domain) highest
affective domain

was

Subjects rated theh behefs

among ah three sub-scales

next, and the behavioral domain

findings, participants demonstrated a high degree
relationship with God but

admitted

incongruity may have led them to
and values
to

When

a

about

a

relationship with God

the pre- and post-tests. The

was

rated lowest.

According to the

of understandmg of certain behefs about

exhibit the most
with God

change hi terms

fohowing the

Such

of their commitments

sermon

series

as

seek

they

and behavior.

considering relationship with others,

domain led the way

on

of the pre- and post-test

they were not living up to what they beheved.

regarding their relationship

align theh behefs

scores

again.

Unlike the

a

positive mean change in the

affective

previous discussion, the behavioral domain came in

strong second and the cognitive domain measured the lowest change. Again the

affective
of the

scores

sermon

show that values and commitments underwent the most

as a

series, but behavior did not lag far behind. Acting toward others in

consistent way

as

determined

test score. Behefs

The actual

rated the

change

by the

Ten Commandments

improved

as

rated

result

a more

by the post-

languished in third place.
scores

provide further detahs. Commitments

highest by participants, behavior was next,

findings indicate that unlhce

one's

and

and values

(affect)

were

cognition was the lowest. The

relationship with God where people reported a high
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score

low

of knowing about such

relationship,

a

in this instance

participants

scored themselves

regarding behefs about relationship with others based on the Ten Commandments.

The post-test

cognitive

change of ah the
test score

Even

scores

sub-scale

did

scores.

The behavioral

scores

but showed the least

in the

middle, with the post-

score was

revealing a much stronger increase when compared with the pre-test

score.

though cognition experienced the least change and was the lowest measurement, the

scores on

the Statements section show that the

make stronger commitments to
what

improve from the pre-test

act on

sermon

series

helped hsteners

not

only

knowledge but also facihtated the actual doing

of

they know to be God's whl in regard to relationship with others.
The overall

impact

of the

sermon

series

produced statisticahy significant positive

change m hsteners in theh relationship with God
Statements section. To retum to the
thinks

on

the mside and does

on

the

and with others

as

measured

by the

question of the relationship between what a person

outside,

a

continuum

showing the interrelationship

of

affect, behavior, cognition wih sunmiarize (Figure 5.1):
Change Continuum
t

The

hoped-for resuh

Perceivmg
(Cognition)
Evaluatmg
Appreciating (Affect)
Valumg
Adjusting
(Behavior)
Acting
Figure 5.1

of the

filled, Holy Spirit-shaped

preaching event is to

encounter with God

engage the hsteners in

a

Holy Spirit-

through the spoken word that whl

empower
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a

responsive listener to

cognition, affect,

move

through this continuum whereby ah three domains of

and behavior

are

affected.

This is consistent with what Jesus himself did when he cahed his
Jesus cahed to his

proclaimmg the gospel,
did

(see Matthew 4: 19).

Jesus

was

not

only concemed

movmg

person

involves

through the above-mentioned

does not

imply a

crisis

undergoes change

as

he

or

"Grow in the grace and

impartmg information but

accordingly.

cross

process which is reflected

m

and foUow me"

continuously

Progressmg through the continuum

but rather it

speaks of a process in which a

she estabhshes and sustains

on

"If any want to

an

ongomg

relationship

faith. Peter taUcs about this process when he wrote

knowledge of our Lord

and Savior Jesus Christ"

(2 Peter 2: 13).

emphasized the hnportance of maturing by declaring that God appointed

pastors and teachers
the

a

continuum.

experience alone,

with God and whh others based

Paul

about

fohowers, let them deny themselves and take up theh

(Matthew 16:24). Discipleship

m

order "to

equip the

body of Christ" and "to maturity,

(Ephesians 4: 1 1-13).
happened.

The

findhigs

saints for the work of ministry, for

Relationship

some

buhding up

of this research
can

project indicate that

be facilitated

between Narrative Biblical

such

growth

through a preaching event.

Preaching

and

Learning Styles

Having identified and described the changes that occurred in hsteners, the

design that fachhated the change needs exammation. Narrative and bibhcal
elements

were

chosen for their value

to be

to the measure of the fiiU stature of Christ"

The process of maturation in faith

The

After

disciples, asking them to foUow hhn which they

also asked persons to make commitments and then act
become my

disciples.

m

communication based

on

sermon

sermon

the review of literature.
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The powCT of narrative

design is hs adaptabUity which

shaped m a fashion that

allows for the

order for transformation to occur,

biblical; that is, it needs to

for each

sermon

material to be

potential creation of a transforming experience.

In

though, the message that engages hsteners needs to be
(Willhnon, 'Treaching: Entertainment or

convey bibhcal truth

also chosen because of hs

Exposition?" 204). Leammg style theory was
to engage ah persons in a

ahows

potential ability

growth experience by connecting with or providing something

person's uniqueness.

In this

study,

narrative bibhcal

leaming style theory became the framework which guided

shape that incorporated

sermon

design.

Fifty-seven participants took the Leaming Style Inventory which identified
mdividual

Of the

preferences for specific leaming quadrants.

imaginative leamers. Twenty-one were analytic leamers.
leamers. And
These

lastly,
same

seventeen

specific elements

design suggests that within the

sermon

a

is

a sense

according to

a

delayed (Lowry, Homiletical Plot 15).

preaching design.

of movement,

narrative

The

integration of narrative bibhcal preaching
This

a

sermon

sequence of plots. In the

In this

study the

and

as

sermon

its

design was based

sequenced movement.

leammg style theory is the heart

design packages the sermon material to

teachmgs of leaming style theory.

Narrative

sequenced plot with the meaning of the

style that would employ leaming style theory

on a

proposed sermon model.

were common sense

survey which asked them to rank in

of the narrative

sermon

a sermon moves

Nine

ten persons were

dynamic leamers.

fifty-seven subjects completed

order of hnportance

narrative form,

were

fifty-seven,

of the

attend to the
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Of the

fifty-seven, eight persons ranked knowing why a

This dimension of narrative bibhcal

important.

experience that expresses
is this

a

"Why?"

The homiletical

This dimension attends to

the Bible

This part of the

sermon

attempts

by answering the question,

by turning to the Bible.

Here the

a sermon

comprehend bibhcal material in view
"What?" This dimension

imaginative leaming.

sermon

through practical apphcation of the
sermon

must. The

a

attends to

common sense

as

most

sermon

sermon

examme

most

focus?"

and

key homiletical question is

might be apphed

as

most

experiments with the formulated concepts

sermon

focus. These persons want to know what

focus make in hfe. For them the

integration of theory and
This dimension

leaming.

This part of the

focus in their world.
answer

focus. The

sermon

eleven persons ranked fi-eedom to

important.

encouraged to

sermon

hsteners

underlying homiletical question is "So what?"

practice is

Lastly,

of the

as

mtegrate experience and reflections with

striving to help

knowing how the

This dimension of the

difference does this

to

says

corresponds to analytic leaming.

Seven persons ranked

important.

is

with

question behind this segment of the

"What do I need to know about the

sermon

most

question, "Why

Thirty-one persons ranked having an explanation of what the Bible
important.

as

concrete

a

bibhcal sermonic focus which wih address the

personal feehngs and experiences.
is

seeks to offer

This element attends to persons who want to connect

important?"

sermon

preaching

is relevant

sermon

sermon

explore what

strives to

a sermon

can

do with this message

help hsteners creatively apply the

Through analogy, metaphor,

for themselves what

I

focus

or

other

means

hsteners

are

might become for them and/or
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through them.

The

key homhetical question addressed is "Now what?" This dimension

corresponds to dynamic leammg.
Data
the

gathered from the mid-test instmments
survey card

researcher-designed

analyzed for a correlation.

The result

was no

relationship was

correlation between the hsteners'

and

a

correlation between

preaching.

preference for the corresponding

preachmg is neghgible

due to the

at

the

high probabhity that the

beghming of the project was that there would be

leaming style preference and the corresponding

It

only made

sense

component in the

sermon

model that coincides with their

as

a

strong

dhnension of narrative

to me that if the sermon stmcture was

according to leaming style theory, then subjects should identify

harmony did

preaching. Any

due to chance.

My expectation

bibhcal

significant

dimensions of narrative bibhcal

leaming style preference

dimension of narrative biblical

Leaming Style Inventory and

(dimensions of narrative bibhcal preaching) were

preferred leaming style and the preferred
correlation between

of the

most

designed

important the
Such

preferred leaming style.

not occur.

Three factors may

of the statements

on

the

explain this phenomenon.

researcher-designed

The first has to do with the

survey card administered

as a

phrasing

mid-test

Subjects were asked to rank the foUovdng four statements in order of

instrument.

hnportance:

1. I need to know

why a sermon is relevant; 2.

what the Bible says; 3. I need to know how this

sermon

an

explanation of

might be applied;

freedom to

explore what I can do with this message.

statements

correspond to the four leammg style quadrants.

As

I want

and 4. I hke

previously discussed, these four
Statement

#2, however,

may
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carry

weight than I realized in that it directly mtroduces the Bible into the picture

more

(55 percent
at

the

of respondents rated this statement

as

most

I have been

important).

Calvary United Methodist Church of HoUy for ahnost ten years

consistently emphasized the primacy of Scripture.
urged those who

attend

On

more

Calvary to become hke the Bereans

character 'Tor [the Bereans] welcomed the message very

scriptures every day to
best to present

Bible could

Scripture.

whether these things

yourself to God

ashamed and who

subjects were

see

as one

were

approved,

correctly handles the word

a

than

people

eagerly and

so"

(Acts

and have

occasion I have

one

and be

preaching

of noble

examined the

And, "Do

17: 1 1).

your

workman who does not need to be

of truth"

(2 Timothy 2: 15, NIV).

When

asked to rank the above-mentioned statements, the very mention of the

possibly

skew the results

given my heavy emphasis

In retrospect, I would re-word statement

on

the

importance

of

#2, takmg out the direct reference to

the Bible.
The second
that the
and

proposed

grovs1;h that

Going

possible explanation for the lack

sermon

model

so

leaming style theoiy.

a

significant

a

way of describmg the homiletic flow of a

This flow

the

a

time for

sermon

focus

a new

toward

a

based

on

enables hsteners to

reflective observation.

concept. Such abstract conceptualization gives

putting into practice the new concept.
moves

circle of leaming

sermon

begins with a concrete experience that

This stage examines and formulates

might be

particular stage, calling it "most important."

integrate new experiences with past experiences which leads to

way to

correlation

effectively takes hsteners around the

persons do not stop at

around the circle is

of a

Then active

experimentation

of

integrating the apphcation of the sermonic focus, giving
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individuals the opportunity for
homiletic
sermon

God

cycle takes seriously the multiple ways

content, and has potential

m a

proposed model takes hsteners through this

could be made that individuals'

a case

for ah

significant role,

around the circle
unable to

single

This

perceive and process

transforming

encounter

with

asked to

component of a

respond to

message of the

helps me to
statements

explanation

examples

sermon

of how the

was

4.5 1

1 to 5 with 5

per statement

.

a

were:

sermon

me

message

sermon

and

questionnah-e
are:

1. The

to grasp

of the

the message of the

might be apphed

are

given, the

concluding story in each sermon

message. As
sermon

before, these four

design that attends to

asked to rate each part of the sermon, usmg

being strongly agree and

Statement #1

was

4.59; #2

Accordmg to the findings, subjects rated

were

standing apart fi-om the whole.

to life for me; and 4. The

leaming style theory. Participants were

mean scores

fashion,

helps me to understand the message

sermon

somethmg with the

ranging fi-om

engaged by the

additional data. On the mid-test

of the biblical text enables

sermon comes

strive to do

sermon as

correspond to the four components of the

Likert scale

seamless

four statements. These four statements

opening illustration or story in every

sermon; 3. When

m a

preferred leaming style may not play

ah persons found themselves

smoothly,

out any one

sermon; 2. The

process

leaming styles receive equal and appropriate attention. By moving

assumption is supported by

subjects were

#4

diverse individuals

to engage ah persons

This

apphcation m theh life.

creative

regardless of their uniqueness.
If the

then

self-discovery and

was

I

strongly disagree.

4.80; #3

was

a

The

4.76; and

all four components of narrative
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biblical

preaching as being very important for theh understanding of the

of their

leaming style preference.
The third

explanation involves the way m which data was gathered.

Style Inventory was used to
survey card measured

instmments

were

sermon

measure

preferred

administered

leammg style preference and

dimensions of narrative bibhcal

as

a

an

Leaming

researcher-designed

preaching.

mid-test measurements. In terms of the

preference, the mid-test measurement provided

The

regardless

These two

leaming style

accurate measurement that would

theoretically hold tme throughout the project. When considering the preferred dimension
of narrative bibhcal
gomg

on

preaching, however,

with hsteners. When

influenced

administered, the

by the most recently heard

narrative bibhcal

one measurement

sermon.

may not reveal what is

survey card could have been

If data

really

overly

regarding preferred dimensions

preaching had been gathered throughout the

sermon

series, the

of

outcome

might have been different.
Regardless
style preference
sermon

model

of the lack of a

and the

statistically significant

corresponding

correlation between

dimension of narrative biblical

leaming

preaching, the

produced positive statistically significant change. Again a case could be

made for the power of the model to engage ah persons in
with and transformation

by

God. This

an

opportunity for reconcihation

assumption in no way minhnizes the contribution

leaming style theory makes to the model.

On the contrary, it enables the

sermon to

reach

all persons.
A discussion

narrative biblical

concerning the relationship between leaming style theory and

preachmg

seems

far removed fi-om

Scripture.

Yet such

an

assumption
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may be

of the

Jesus himself was

deceiving.

'^Listen,

sower.

a sower

talk about the different

shahow soil,

regard to preference;

flung the

seed

The

went out to sow.

places the
and

weedy ground,
careful

preaching to

seed

selectivity was not

also aUowed the soh to

disciples to interpret the parable,
kingdom of God,

Jesus

own

were

a

hard

was sown

vsdthout
sower

way.

by his

seed to the message about the

compared to

strong

When asked

how the message is

statement: the message of the

of God in

way that opens up the

it, but he

ah

people to encounter the message of the kingdom. According to the data, this

can

model allowed for seed to be

sown across

of effectiveness. Such inclusive
The

Relationship

a

many different soh types with

sowing is the task of the preacher,

between

Change

in Listeners and

the

it

or

act

possibility for

on

or

on to

path, rocky ground,

preacher cannot make people receive

ah. The

preach the word

as a

part of the sower's plan. The

a

compared the

received. In terms of preaching, Jesus made

she

such

produce the outcome.

and the varymg soh types

kmgdom needs to be proclahned to

13:3f ). Jesus went

(Matthew

ferthe soh. Indeed the seed

everywhere, lettmg it make its

sower

large crowd when he told the parable

."

.

was sown

even on

a

sermon

varying degrees

yield is not.

Learning Styles

After the literature review I concluded that if effective conmiunication with all

persons

was

the

goal in preachmg, then the

Clement Welsh comments,

"Every

sermon

sermon

must

have,

fiinction of helping the hstener to hear the message
sermon was

needed to be

.

.

shaped accordingly.

m

addition to its message, the

."

(73). My hunch was that if the

shaped in a way that addressed ah four leaming styles then there would be

greater hkelihood that change m ah persons might happen. As reported earlier.

a
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statistically significant positive change did
on

the Ten Commandments which made

attended to
ah four

leammg styles.

occur

use

in

subjects

afi;er

hstening to ten

of a narrative bibhcal

The data indicates that this

sermons

preaching model that

significant change

occurred

across

leaming styles.
Taking data gathered fi-om the pre-

Leaming Style Inventory, the findmgs
imaginative leamers composhe mean
225.74); analytic leamers
leamers

score was

3.22

score was

and post-test

show that out of possible

score

10.52

in terms of change

(fi-om 21 1 .59 to

218. 18). When

analytic leamers

and

score

was

and

measured the most

(fi-om 223.33

score was

scores

6.59

it is apparent that

change, yet no statistically

significant difference in change happened when considering all four leaming styles.
conclusion is
that there

supported by

was no

a

one-way

analysis

of variance

to

common sense

dynamic leamers

considering the composite mean

dynamic leamers

of 250, the

2.44

(fi-om 213.76 to 224.29);

(fi-om 21 1.56 to 214.78);

and from the

questionnaires

(ANOVA)

This

test which indicated

statisticahy significant difference between the mean change

of any of the

leaming style preferences.
The

relationship between change hi hsteners

leaming styles experienced change,

and any diflferences

leaming style was statistically negligible.
more

than any other. If hsteners in

more

than the

effectiveness.

and

one

One

leaming styles

m

declares that all

the amount of change per

leaming style did not change appreciably

leaming style category had changed significantly

others, then the model would not have reached all hsteners with equal

Initially, I expected the

sermon

model to engage ah persons and

positive change regardless of their leaming style.

The

sermon

engender

model achieved this
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objective.

It appears that when the seed

was sown across

the

landscape,

it took root

m

many different soh types.

Intervening Variables
The

intervening variables

leaming style preference,
account for

or

or

preferred dimensions

help explain the

coeflQcient revealed

aforementioned

no

of gender, years attended

observed

changes

Calvary,

years attended

of narrative bibhcal
in hsteners.

preaching did not

Spearman's rho correlation

significant correlation between the total change in hsteners and the
The low correlations of these

specific variables.

scores

mdicate that these

variables, when examined individuahy, did not make much of a difference in the
measured

church,

amount of

change in hsteners.

This data shows that

change was not based

other words, the number of years

church for that

matter)

a

on

the

intervening variables

subject has been attendmg Calvary (or

did not make

any other

significant difference in the measurable

a

alone. In

amount

change. Likewise, the gender of a person was

not a factor in

change in hsteners, according to the data,

due to the cumulative effect of the

was

series which connected with persons of ah
There was,

however,

a

producing change.

of

The
sermon

leaming style preferences.

statisticaUy significant negative

correlation between the

findhigs indicated that persons in the higher age

change in listeners

and their age. The

brackets exhibited

significantly less change than did the hsteners m lower age brackets.

The age brackets and

228);

ages 35-52 had

mean scores are:

a

change of

+8

ages 18-34 had

a

(fi-om 209 to 217);

change

of +18

(fi-om 210 to

ages 53-71 had

a

change of +5
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(from 221

to

226);

and ages 72 and older had

measured out of a

were

possible

and

ages 72 and

earher)
ages

35-52; and Busters (1965

example, according to
the old

.

above-mentioned age brackets

older; Builders (1927 to 1945)

generational categories manifest

.

Tim

styles of preaching

to

1983)

".

.

.

ages

ages 18-34

diflferences based

Celek,

approaches to telling the 'old,

on

theh

set of characteristics

be

shovdng up

in the

as

much

vhtue of its

as

respective category.

need to be modified and

story'" (51). Craig Miher agrees that no
sees

to

Persons in these

old

For

[Busters]

replaced by new

the world

value

or

through his

or

generational group has

one

an

identifiable

(Postmodems 59). Generational diflferences abound and these may

findings

of this

younger

study.

are

in order. Could it be that older

people because

design attempts to take people

of the

on a

listeners to discover tmth for themselves and

participation in the joumey is cmcial.

For older

receptive leaming than with self-discovery

sermon

and

people did not

model? The

joumey that vdU

proposed model by

empower

apply it in their lives.

design might be more appreciated. Admittedly,

data.

(19).

teaching wih

Some modest observations

change

1926

53-71; Boomers (1946

and

..." He later concludes that each

perspective

scores

correspond

if we want to understand and minister to

perspective unites the generations, but rather "each person
her

All

generational categories identified by George Bama. They are: Seniors (bom

1964)

.

(from 219 to 219).

of 250.

score

According to the hterature review the
with

of 0

change

a

responsive

In this model

people a didactic, hortatory
some

maybe

sermon

people are more comfortable with
such

a

preference is exhibited hi the
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Another

explanation might have to

Younger people may be more
that faith
test

impacts their hfe.

comfortable

For younger

do with how

people respond to

surveys.

respondmg to questions about faith and how

people iBlhng out questionnaires

and

questions have been a part of their experience for many years. However,

may not be

so

famihar with such measurements which

mherent reticence in theh responses. To reflect
matters may be

such matters

foreign to

private

Another

people because
different

older

reason

and

respond to questions

might be that older people did not change

In this

per se, but rather the teachable

aging

and

a

as

suggestion the

measured 221

(Ah

scores

groups measured less

categories, the mitial

an

much

as

younger

wiUingness to be mfluenced by

obstacle is not

so

sermon,

much the

or

a

to be

sermon

design

spirit a person possesses.

Another factor to consider involves the actual
ages 72 and older measured

about faith

respond in a more diffident manner.

of a correlation between

by any style.

people

might be that older people consider

style of preaching than the traditional deductive expository

influenced

older

imphes there may be a certain

Another twist

people.

and therefore

on

answering

average

based

on a

mean score

possible

score

scores.

In the first survey persons

of 219 and persons ages 53-71
of 250). Even

though these two

change fi-om the pre-test to the post-test than the younger
scores

indicate

a

reported higher level

of spiritual

measured 209, ages 18-34 measured

younger persons

(ages 35-52

level of spiritual

maturity upfi-ont,

it makes

sense

maturity than the

210).

With

a

higher

that there would be less over-aU

change.
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Such
account for

musings are,

the

of course,

significant negative

speculative but one or a combmation thereof may
change m hsteners and their

correlation between the

age.

Implications
The

of Findings and Practical

positive results of this research project indicate that this model has the

potential to assist the desked result of all preachmg
not

Application

imply that this model is the only method

~

communication. The

of communication

method. Neither does it guarantee results. What it offers is

facilitates the

that it is the best

model that

mtentionally

possibhity of evoking a transforming experience between responsive

hsteners and God. This model takes
in

a

nor

findings do

seriously the mix

of preacher, message, and hstener

fashioning a preachmg event by integratmg leaming style theory and homhetics.
The

proposed preachmg

event has

fi-om the communication process. In
different kinds of people

part of the

sermon an

are

so

sermon

obstacles

engages many

of communication. In the first

expresses the sermonic focus.

that those persons who want to know

might be engaged at the very beginning.
sermonic focus in which

The

sermon

then

why they

moves to an

exegetical study finds expression.

prefer expository preaching, this segment answers the "What?" question.

analyzing the
idea

going around the circle the

important issue is introduced that

analytical discussion of the
those who

capability of removing specific

by incorporatmg multiple forms

This addresses the issue of relevance

should hsten

the

sermonic focus, those who like concrete ideas about the

engaged.

This segment whl take abstract

answering the question,

"So what?"

For

Afi;er

application of an

thoughts and put them mto practice,

FinaUy, through metaphor, visuals, story,

modem
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parable

or

other means,

responsive hsteners to
not

conclude but

and

personal experience

answer

serves as a

the

question,

springboard to

"Now what?" At this pomt the
creative

talking, but the hoped-for encounter continues.
fi-eedom to

explore

and

apphcation are integrated, empowering

apphcation.

When

interests and needs of people, the communication process is
a

method proven to be

preacher stops
people who

This segment reaches

apply new ideas for themselves.

proposed model supphes

The

a

a

does

sermon

need

considering the diversity of
one, but the

daunting

practical help

m

reachmg

dissimilar

people.
A fi-esh

the

hearing for the Word

of God is another benefit. The

capabihty of emphasizing the primacy of Scripture

and

proposed model has

enhancmg hs application.

Social science research has demonstrated that persons leam in

multiple ways.

diversity couples with a narrative bibhcal sermon,

the Word of God has

be heard and

example,

apphed in unexplored territory.

appreciate studying the
sermon an

definition of stealing, but in the

idea is shared of how the concept of steahng

of bibhcal tmth may open the door to

answering the question,
come to

For

hfe.

Another

relevant is

opportunity to

analytic leamer might

common sense

might be apphed.

This

new

understandings

apphcation

routme like

the Ten Commandments and

possible with this proposed

social science

sermon

research, individuals have

preference on which they rely to understand reality,

In

of and responses to bibhcal tmth

model.

impact is that this model expands persons' abihty to perceive

According to

of the

portion

unexplored territory for the analytic leamer.

Takmg what might be familiar and

making them lively and

information.

"So what?"

an

an

When such

make

sense

a

and process

leaming style

of that

reality,

and
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determine their behavior in
comfort
Such

zone

creating reality.

from which all

experiences

A

person's leammg style can become a

and information

thinking can limit one's ability to be who

of our inteUectual 'boxes''

parcel

are

understood and acted

God desires him

through exposure to

or

her to be.

Getting

more

One

Spirit in the

balanced in their

more

help persons

thinking processes.

practical benefit

of this

communication process.

study is acknowledging the role

of the

Holy

Imparting knowledge, facilitating commitments, and

producmg behavior is the intent of a preaching

event. Yet the intention is

offering that requires

response that cannot be coerced into

a

response

existence. It is clear that

by hsteners,

a

offering moves into the hearts

superintend the whole

and minds of hsteners, the

affair. What

heavens and the earth needs to

and

an

beyond

happen time and time

agam in

a

preaching

happen,

the

never

solely the work

combination of preacher, message, and

event

and transformation result.

and

over

(see

preacher must never

preacher but rather

responsive Usteners.

Spirit throughout the process is invaluable
occur

of the

the

created the

independently but rather in cooperation with and rehance upon the Holy Spirit.

outcome of communication is

as

Holy Spirit needs to brood

happened m the beginnmg when God

Genesis 1 .1-2). If anything of etemal consequence is to
act

simply

throughout the process, beginning with the formation of the

preacher and the message itself and continuing into the preaching event

and

out

different ways of thinkhig is part and

of preaching that takes hsteners around the circle. Such exposure wiU

become

on.

The

a

But the role of the

Holy

indispensable if real communication is to
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Another consequence of this
age

categories.

They also

younger.
to

The

reach ah persons,

study is the impact of preaching on persons in various

findings emphasize the hnportance of reaching people when they are
illustrate the ongomg need for
even

seniors. No

one

preachers to

should be

Weaknesses of the

This

study

could have been

The

questionnaire.

questionnaire

The Life Situations section had

items

were

not

measuring the

questionnahe had been tested

a

Study

strengthened by modifying the researcher-designed

low mtemal

rehabihty

constmct. This

which indicates that the

score

study could have been hnproved if the

reliability before the instmment was used.

Such

modify it prior to

its

a

testing

use

with

subjects.
The

the

ways

ignored.

would have identified the weakness and led the researcher to
the

new

consisted of two parts. Statements and Life Situations.

same

for

strive to leam

taking

of measurements could also have been

change that occurred

employed.

It

m

cognition, affect,

might have been helpful to take

longer)

after the conclusion of the

sermon

series. Such

Another

an

sermon

and

behavior,

weakness. When
a

measuring

pre- and post-test

design was

another measurement three months

series to determine the

observation would have added to the

(or even

ongoing value of the

validity of the study.

possible weakness was the way in which data was gathered regarding the

preferred dimension of narrative bibhcal preaching.
mid-test instmment. A better
sermon.

a

Data

was

gathered only

once

using a

approach might have been to take measurements after

every
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Contribution of the Communication Model

The greatest contribution this

theory and homiletical design.
model is utilized

one

The results of this

study show that when the proposed

statistically significant positive change occurred

Conmiunicators in

for

project makes is the integration of leammg style

general and preachers in particular need to recognize that what works

person does not work for all in terms of how

combmed

in hsteners.

people leam. Therefore, this

model

leaming style theory with a narrative bibhcal preaching design to produce

model that

was

proven to be effective. The narrative bibhcal component

content of the model while

a

provided the

leaming style theory helped to buhd the fi-amework. Together,

these components demonstrated that

change

does

occur

when

people hear

sermons

designed to value diflferences and reflect diversity in leaming style preferences in
communication, Preachmg to

leaming style potentially empowers ah people to be

engaged by God in a transforming encounter.
Further Studies

The homiletical task of preaching God's Word with effectiveness would be

enhanced
sermon

by a fohow-up study on generational

impact they have on

design.
Another

possiblity is a study that

discussion of the
the

differences and what

sermon.

By employing

combined
a

a

preaching event

and small group

discussion group component after each sermon,

impact of each sermon might be enhanced.

Such

a

question and

answer

time

fohowmg
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the

of the

preaching event would explore hnphcations

semion

for

livmg,

as

weh

as

offer

support and accountabihty for hsteners.
Another

study might

(e.g. deductive expository,

proposed preaching model with other models

compare the

an

inductive

style that moves from the general to specific,

story sermon). By preparing and delivering different
with the

same

instmments,

A potential

new

insights

into

experimental group
sermon

style, the

different

style

other

sermon

series that

of sermon. Both groups would be pre- and

A fiature

Throughout the project,

narrative bibhcal

congregation would be the
employed the proposed

the rapport I had with the
To account for

another person could
A

post-tested with the

a

same

another

preacher.

congregation may have been

personal

charisma and

an

facihty with the

employ this model to test its vahdity.

Concluding Personal Observation

Several years ago I had

striving to preach a

an

experience in which I witnessed

sermon

that he

hsteners. His love for the Lord and the Bible
The outcome of the

hear

analyzed.

outcome.

design,

data

series to two similar

study could involve the rephcation of this project by

important factor m the

gathering

congregation would be the control group that would

mstmments and the data

individual

same sermon

of preaching. One

which would hear the

and

preaching models might be discovered.

study might involve preaching the

congregations, using two different styles

styles

sermon

or a

hoped would
was

preaching event, however,

a

convert

very sincere

and/or transform the

obvious, and his intentions were pure.

was

less than he

experience highlights the importance of seeking to preach in

expected,

such

a

I

am sure.

That

way that ah persons
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might be engaged by the Word
that

and love of God. This

experience but is by no means the

bum within

me

and each

greatest nuracle

ever

sermon

wrought

~

end. The desire to

provides
to

dissertation/project flowed from

a

fresh

change lives.

preach effectively continues to

opportunity to

aUow God to work the

To that unnamed

preacher I

am

thankfiil.
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Appendix A
*Pre-Sermon Series Questionnaire
"In Your

Opinioii''
Survey One

Thank you

once again for
volunteering to help in my dissertation project
ofyour time to complete and will make a significant contribution
Your participation in this study is deeply appreciated

minutes
God

In order to

ensure

This survey will take approximately IS
advancement of the kingdom of

to the

complete anonymity and to correlate data, please create your own personal code:

1. Identification Code:

The first three numbers of your Social

Security Number

The first three letters of your Mother' s Maiden Name
2. Gender: Male

,

3. Your Age: 18-34

Female

.

,35-52

,53-71

,72 and older

.

4. The number of years you have attended the Calvary United Methodist Church
worship within the last year, please respond with "under 1 year"):
5. The number of years you have attended church

on a

(if you have begun attending

regular basis:

PART ONE
With your

Please circle the

opinion in mind, please respond to the following statements
number per statement that most closely corresponds to your view.

one

Responses:

Strongly Agree
5
6. I

am

Moderately Agree
4

committed to

treating ofliers with courtesy
3

4

2

7. I value my parents and reinject them
God.
3

4

5

3

4

5

9. I believe that

misusing

God's

gifts from

spiritual

4

5
am

committed to

name

a

5

4

3

14. Parents should be

honored,

4

15. To do

as

little

3
as

1

dishonors the

16.

2

4

1

serving God in all I say and
3

2

11. I do not demean another person

malice,

envy,

5
12. I

am

or

1

through greed,

negligence.
4

3

2

1

matter what.

2

1

possible to get as much as

4

3

2

5

4

3
a

1

content with what I have and therefore do

struggle with a desire for what others have.

1

2

1

state of mind, not the result of

what I do.
5

4

3

2

18. God deserves my ultimate
5

2
no

Something that is factual yet misleading is a lie.

17. Contentment is
3

1

wandering eye, or an inordinate desire
will affect my relationship with my spouse.

5

2

do.

not

Lust,

possible is stealing.

character of God.
10. I

13.

5
1

Strongly Disagree

2

1
as

2

8. I take time off" weekly for rest,
rejuvenation, and worship.

Moderately Disagree

3

and kindness
5

Undecided

energy.
5

4

3

19.1 will not settle for
all God desires of me.
5

4

20. I never use God's

1

devotion, service
2

1

anything less than becoming
3

name

2
1
in contexts other than

prayer, devotional moments,
5

4

3

2

1

praise,
5

or

and

worship, bible study,
respectfiil conversations about God.
4

3

2

1
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I value

routme which includes

weekly
rhythm of busyness and a time with God.
.

a

5

4

3

29. I do

a

2

1

5

4

3

30. I believe that Sabbath-rest is

2

gracious gift
from God to me that ftilfills my need for personal
refreshment and ^iritual renewal.

1

(Hstened) to my parents and take (took)

their views into consideration.

4

3

2

anyone else.
5

4

3

1

person.
5

4

33. I know that

5

4

3

and

2

5

4

3

another person,

2

1

Gossip, innuendo, or rumor is contrary to
truthfiilness and honesty.
4

3

5

4

35. I do not lie

2

1

2

5
3
2
4
34. I value what I have and do not fret
do not have.

are

28.

5

3

allowing any relationship with
object, or interest to come before my

relationship with my spouse undermines the
sacredness of marriage.

1

27. All my material possessions and resources
God-given, and are to be handled wisely.

1

2

a

furthermore, this commandment can also be broken
by my attitude or words directed toward another

disrespect God

and malign God's character, doubt His power,
deny His love.

3

4

life is taken, it violates the 6th
Commandment (Thou shalt not kill), and

or

2

26. To misuse God's name is to

5

32. When

1

obey God more than anything

1

2

3

4

resources.

place anything or anyone except God above my
relationship with my ^use.
5

5

a

31.1 express my love for God and others through
the handling of my material possessions and

5
4
3
2
1
24. hi the covenant of marriage I do (would) not

25. I love and

1

2

3

4

5

22. I know that God is greater than my
imderstanding of God.
23. I listen

things that I could not do without the help
of God.

1

or

3

1
over

what I

2

1

hide the truth to protect

or

advance myself
5

3

4

2

1

PART TWO
With your

Please circle the

opinion

one

in

mind, please respond to the foUowing life-situations

number per

5

life-situation

that most closely

corresponds to your new.

Responses:
likely respond in a similar way
4
1 might respond in a similar way
1 don't know how I would respond
3
2
1 might not respond in a similar way
1 would most likely not respond in a similar way

=

1 would most
=

=

=

1

=

LIFE-SITUATIONS

Having heard an invitation at church that the
hospital needs volunteer help, Mary respcmded.
Loving God and volunteering at the hospital go hand
in hand for Maiy. While volunteering, Mary's
people skills are recognized and she is offered a
good paying job that would take ho" away from her
36.

local

volunteer work. She declines the offer.
3
2
4
5
an

leagues
weekly bible study group that meets on Saturday
mornings. Tom accepts an invitation from a friend
to fill-in on anoth�- league that meets on Saturday
mornings until another person can be found.
3

4

5

38. Edna is invited to

a

2

10 week bible

topic is the Ten Commandments.

1

husband made

a

term paper to write but she refused to work

a

on

it.
5
40. A

4

Sunday

a

3

school teacher is

2

1

assigning speaking

poor student in school but likable

teacher
as

his

study. The
girl.

pact: Sally would not do homework

announces

41

.

to his class that

assistant, turning the Ughts
5

4

Jack and Jane

3
ware

fiiture dream home

enough. Harry's
Harry will serve

on

2

and off.
1

saving to purchase their

the lake. Jack got sick and
Jane decided to take a second job
in order to add to their savings which required her to

went

Edna declines the

invitation because she learned them as a young
2
1
4
3
5
39. SaUy was going to college and she and her

had

parts to his students for the annual Christmas
program. Harry, one of the students, is known to be

1

avid golfer who golfs in two golf
during flie week. Tom is also part of a

37. Tom is

Sunday. Sally's husband had to go to work on
Sunday, leaving Sally home alone with no car. Sally

on

on

on

disability.

work every weekend.
5
4
42. Julie is

3

2

1

sewing the hem in her daughter's prom
dress. Between shopping for a dress and
hunting for
all the accessories Juhe and ha: daughter had been
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gone almost every

night of the week, leaving her
husband to fend for himself Such behavior, though
for different purposes,

was

not

uncommon.

On

Friday night, when Julie and her husband were
suppose to go on a date, JuUe is home sewii^.
5

4

3

2

1

43. Hal and his

reexamining their financial
picture. Both had received early Christmas bonuses
and they were deciding what to do witii their
additional money. They were aheady giving 10% of
their income to tiie church. When they were given
the bonuses, SheUa and Bob decided to spend the
50. Sheila and Bob

were

presents for each other.

family are watching a video when
the telephone rings. Hal's daughter answers the
phone. "Dad," she whispers, "It's your boss."
Thinking he was being called into work, he whispers

money on Christmas
5
4

back, 'Tell him I'm not here."

draws his interest which would pay less and require
him to go back to college. After much conversation,
thought, and prayer he feels led to take the new job,

5
44. It

was

4

3

2

1

almost Easter when Helen made the

decision to take the three neighbor kids shopping for
Easter oufits. Their mother had died and their father
didn't take time for those kinds of things. Helen

didn't have the money at the moment but could
charge the amount and pay it off a little at a time.
5

4

3

2

1

45. Heather's dad is

but decides to
5

a

keep his present job.

know she will like it."

father.

two tables over Jim who

4

3

2

1

Kathy and Richard retired

a year ago. Richard
down with Alzheimer's disease. Kathy
prayed, "God, if you heal Richard, I will volunteer to

46.

came

cook at the

overnight

shelter."

4

3

5

5

1

play Softball. His team plays two
nights a week, plus tournaments on weekends. As
the Memorial Day softball tournament approached.
47. Ken loves to

Ken's work schedule got crazy. He worked sixteai
hours a day the week before the tournament. When

discussion

Saturday came. Ken told the coach he was not going
play but rather spend the time with his wife.
4

2

3

1

Mary is shopping with her grandson and fmds a
beautiful leather coat. When she sees the price tag,
she ga^s, "Oh my God." Her grandson responds,
"My Sunday school teacher said we shouldn't say
48.

Mary repUes,
expression."

that." "Oh,"
an

5

4

"It's

3

no

big deal, it's just
2

the

5

4

were

3

1

2

3

table at the local restaurant

occurs:

"I heard that Dutch's

a

boy got
unfolds,

As the conversation

works at the store where

boy supposedly shop-Ufted overheard the

conversation. Jim knew it wasn't true but since he
didn't really know the

boy and wasn't a part of the
conversation, he kept quiet.
3

4

54. Dale finished work

forward to

an

on

2

1

Friday and looked

entire weekend off He had many

things he wanted to get done before Monday and
planned his weekend accordingly. On Saturday night
he was way behind schedule. Considering
everything he wanted to accomplish, he decided
there would be no time for church this Sunday.
55

.

5
3
4
2
Jack had just finished his probationary

work when
room

for

only do

a

a

coworker

1

period at

pulled him into the lunch

chat, "We have a routine around here,

project hours of work per 8 hour shift."
doing that amount of work was easy to
accomplish in less than 8 hours but to get along.
Jack followed the suggestion.
8

For Jack

5

1

they had
their ups and downs. Whai Tim's cousin bought a
new RV, the old competitive juices started flowing.
Without telling his wife about his cousin's purchase,
Tim suggested they start saving for a new RV. Tim
afford it, but having it would
knew they couldn't
sure make him happy.
49. Tim and his cousin

a

caught shop-Ufting."

to

5

4

53. Around

5
2

1

2

3

4

Ralph and Renee had been married for 7 years
and were shopping for a new family car. While
Renee was at work, Ralph found a car he liked. As
he closed the deal, the salesperson asked if Ralph's
wife had seen the car. "No," Ralph replied, "But I
52.

verbally and emotionally
abusive, and has nothing to do with the church.
Over the years her friend's fafhCT, a Christian, has
become her surrogate dad. Her church is sponsoring
a Father-Daughter
Banquet. Heather invites her own
5

1

2

3

stable, good-paying job. While
reading the newspaper another job opportuiuty
51. Shawn has

4

3

2

1

like brothers,

2

56. Chuck and Marilyn are

barely making ends
Marilyn's mother suffers a stroke, leaving her
physically disabled and unable to live alone. Even
though Chuck is reluctant, Marilyn brings her into

meet.

their home.
5

4

3

2

1

1

Thank you for taking the time to respond Please put the questionnaire in the self-addressed stamped envelope
and mail it by Saturday, April 17, 1999.
*

The Pre-, Mid-, and Post-Sermon Series Questionnaires, as printed m the appendixes,
have been reduced in size from the original form that was mahed to the participants.

original format, the possible responses for the
each page of the questionnaire.
Also in the

statements

were

at the

top of
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Pre-Sermon Series

1999

April 8,
Dear

Mailing

Friend,

Thank you for volunteering to participate in my dissertation project. On
Sunday April 18 a ten-sermon series will begin that is the heart of the

participate fully in this project you wiU need to listen to
sermons. Before the sermon series begins, I need your

In order to

project.

at least 7 of the 10

assistance.
Here is how you

1.

can

help:

Complete the enclosed questionnaire. Please respond to the
statements and life-situations according to your point of
view.

2. Place your

completed questionnaire
stamped envelope.

3

.

Place the

Here is my
1

.

envelope

in the mail

in the enclosed self-addressed

by Saturday, April 1 7.

promise to you:

No attempt will be made to match retumed questionnaires to
individuals. The identification code you create will be used to
ensure

your

anonymity throughout the project.

vital to my research so every completed and
retumed questionnaire will be gratefully received and included in

2. All responses

the
Thank you

study results.

again for taking time to participate in my

With joy and

Rev.

are

gratitude,

Jefifrey R. Maxwell

dissertation

project.
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Appendix B
*Mid-Sernion Series

Questionnaire

"In Your

Opinion"
Survey Two

Identification Code:
The first three niunbers of your Social Security Number
The first three numbers of your Mother's Maiden Name

INSTRUCTIONS: Please circle the

Stroi^ly Agree Moderately Agree
5
1

.

The

number per statement that most

one

Undecided

4

5

2. The

Responses:
Moderately Disagree Strongly Disagree

3

opening illustration or story in every

closely corresponds to your view.

2
sermon

4

1

helps me to imderstand the message of the
2

3

1

e3q)lanation of the biblical text enables me to grasp the message of the
5

3. When

4

3

examples of how the

sermon

message

sermon.

2

sermon.

1

might be applied are given,

the message of the

sermon comes

to life

for me.
5
4. The

4

concluding story in each

3

sermon

helps me to

4

5

INSTRUCTIONS: As you seek

2

strive to do

3

to

1

something with the
2

sermon

message.

1

understand and apply the sermon message please place these statements in rank
of I through 4, with 4 being most important

order according to what is most importantfor you, using the scale
and 1 least important.

Example:

I need to know why

a somon

is relevant. 2

explanation of wiiat the Bible says. 3
I need to know how this sermon might be apphed. 4
I like fi-eedom to e)q>lore what I can do with this message.
I want

an

I need to know vv^y
I want

an

a sermon

1

is relevant.

ejq)lanation of what the Bible says.

I need to know how this
I like fi^edom to

sermon

might be apphed.

explore what I can do with this message.

questionnaire, the Leaming Style Inventory was also mailed to
participants for completion and retum.
In addition to this
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Mid-Sermon Series

May 27,

Mailing

1999

Dear Friend,
Thank you

again for participating in my dissertation project. There are
10 sermons in the sermon series for this project. I have now preached six of
those sermons. At this point in the sermon series, I write to seek your
once

assistance.
Here is how you
1

.

can

help:

Complete the enclosed questionnaires. It will take no more than
15 minutes to complete. Note that there are two questionnaires.
Please put your identification code on both questionnaires.

2. Place your completed questionnaires in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope.

3. Place the
Here is my
1

.

envelope

in the mail

by Friday,

June 1 1

.

promise to you:

No attempt will be made to match retumed questionnaires to
individuals. The identification code you create will be used to
ensure

your

anonymity throughout the project.

vital to my research so every completed and
retumed questionnaire will be gratefully received and included in
the study results.

2. AU responses

Thank you

again for taking time to participate

With joy and

Rev.

are

gratitude.

Jeffrey R. Maxwell

in my dissertation

project.
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Appendix C
*

Post-Sermon Series Questionnaire
"In Your Opinion"
Survey Three

Thank you once again for vobinteering to help in my dissertation project. This survey will take approximately
15 minutes ofyour time to complete and will make a significant contribution to the advancement of the

kingdom of God
In order to

Your participation in this study is

ensure

deeply appreciated

complete anonymity and to correlate data, please create your own personal code:

1. Identification Code:

The first three numbers of your Social

Security Number

The first three letters of your Mother' s Maiden Name
2. Gender: Male
3. Your

Age:

,

18-34

Female

,

.

35-52

,72 and older

.53-71

.

4. The number of years you have attended the

Calvary United Methodist Church (if you have begun attending
worship within the last year, please respond with "under 1 year"):
5. The number

ofyears you have attended church on a regular basis:

PART ONE
With your
Please circle the

opinion in mind, please respond to the foUowing statements
number per statement that most closely corresponds to your view.

one

Responses:
Moderately Agree

Strongly Agree

Undecided

4
6. I

am

committed to

treating others with courtesy

and kindness
7. I value my parents and respect them
God.

and

worship.

4

3

5

committed to

serving

gifts from

5
16.

name

2

1

2

11. I do not demean another person

1

dishonors the
1

1

through greed,

negHgence.
2

3

1

content with what I have and therefore do

struggle
5

or

4

5
am

with

a

desire for what others have.

4

2

3

1

13. Lust, a wandering eye, or an inordinate desire
will affect my relationship with my spouse.
2
3
1
4
5
14. Paraits should be
5

possible to get as much as

4

honored,
3

no

matter what.

2

4

3

4

17. Contentment is

3
a

2

1

2

a

lie.

1

state of mind, not the result of

1

4

3

1 8. God deserves my ultimate
energy.
5

4

3

19.1 will not settle for

2

1

devotion, service and
2

1

anything less than becoming

all God desires of me.
5

12. I

1

as

what I do.

God in all I say and

3

4

5

maHce, envy,

little

Something that is factual yet misleading is
5

do.

not

as

5

3

4

5

as

spiritual
2

9. I beHeve that misusing God's
character of God.

am

15. To do

1

2

3

4

5

8. I take time off weekly for rest,

10. I

Strongly Disagree

2

possible is stealing.
2

3

4

5

rejuvenation,

Moderately Disagree

3

4

20. I never use God's

3

2

1

in contexts other than
prayer, devotional moments, worship, bible study,
praise, or respectful conversations about God.
5
4
3
2
1
name

21.1 value

a weekly routine which includes a
rhythm of busyness and a time with God.

5
4
3
2
22. I know that God is greater than my
understanding of God.

5
23. I Hsten

4

3

2

1

1

(Hstened) to my parents and take (took)

their views into consideration.
5
4
3

2

1
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24. la. the covaiant of marriage I do

(would)

place anything
relationship with my spouse.
5

4

25. I love and

1

2

3

resources.

life is taken, it violates the 6th
Commandment (Thou shalt not kill), and
furthermore, this commandment can also be teoken
by my attitude or words directed toward another
32. When

anyone else.
5

4

is to

and malign God's character,
deny His love.
5

1

2

3
name

disrespect God

doubt His power, and

4

3

27. All my material possessions and resources
God-given, and are to be handled wisely.
4

5

28.

3

Gossip, innuendo,

another person,

are

34. I value v/bat I have and do not fret

4

things that I could not do without the help
4

advance

30. I believe that Sabbath-rest is

what I

or

1

2

3

4

35. I do not lie

hide the truth to protect

or

myself
1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

over

do not have.

1

2

3

of God.
5

1

2

3

4

5

is confrary to

5
29. I do

allowing any relationship with
object, or interest to come before my

relationship with my spouse undermines the
sacredness of marriage.

truthfulness and honesty.
5

1

2

3

4

33. I know that

1

2

or rumor

a

person.
5

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

obey God mwe than anything or

26. To misuse God's

1

31.1 express my love for God and others through
the handling of my material possessions and

anyone except God above my

or

2

3

4

5

not

gracious gift
from God to me that fulfills my need for personal
refteshment and spiritual renewal.
a

PART TWO
With your opinion in mind, please respond to the following life-situations.
Please circle the one number per life-situation that mo^ closely corresponds to your \iew.

5

Responses:
likely respond in a similar way
1 might respond in a similar way
4
3
1 don't know how I would respond
1 might not respond in a similar way
2
1 would most likely not respond in a similar way

=

1 would most
=

=

=

1

=

LIFE-SITUATIONS
36.

Having heard an invitation at church that the
hospital needs volunteer help, Mary responded.
Loving God and volunteering at the ho^ital go hand
in hand for Mary. While volunteering, Mary's
people skills are recognized and she is offered a
good paying job that would take her away from ho-

had

local

it.

volunteer work. She declines the offa:.
2
3
4
5
37. Tom is an avid golfer who golfs in two

a

the week. Tom is also

1

golf

4

3

2

1

38. Edna is invited to a 10 week bible study. The
topic is the Ten Commandments. Edna dechnes the
invitation because she learned them as a young girl.
5

4

3

2

1

Sally was going to college and she and her
husband made a pact: Sally would not do homework
on Sunday. Sally's husband had to go to work on
Sunday, leaving Sally home alone with no car. Sally
39.

term paper to write but she refiised to work

3

4

5
40. A

2

on

1

Sunday school teacher is assigning speaking

parts to his students for the annual Christmas
program. Harry, one of the students, is known to be
poor student in school but likable enough. Harry's
announces to his class that Harry will serve

teacher
as

his assistant,

41

.

turning the lights on and off.
3

4

5

part of a

leagues during
weekly bible study group that meets on Saturday
mornings. Tom accepts an invitation from a friend
to fill-in on another league that meets on Saturday
mornings until another person can be found.
5

a

Jack and Jane

were

future dream home
went

on

disabihty.

on

2

1

saving to purchase their

the lake. Jack got sick and
a second job

Jane decided to take

in order to add to their
work every weekend.
5
4

savings which required her to
3

2

1

sewing the hem in her daughter's prom
dress. Between shopping for a dress and hunting for
all the accessories Julie and her dai^ter had been

42. Juhe is

gone ahnost every night of the week, leaving her
husband to fend for himself Such behavior, though

for different purposes,

was

not uncommon. On

Friday night, when Juhe and her husband were
suppose to go on a date, Juhe is home sewing.
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5

4

2

3

43. Hal and his family are watching a video when
the telephcttie rings. Hal's daughter answers the

5

4
1
3
2
almost Easter when Helen made the
decision to take the three neighbor kids shopping for
was

Easter oufits. Their mother had died and their father

didn't take time for those kinds of things. Helen
didn't have the money at the moment but could
4

3

2

father.
3

2

1

Kathy and Richard retired a year ago. Richard
came down with Alzheimer's disease. Kathy
prayed, "God, if you heal Richard, I will voluntea: to
cook at the overnight shelter."

46.

5

3

4

2

table at the local restaurant

a

a

"I heard that Dutch's

boy got
caught shop-lifting." As the conversation unfolds,
occurs:

boy supposedly shop-hfted overheard the
conversation. Jim knew it wasn't true but since he
didn't really know the boy and wasn't a part of the

1

verbally and emotionally
abusive, and has nothing to do witii the church.
Over the years her friend's father, a Christian, has
become her surrogate dad. Her church is sponsoring
a Father-Daughter Banquet. Heather invites her own
4

53. Around

discussion

the

45. Heather'sdadis

5

he closed the deal, the salesperson asked if Ralph's
wife had seen the car. "No," Ralph rephed, "But I
know she will like it."
1
3
2
4
5

two tables over Jim who works at the store wiiere

charge the amount and pay it off a Httle at a time.
5

Ralph and Renee had been married for 7 years
and were shopping for a new family car. While
Renee was at work, Ralph found a car he hked. As
52.

phone. "Dad," she whispers, "It's your boss."
Thinking he was being called into work, he whispers
back, "Tell him I'm not here."
44. It

1

2

3

4

5

1

conversation, he kept quiet.
2

Friday

and looked

1

an

things
planned his weekend accordingly. On Saturday night
he was way behind schedule. Considering
everything he wanted to accomplish, he decided
there would be no time for chru-ch this Sunday.
5

2

3

4

55. Jack had just finished his
room

for

a

a

1

probationary paiod at

coworker pulled him into the lunch

chat, "We have

a

routine around here,

project hours of work per 8 hour shift."
For Jack doing that amount of work was easy to
accomphsh in less than 8 hours but to get along.
Jack followed the suggestion.
only do

Ken's work schedule got crazy. He worked sixteen
hours a day the week before the tournament. When

on

entire weekend off. He had many
he wanted to get done before Monday and

forward to

work when

1

play Softball. His team plays two
nights a week, plus tournaments on weekends. As
the Memorial Day softball tournament approached.
47. Ken loves to

3

4

5

54. Dale finished work

8

3

4

5

Saturday came. Ken told the coach he was not going
play but rather spend the time with his wife.

2

1

to

Mary

is

2

1

grandson

and finds

3

4

5
48.

shoj^ing

with her

beautiftil leather coat. When she sees the price tag,
she gasps, "Oh my God." Her grandson responds,
"My Sunday school teacher said we shouldn't say
that." "Oh,"
an

Mary rephes,

'It's

no

Marilyn are barely making ends
Marilyn's mother suffers a stroke, leaving her
physically disabled and unable to hve alone. Even
though Chuck is reluctant, Marilyn brings her into
56. Chuck and

a

big deal, it's just

meet.

their home.
5

3

4

2

1

e}q)ressiQn."
5

4

3

2

1

49. Tim and his cousin were hke brothers, they had
their ups and downs. When Tim's cousin bought a
new

If there

are

thoughts, feelings, reflections, you would
as a participant in this study, please

like to convey
do so here:

RV, the old competitive juices started flowing.

telling his wife about his cousin's purchase,
Tim suggested they start saving for a new RV. Tim
afford it, but having it would
knew they couldn't
sure make him happy.
Without

5

4

3

2

1

50. Sheila and Bob were reexamining their financial
picture. Both had received early Christmas bonuses
and they were deciding what to do with theh

additional money. They were aheady givmg 10% of
their income to the church. When they were given
the bonuses. Sheila and Bob decided to spend the
money on Christmas presents for each other.
5

51. Shawn has

4
a

3

2

1

stable, good-paying job. While

reading the newspaper another job opportunity
draws his interest which would pay less and require
him to go back to college. After much conversation,
thought, and prayer he feels led to take the new job,
but decides to keep his present job.

Thank you for

taking the time to respond. I
appreciate your participation in my project. Your

work is

now

done! ! !

Please put the

questioimaire in the self-addressed
stamped envelope and mail it by
Tuesday, July 13,

1999.
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Post-Sermon Series

June

29, 1999

Dear

Friend,

Mailing

Thank you for your participation in my dissertation project. This is the final
survey that you will be asked to complete now that all ten sermons on the Ten

Commandments have been

preached.

Throughout the process your participation has been invaluable. 1 am truly
gratefiil for your willingness to devote your time and energy in helping me
make my dissertation project become a reality. If you have listened to at least
7 of the 10 sermons in the series, I request your assistance by asking you to:
1

Complete the

.

enclosed

questionnaire.

It will take

no more

than

15 minutes.
2. Place your

completed questionnaire
addressed stamped envelope.

3. Place the

envelope

I continue to offer this
1

.

No

in the mail

in the enclosed self-

by Tuesday, July

13.

pledge to you:

attempt will be made

to match retumed

questionnaires to

individuals.
2. AU responses are vital to my research so every completed and
retumed questionnaire wUl be gratefiiUy received and iacluded in

the

study results.
Thank you again for taking the time to participate in my dissertation project.
Without you it would not have happened.

With joy and
Rev.

gratitude.

Jeffiey R. Maxwell
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Appendix D

Glossary

of Statistical

Terminology

The definitions

presented in this glossary are fi-om the Dictionary of Statistics and
Methodology: A Nontechnical Guide for the Social Sciences, by W. Paul Vogt.
Alpha (a)

"It is

of internal rehabhity of the items in an index. This
0 to 1 .0 and mdicates how much the hems in an index
fi-om
ranges

a measure

(Cronbach's) alpha
measuring the same thmg" (4).

are

of Variance (ANOVA)
"A test of statistical significance of the diflferences
the
mean
scores
of
two
or
more groups on one or more variables or factors. It is
among
an extension of the / test, which can
only handle two groups, to a larger number of groups.
More specifically, h is used for assessmg the statistical significance of the relationship
between categorical independent variables and a continuous dependent variable. The

Analysis

procedure in ANOVA involves computing a ration (F ratio) of the variance within the
groups (error variance) to the variance between the groups (explained variance)" (7).
Correlation

'The extent to which two

another. This is
F

usually expressed

"The statistic that is

Internal

Consistency

another, which is to

as a

or more

things

are

related

correlation coefficient"

computed when conducting

"The extent to which items in

say the extent to which

they

a

measure

scale

the

of variance"

are

same

one

thing" (114).

"The average. To get the mean, you add up the values for each
the total by the number of cases" (137).

"Number. Number of subjects"

(89).

correlated with

Mean

n

one

(48).

analysis

an

('co-related') to

case

and divide

(149).

"Probability value, or p value. Usually found m an expression such as /K.05. This
expression means: 'The probabhity (p) that this result could have been produced by
chance (or random error) is less than (<) five percent (.05).' Thus, the smaher the
number, the greater the hkelihood that the result expressed was not merely due to chance.
For example, /?<. 001 means that the odds are a thousand to one (one tenth of 1%) against
the resuh being a fluke" (163).
P

rs

"The abbreviation for

Spearman's correlation for

a

sample" (216).

Reliability "The consistency or stability of a measure or test fi-om one use to the next.
When repeated measurements of the same thing give identical or very shnilar results, the
measurement instrument is said to be rehable" (195).
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Spearman's Correlation Coefficient (rho) "A statistic that shows the degree of
monotonic relationship between two variables" (215). 'Monotonic relation is said of a
relation between two variables in which an increase in one always ('monotonously')
produces an mcrease (or decrease) in another"(142).
SD, Standard Deviation

"A statistic that shows the

spread

or

dispersion of scores in a
more widely the

distribution of scores; in other words, a measure of dispersion. The
scores are spread out, the larger the standard deviation" (217-218).

Significance "Said of a value or measure of a variable when it is
('significantly') larger or smaller than would be expected by chance alone" (221).
Statistical

t Test

"A test of the statistical

group averages,
t Statistic

or

means"

significance of the results

(235).

"The number that is tested in

a

^

test"

(235).

of a

comparison between two
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Appendix E
Sermon Series

Calvary UMC

April 18,

Exodus 20: 1-3

1999

"I

Focus: You shall have
Function:

Loving

no

other

Pledge Allegiance"

gods before me.

the Lord your God with all your heart, soul, mind, and

strength

(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?*')
Sunday night, my wife Jan greeted me with these words, "Guess what?" I had no idea
driving at so I threw up my hands and exclaimed, "What?" "I threw out my back." "How
did you do that?" "I'm not sure. I was walking up the basement stairs. As I lifted one leg, I felt a twinge
of pain in my lower back. By the time I got to the top of the stairs I was like this
(lean to one side).

When I

home

came

what she

was

...

When I

saw

comfortable,

her she

was

moving at all. As long as she didn't move, she was
pain, you know that any position over a period of
definitely trying to avoid pain.

sitting in the Lazy Boy,

not

at least for a while. If you've ever had back

time becomes

painful.

And Jan

was

I hadn't had supper yet. Normally when I come home she has my supper made. I thought about supper
and who's going to fix it. I thou^t about bringing the subject up, but then
thought better of it! A
.

wise decision, don't you think?! "Jan, don't you worry. I'll fix

us

.

.

something to eat.

morning she wasn't much better. It was my day off, and I had a lot of things I wanted to do, like
first of all read Sunday's newspaper. As I read, last night's supper dishes were still in the sink. When
Jan hobbled out to the kitchen, I heard this "gentle" voice say, "You're in there reading the newspaper
and you left the kitchen a mess. How can you do that?!" "Well I just wandered in the living room and sat
." But I really don't think she wanted an answer, do you? She wanted action! I had lots of
down
things I wanted to do that day, but realized that maybe I ought to change my plans.
The next

.

.

"Jan, what do you want me to do today?" Soon I found myself in the grocery store pushing a cart. As we
picked up some essentials, she mentioned that she was craving brownies. She then dro{^d a brownie
mix into the cart. After we came home, she immediately sought out a horizontal position. As she dozed I

thought about what she had said. Brownies? Mnunmm. I'd never made brownies before. (I know it
sounds rather pathetic, but I've never been a real kitchen-kind-of-guy.) But I can read instructions! Soon
the aroma of brownies was wafting through the house.
I did

good!

I realized

something that day

~

the

importance of priorities and how they can effect all of life.

Priorities.

(Conceptformulation / ''What?")

encamped before Mt. Sinai, (jod had done

a mighty work in their Uves. Last week we
The Israelites
the
were
free.
love
of
God's
that
because
discovered
They had been delivered from slavery in
people
great
then
see
a great movie). The Israelites were
Prince
of
it.
It's
The
seen
haven't
Egypt
go
Egypt (If you
were

was an tangible expression of God's great love. But God had in mind more than
mud
pits of Egypt, God desired to give them life, abundant life. Cjod wanted them
just freedom from the
him and in doing so, e?q)erience life as (jod intended it. God was offering
with
to enter into a relationship

free and their freedom

covenant, an agreement. In the covenant, God was offering them "treasured possession" status,
that is, they would be "a kingdom of priests", "a holy nation" (see Ex. 19: 3-6). God was offering a
relationship that would give meaning and purpose and beauty to life. The IsraeUtes' part of the covenant
was to tiiist God and obey. But
obey what?
them

a

...
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Moses

summoned once again to Mt. Sinai, and the scriptures teU us that "God spoke ..." (Ex. 20: 1).
spoke. Did he ever! Please allow me to recreate for you that moment as best I can. Yes, God spoke,
but before that happened, the people were told to
prepare themselves, to purify themselves, to get
themselves ready for an awesome encounter. They had to wash their clothes and abstain from sexual
relations for three days. The people were warned that when the moment came do not
go near the
was

God

mountain. Don't

even

touch it. Don't let any animal

or

person touch the mountain.

On the

morning of the third day, God came. Thunder and Ughtning flashed and rumbled, it was Uke the
you've ever been in. A thick cloud descended on the mountain, making the mountain look
like a chimney! A loud ram's horn sounded. A summons to Moses. Moses and
everyone else trembled
with fear (see also Hebrews 12: 18-21). Why? Because the whole mountain was
shaking and trembling.
They had heard about God. They had seen some incredible things. But now this God had come!
worst storm

~

And God spoke... "I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of
Egypt, out of the land of slavery. You
shall have no other gods before me" (w. 2-3). You shaU have no other
gods besides me.
The first commandment talks about "gods", small g, as of^sed to God with a
capital G. God versus
gods. What is God? What are gods? This commandment pushes us in this direction, doesn't it? The
word

"god" is a designation, a generic designation. It's like aspirin. Aspirin is the generic name, and is
spelled with a small a. Aspirin can refer to many products. On the other hand, Bayer aspirin is more
specific and is captalized. Aspirin. B^er Aspirin, gods. God.
A fair

question then is what is the particularity of God, capital G. Our quest for God's particularity leads
accompanying descriptions of God throughout scripture. Listen to these
of
God,
descriptions
capital G. God of greatness or superiority. (Jer. 32: 18); the God of heaven, a
transcendent God (Ps. 136:26); the God who hides himself and is known only through self-revelation (Is.
45:15); a faitiifiil savior (Dt. 7:9); holy (Is. 5:16); trutii (Ps. 31:5); knowledge (I Sam. 2:3); etemal (Gen.
21:33); righteous (Is. 45:21); jealous (Ex. 20:5); personal (Gen. 31:13). This of course is but a partial fist
of descriptions and scripture references. But a picture of (jod, capital G is emerging! We could
summarize: God with a capital G does things- God creates, sustains, provides. God rebukes,
forgives,
redeems, strengthens, promises, defivers, keeps, judges and challenges. God gives life, abundant and
etemal. This is God with a capital G.
us

in the direction of the

What about the gods with a small g. There are many. Some of the more common ones are
money,
position, power, prestige, the list can go on and on. Martin Luther helps us understand why this is so.
defined god like this: "Whatever the heart clings to and relies upon, that is properly thy God" (from
God's Blueprint for Living by David Seamands, p. 33).
From

He

Sinai, God spoke, "You shaU have no other gods before me."

(Practice and personalization / "So what?")
sense, God is asking us to choose what wUl be our God. What wUl we give ourselves to? What wUl
give our ultimate aUegiance to? What is the absolute priority in our Ufe? This is a critical question for
whatever our heart clings to and relies upon shapes who we are and what we do. Our God whatever that is

In

a

we

determines our Ufe. Whatever has our heart has us! To put it bluntly, aU of life is effected by the God we
worship. I once heard it described like this: think of your life as a pyramid. Wl^tever sits at the top of
our pyramid determines how we think, how we behave, how we act and react. God wants us to ask
ourselves what sits at the top of our pyramid?
was in finance committee meeting, and lo aiKi behold we were
discussing the finances of our
church! After hearing the treasurer's report a heaviness descended upon the room. Since the
begimiing
of the year, the good news is that giving to tiie church has remained the same. But, the bad news
we've

Last week I

is,
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had some

miexpected expenses. Finances are tight because of this. We were forced to make some
difficult decisions about how money will be spent. I could sense within myself a growing anxiety over the
situation. As I stewed someone said we need to pray. Ahhhh yes, prayer. We needed to pray that God
will provide by working through the faithfiil
giving of his people. And so we prayed!
It

was

later that I realized what

was going on inside of me. I had taken God off the
top of the pyramid,
had
I
was
in
and
on
place
put money.
trusting
finances, money, instead of God.
relying
or the lack thereof had moved to the
and
was
top spot,
casting its shadow over me, effecting my

and in God's

Money
tiiinking,

my behavior, my

attitude, my life. "Jeff,

you shall put

no

other

gods before me!"

It is kind of scary sometimes how easily God capital G can be smothered
by gods small g. We can boldly
proclaim that we worship the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, the God who had written. For God so
loved the world that he gave his only son that whosoever believes in him shall not perish but have etemal
life. We can confidentiy proclaim that the Lord God is my God, but then in the living of life God can be
displaced by whatever.
.

.

.

I

tiiought about gods, small g and lumped these gods into two categories: The god of more and the god of
god of more. Whatdoeslifelooklike when we worship the god of moi�? What happens when
what we have is not enough, so we want more, different, bigger, better. Don't misunderstand me, I'm not
knocking ambition, a healthy ambition. Striving, dreaming, aspiring to be and do is God-given. But what
hai^ns when what we strive for, dream about and work to achieve becomes our all-consuming passion?
Do you suppose it becomes our god, small g? God longs for us to experience life in its fullness, but what
happens when we subtiy or not so subtiy worship the things of life instead God. What happens when
God's will for us is supplanted by our will for our fife? What has happened to us when we are driven by a
desire for more? Are we worshipping the god of more?
less. The

And what about the

god of less? I have a fiiend who has spent his whole life trying to become a success.
him, fear of not measuring up, of being inferior, of wanting to avoid failure. And such
fear has definitely shaped his life. Do you suiqx)se he is being shaped by the god of less? The god of not
having enough can be a horrible dictator.
Fear has driven

god of more, the god of less, they are terrible tyrants. They are gods, smaU g. Which god shall we
gods deserves our ultimate devotion, service and energy? I'm glad there is
another choice, aren't you?!

The

choose? Which of these

(Integrating application

and

experience / "Now what?")

In my mom's basement is a wall-fiiU of memories. On five or six shelves is the photographic chronicle of
the Maxwell family. Before my mom and dad were married my mom was capturing life on film and

pasting it in photo albums. I think of Dad leaning on the hood of his 1949 Ford outside their honeymoon
cabin in St. Ignace. I think of me standing next to pint-sized pinto pony named Pokey. If I had a nickel
for every time he bite me, I would have no financial worries at alll I think of my daughter Jeimifer at the
age of 9 wearing her Grandmother's Clarey's wedding dress. And we are getting ready to take more
photographs. The prom is just around the comer for our daughter Jufie, and you know what is going to
happen on that nigjit! Photographs.
all know what happens to the pictures that aren't so keepable. You know what I'm talking about:
somebocfy's head is cut off, or the focus wasn't correct, or it just wasn't too flattering, what
happens? In our household such a picture meets with a quick demise! To take a good picture much is
involved. If the camera is working properly the picture taker is key. When you take a picture what must
you absolutely do? Aim the camera properly, ri^t? What is critical in taking a good photograph is the
focal point. The focal point. What is centered in our viewfinder?
But

we

When

"You shall have

no

other

gods before me."
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April 25,

Exodus 20:4-6

1999

"Letting God Out of the Box"
Focus: You shall not make for yourself an idol
Function:

Being committed to the mystery of God which is beyond human understanding
(Integratmg experience with self/ "Why?")

Daily Guidepost book. I
read it a long time ago and have read many devotionals since, but this particular devotional is right here.
The gist of it is: Helen had lived on her street forever and she knew everyone. When the new people
moved in kitty-comer from her she would naturally introduce herself and try to get acquainted. When the
moving van was being unloaded, Helen noticed a woman sitting on the front porch, giving instructions to
the movers. It must be her new neighbor. She strolled out to the mail box with the thought of catching
her eye. Standing at the end of her driveway, she saw her new neighbor locdc directly at her. She gave a
friendly wave. No wave was retumed. Hmmm. Helen thought to herselfthat she was looking right at
me. Why didn't she wave? Strange. Maybe she didn't see me.

The devotional stuck. I can't remember where it

came

from other than it

was a

day Helen was mowing her grass. She was trimming around the flowering crab tree near the
new neighbors got into their car and backed out of their driveway. The same woman
Helen saw the day before was sitting on the passenger side. The car passed slowly within 6 feet of Helen.
Helen thought to herself, hey, I'll be a good neighbor so she waved again. Once more
nothing. No
in
our
moved
to
kind
have
I
What
of
never.
neighborhood. They won't
snobby people
response. "Well,
The next

street when her

~

even

wave."

day Helen was in the grocery store talking to a couple of her friends. It was then that Helen said,
"I tell you what, I've sure got a snob living on my street. She just moved in and won't even acknowledged
to
ray waves. I was going to take her over a plate of cookies to welcome her, but not now. She's too good
The next

talk to

me.

I don't know who she thinks she is?!"

minute," said one of her friends, "Are you talking about that new couple that moved in across the
you?' "Yeah, that's the one." "The husband works with my husband and he said his wife is
blind. She couldn't see you wave. She's legally blind."
"Wait

a

street from

perception influences
information
through
gather
Perception.
understanding
our senses, reflect on that information and make conclusions. Perceptions are our way of making sense of
what is going on around us. But it must be said that perceptions may not always jive with reality. Our
thoughts, our understandings can at times be either helpfiil or hurtfiil? They can either expand life or
shrink it. Perceptions can serve us well or

The writer of the devotional went

on

to comment on the role of perception and how

Our perceptions

of reality.

our

are

formed

as we

...

(Conceptformulation / "What?")
"You shall not make for yourself an idol." The Second Commandment. I must admit it sounds rather
strange to my ears. An idol? It sounds like a relic from the past, something from an old, dusty movie. It

becomes

even more

strange if I

unto thee any graven

image."

were

to

wording from the King James Bible, "Thou shalt not make
image? What relevance does this coimnandment have for us?

use

A graven

the

image. An idol. What is an idol? An idol was specifically a representation of a god. An idol
or a graven image was a expression of a god. Last week I was driving in the East Lansing area. There I
a huge Kelly green S. Nothing more. What does it
saw a billboard with a huge S on it. There it was
mean? Whatifl were in Aim Arbor? Whatif I sawahugeM? Does it stand for Maxwell? I don't think
A graven

-
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so! The S represents Michigan State, the M Michigan. The symbol represents a greater reality, doesn't
it? We know this, don't we? It is self-evident. We know that the S or the M is not the university itself
but merely a symbol of it. For the sake of argument, what would happen if we thought the image was the
real thing? I know it soimds ridiculous, but let's consider it for a moment. If we did, then we have
conunitted

idolatry.

We have made

an

idol. An idol gets in the way

or

confiises the real

thing.

Bringing this back to the 2nd Commandment then, God is strongly warning us not to make an image or
representation of Him. Someone might ask: How is this different from the first commandment? Thefijrst
commandment forbids having gods, small g, displace or replace God with, a capital G. We discovered last
week that there are many potential gods that can dominate and determine our lives. The first
commandment says we ought not to let that happen. The second commandment is similar to the first in
that we are considering our relationship with God but this commandment assumes that one is committed
to God, is devoted to God, but warns against allowing images or representations of God to obscure the
reality of God. In other words, don't aUow our perceptions of God to overshadow God.
Let

me

completed version of the 10
32: If.) They went to Aaron, Moses brother,

Even before Moses delivered the

give you an exam|de:

were restiess. (cf Ex.
demanding that something be done. Moses was gone. The God who shook Mt. Sinai was gone. It
appeared that they were abandoned by God and Moses. (Have you ever thought that you have been
abandoned 1^ God? And by God's people?) The Israelites di4 so they went to Aaron, demanding that he
do something. They didn't know what to do. Aaron came up with a plan. It seemed rather harmless and
quite helpfiil actually. Let's make a calf, a golden calf. An image of God. It was done. The IsraeUtes
were told by Aaron, "This is your CJod, the one who deUvered you fi"om slavery in Egypt." A festival was
plaimed for the next day. The people partied and worshipped the golden calf. They finally had God
where they wanted him! They could carry God around! They had God at their beck and call God now
had to do what they wanted him to do. They had domesticated God.

commandments the Israelites

(Practice and personaUzati^tn / "So What?")
When our kids were little we had a toy that they loved to play with. It was a Jack in the box. Ours was a
box about this size and inside was a clown with a bright yeUow fi"ock with big red dots. I would shove
that clown in the box and tum the crank. It played "Pop goes the Weasel". As I cranked Jennifer and
Jared would sit before the box and wait. After cranking a short while, out would pop Jack! Then what
would we do? Stuff him back in the box, and tum the crank again. Anytime we wanted Jack aU we would

have to do

was

tum the crank.

Idolatry puts God in a box. For the IsraeUtes, idolatry involved the creation of a golden calf. But that is
only one kind of idoL What might be another golden caU? Other potential idols? A possible list mi^t
include: A style of worship. A form of prayer. Church membership. A particular doctrine. In general
our thoughts about God and how God works and relates to us and the world. AU of these have the
potential to be an idol; all of these have the potential to limit God and restrict what God desires to do. It's
not that these are inherently wrong, but if we think we've got God aU figured out, under our control, and
God m a box is idolatry.
very manageable, we have put God in box. Putting

actuaUy happening when we put God in a box? Could it be that when we cram God in a box of
our own creation, we are actually limiting God, at least the influence of God in our hves and in the world?
Do you remember when Jesus went to his hometown? He went there to preach, teach and heal. But when
he arrived the people could not get past their perception of Jesus as Mary and Joseph's httle boy. He is
just Jesus James, Joseph, Simon and Judas' brother. They put Jesus in a box. The result? He could not
do any miracles there (see Mark 6: 1-6).
So what is

~

When

we

put God in

a

box,

we

hmit God. God aUudes to this in the conunandment itself. In

a

stem

jealous God. Jealous? Sounds rather petty, doesn't it? Is God a
warning
around looking for signs of unfaithfijlness? No, not at all! The
or
husband
wife,
sneaking
suspicious
we are

told that

our

God is

a
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word jealous has to do

more with an activity than an emotion. It does suggest passion though, a passion
passion that finds expression in our lives and in the world. God longs to work with us,
through us, and in us to bring about his good, pleasing and perfect will. However, if we refiise to
cooperate, what God may do is curtailed. This can happen if our perceptions of who God is and what God
can do
essentiaUy stuff God in a box of our own making.

for people,

a

Dale has

a booming voice and a
big, barrel chest and for that matter is big all over! He stands at 6 foot
and weighs around 250 pounds. Dale and his wife, along with Jan and I, were visiting Roger and Jan.
Sitting in their living room, the room was buzzing with conversation. As we talked Kinunie, Roger and

Jan's

...

walked through with forlorn look on her face. "What's wrong?" I asked. "I've lost
"Who's Herman?" "He's my gerbil. I had him out of his cage and was playing with him
when he got away. Now I can't find him." "Well, if I see him, I'U let you know."

daughter,

Herman."

The next

day Roger told me the rest of the story. After we left Kimmie searched the living room closely.
She found Herman. Once Herman escaped he had sought refiige in the overstuffed chair, hiding de^

under the cushions. Dale sat in that chair. Poor Herman.
Dear fiiends the second commandment warns, "You shall not make for yourself an idol." When we do
the upshot is that we can be smothered. Last week we discovered that God could be smothered by other

gods. This commandment warns us against aUowing ourselves to be smothered by what we think of God.
Our perception of God can indeed limit and restrict God from working in our lives and through oiu- fives.
I

talking to my son Jared who is a
and dear to me!) he needs to take

was

near

and inquired about the

In order to

college junior.
a summer

class at

possibiUty of taking the class.

a

graduate in four years (which is very
coUege near our home. He called the registrar

Because he cannot start

on

time and wifi miss the

first two class sessions, the registrar told him he couldn't take the class. When he told me that I was upset
and frustrated. Not another semester! But it looked like it. I had resigned myselfto that possibility. But
Jared had not, in fact I think he

was

praying about it! He told me yesterday that the professor caUed him
thought was impossible, wasn't! Do you sujpose I had put

to say that he could take the class! What I

God in

a

box?

If we have put God in a box, how can we let God out of the box? A strategy is offered in the book of
Romans: I urge you, brothers [and sisters] in view of God's mercy, to offer yourselves as living sacrifices

.." (Romans 12: 1). To be a living sacrifice is to give oneself over to God with total abandon. To place
ourselves at God's disposal, heart, mind, soul and strength. To commit ourselves to an ongoing, dynamic
relationship with God, the Grod who reveals himself through nature, humanity, Bible, and specifically in
Jesus. You see, we have glimpses of God through the various e?^essions of divine revelation. In nature
.

reminded of God's power. Human beings are created in the image of God therefore when we look
ourselves and others we catch a glimpse of the personal side of God. The Bible is certainly provides an
objective revelation of God. And of course, Jesus brings God into sharp focus. These sources of
revelation give us a clear picture of God and beckon us to commit ourselves to the God of revelation.

we are

at

Yet the God of revelation is beyond revelation, not inconsistent with revelation but beyond our
comprehension. We, in tum, are urged to give ourselves over to God, letting God be God, and let God
determine what He can and will do!

(Integrating application
On

September 10,

and

1997 Rich Mullins sat down in

be part of a

recording.

Rich MuUins

an

experience / "Now what?")

old, abandoned church and played nine songs that

contemporary Christian singer whom the Lord
his
In
mind
most
femous
my
song is "Awesome God." He wrote and performed
mighty ways.
lives
and
the
world.
Because of his commitment to God He used him to
that
changed many
many songs
touch the lives of many through his music. For Rich the secret of Uving was his absolute and
were to

new

was a

used in

undying
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commitment to God that led him out of the

poverty stricken

limeUght to teach music in

a

Native American school in

a

area.

Rich played his nine songs which were recorded on a cheap, battery operated recorder. Later Rich
plaimed to polish and complete the album. He never got the chance. Nine short days after playing the
songs, he

was

killed in

a car

accident. He went to meet Jesus, his Lord and Savior.

One of the songs he v^rote and recorded in that old, abandoned church was this song: "Where could I go,
where could I run? Even if I found the strength to fly and if I rose on the wings of the dawn and crashed
through the comer of the sky, if I sailed past the edge of the sea even if I made my bed in hell, still there
you would find

me.

Nothing is beyond you. Nothing is beyond you.
imaginations, our misguided piety. The heavens stretch to hold
deep saying nothing is beyond you, nothing is beyond you.

You stand beyond the reach of our vain
you and

deep

cries out to

Time carmot contain you, you fill
explain the way you came to love

eternity. Sin can never stain you, death has lost its sting. I caimot
except to say that nothing is beyond you, nothing is beyond you.

me

fight so I can sink into the dark, if I take cover and I close my eyes, even
my heart, you'd cut through all my pain and rage. My darkness is not dark to you,
as
as
night's Imght day. Nothing is beyond you, nothing is beyond you. (Taken from "The Jesus
Record").
If I should shrink back from the

then you would

see

Let us let God be God. Let

us

commit ourselves to the God who loves

us

and is

beyond our

comprehension.
"You shaU not make for yourself an idol."

Calvary UMC

May 2,

1999

Exodus 20:7

"Trusting in the Name"
Focus: You shaU not misuse the name of the Lord your God
Function: Tmsting in the revealed character of God

(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?*')
Cassie BemaU. Cassie was one of the victims in the Columbine massacre. Her funeral was last week
Her story is inspiring. At one time Cassie was very much like the gunmen who took her life. She had a
fascination with death and with suicide in particular. She believed that there was no meaning or purpose
to life. She even practiced Satanism. At one time she could have wom a black trenchcoat.
When her parents saw what was going on, they took drastic measures. Cassie could not use the telephone,
could not hang out vrith her friends, and her social life would only revolve around church activities. As a
teenager in middle-school, I'm sure she rebelled. But her parents stayed the course.

On a weekend retreat, Cassie met Jesus. Her life changed! She put her faith in Jesus and instead of being
fascinated with death she was hooked on living! Meaning, purpose? She had so much to live for. She no
longer worshipped Satan, she loved the Lord. Watch out world, Cassie was a new creation, the old was
gone, the

new

had come.
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When she went to school that fateftil
was more

than

a

bracelet it

was

day she wore her WWJD bracelet (What would Jesus do?)

For her it

her life motto. When the murderous rampage began, her faith would be

put to the test.

Staring down the barrel of a gun, Cassie was asked, "Do you believe in God?" Apparently the guimien
murdering athletes, people of color, and Christians. "Do you believe in God?" Witnesses said that
Cassie paused before answering. Maybe because she knew it was a life or death question. "Do you believe
in God?" "Yes." She was then shot to death. (Flint Journal, April 23, 1999)

were

What

courage! What faith! And think that just two short years earlier, she could have been pulling the
trigger. She was asked do you believe in (jod? Knowing that her response would bring death, she said
yes. We can only conclude that her trust in God was greater than her fear of death. Her trust in God had
given her a life with meaning and purpose. For two years Cassie' s relationship with God deepened as she
grew in grace and knowledge. Could it be that over the two year period Cassie discovered what the
Psalmist said, "Your love, O Lord, is better than life." (Ps. 63:3)? When the moment of decisions came,
when she

was

under tremenctous pressure, Cassie

was

not about to disown her Lord!

(Conceptformulation / "What?")
"You shall not misuse the

of the Lord your Grod, for the Lord will not hold anyone guiltless who
shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain
Thou
(v. 7, MTV).
(KJV). The
third commandment takes us deeper into a relationship with the Lord. Perhaps its wording is familiar.

misuses his

name

name

.

.

.

Have you memorized it? The commandment seems to be rather straight-forward and understandable.
What may not be so understandable though is how our relationship with the Lord is effected by how we
use

the

name

of the Lord.

begin with the obvious: this commandment forbids profanity. Profanity has to do with treating
something that is sacred with abuse, irreverence, or contempt. It means to use something sacred in a
vulgar manner. For example, God's last name is not damn. My car was being repaired at the local
garage. 1 stopped in to see how it was coming. The ovmer of the garage took me to the mechanic who
was doing the work. All I could see of the mechanic were his legs. And they were thrashing about!
"How's it going, Charhe?" asked the owner. The mechanic replied, "This job has been a real ..." And on
he went Blankety, blank, blank. With a red-face, the owner kicked Charlie and said, "The Reverends here
to pick up his car." I still couldn't see his face but he apologized profusely. Later I thought� why
apologize to me? He wasn't profaning my name!
Let's

Why should we not profane the name of the Lord? Is it because the Lord is overly sensitive? Insecure?
Uptight? I don't think that's it, do you? It has to do more with us than with the Lord. When we use the
Lord's name irreverently, it is an indication of the status of our relationship with the Lord. If the Lord
doesn't matter much to us, then what difference does it make how we talk about the Lord? How we speak
of the Lord reveals what

we

think of the Lord,

uses of God's name? I was in the dentist's office this week sitting in an
examination room, waiting my tum. The dentist and his patient were in the next room, and a good time
was being had by all! No pain for that patient. They were laughing, so much so that it made me laugh.

And how about those casual

They were talking about a movie. As the patient talked about tiie movie, it sounded like he brought a
third party into the conversation. As he talked, in almost every other sentence he used the phrase, "O my
(jod." Had God come? I don't think that's what he meant, do you? He was using a figure of speech, a
common phrase. It left me wondering- is Grod's first name, "O my?"
Sometimes I don't think we realize it but this too is profaning the name of the Lord. Taking the name of
the Lord in vain imphes a casual or thoughtless use of God's name. This use of God's name can actuaUy
desensitize us to the grandeur and the glory and the grace of God. Once again, it is not (jod who is
effected, h's us. When we use God's name thoughtlessly, we are actually distancing ourselves from (Jod.
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Did you know that the Israelites would not

even pronounce God's Hebrew name Yahweh. The only
exception was made by the chief priest on the day of Atonement. And if a scribe were vmting the Lord's
name, Yahweh, he would take a special bath, don special clothing and never dip his pen in the ink in the
middle of writing the name Yahweh. That's how much they reverenced and respected the name of the
Lord. To some this may soimd rather extreme, but for them and for us the name of the Lord ought not to
be misused in any way. For the name of the Lord imphes more than a name!

When I visited my Dad's cemetery plot not long ago, I saw his headstone. It's a monument made out of
black African granite. The stone itself is beautifiil. It has an etching of our farm: the house, the yard, the

bam, the toolshed, even my basketball hoop. And of course it has a red Super C Intemational tractor
parked in the yard. The tractor quickly grabs your eye (Dad never owned a green tractor!). Beneath the

landscape is his name.
When I

saw

relationship.

His

name.

his name, I didn't think of a corpse, I thought of a person. A i^me spoke to me of a
The name coimects me with a person, a life, values, ejqjeriences, behefs, teachings,

character. When

So too is God's

we

get down to it,

name.

Connected to the

name

a name

is

When God told Moses
is

more

on

than

a

name!

Mt. Sinai his name, that

was

just the beginning.

existence, relationship, character, reputation, history. God has revealed his

character, his nature, his love throughout history. The very fact that the Israelites were delivered from
slavery and standing before Mt. Sinai was jffoof positive that God loved them. God had demonstrated his
character to those Israehtes.
God has

expressed his character, his nature, his heart throughout history. In other words God has given
name. What words might we use to describe the name, the character of God? How about
and
loving
caring, good and mercifiil, steadfast and reliable, present and available, giver of good gifts,
and
nurturing
affirming, unconditional acceptance, holy and just. The name of God is more than a title
expressing individuality; it is an expression of character!
substance to his

Do not misuse the

name

of the Lord your God.

(Practice

and personalization / "So

what?")

aheacfy discussed the obvious ways we might misuse or profane God's name, ways that actuaUy
us to God and the things of God. But this commandment also urges to think positively. How
be
worded
it
positively? How about this: Trust in the name of the Lord your God. Tmst in the
might
We have

desensitize

name! Trust in God's revealed character. Trust. Are we?

Remember ah of those adjectives I mentioned earlier that describe God's character? We might know
inteUectually. But what about emotionaUy? What about in our gut? What about in our Ufe? What

those

we are

talking about is the difference between thinking and feeling. We may think one way, but feel
we feel provides deeper insight into what we really think.

another. And oftentimes how
For

think that God is

loving and caring.

But when

examine

feelings and behavior,
rehable, we
reaUy think he is unpredictable and untrastworthy. Instead (rfbeing present and available. He's absent
when needed. Instead of being holy and just, he is unfair and plays favorites. There may be a variety of
reasons why we don't reaUy tmst God.
we

example,

hve

as

we

if God were hateftil

or at

least unconcemed about

us.

we

our

Instead of being steadfast and

might be reflected in our prayer-life. Do we pray? Our lack of trust might be expressed
in our behavior. Do we Uve as if God reaUy doesn't exist? Our lack of trust might be expressed in our
decision-making. Do we consult with God when decisions need to be made? How about finances? Do we
Our lack of trust
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believe that God cares about our finances? What about our life
goals? Do we reaUy think that God cares
about what we do with our life? Are we
really trusting in the name? Or are we misusing the name?
This past week I have had more than one conversation with
teenagers who are gravely concemed about
their school situation. Following the
School, there seems to be an increase of
fi-agedy at Columbuie

High

bomb threats and violence in schools across the coimtiy. This is
scary. As I talked to these teens,
talked about their emotions, we talked about their situations. We also talked about faith.

we

In

light of what has happened I revisited Psalm 121 and shared it with those who are concerned. "I lift up
my eyes to tiie hiUs~ where does my help come from? My help comes fi-om the Lord, the Maker of
heaven and earth. He will not let your foot slip
he who watches over you wiU not slumber; indeed, he
who watches over Israel will neither sliunber nor sleep. The Lord watches over
the Lord is your
you
shade at your right hand; the sun wih not harm you
The Lord wih
day, nor the moon
-

-

by ni^t.
keep
he whl watch over your life; the Lord wih watch over your coming and going both

you from ah harm
now and forevermore."
-

The

psalm speaks about companionship and care. Remember Cassie. I've got a hunch that she knew this
psalm. That's why she had such courage. And when the trigger was puUed, she stepped fi-om this life
into the next without missing a step. And for those of us on this side the
psalm is sthl trae! Tmst in the
name.

(Integrating application

and experience / "Now what?")

Two teams

were playing soccer. It was a serious
game with coaches, uniforms and parents. The parents
much
into the game. The kids were hilarious. They were sthl perfecting theh soccer skhls
very
which meant that they stumbled over the ball and regularly kicked at the bah and missed. Both teams
were evenly matched and so at the end of the first
quarter, there was no score.
were

In the second quarter, the coach of team
thegoahe. The other coach left his first

pulled his "starters" except for his best player whom he made
string in the game. The game took a dramatic tum! Team one
was no longer a match for team two. Team two began to score at wih. The
goahe of team one tried his
best to defend the goal. He threw his body in front of every incoming bah, trying vahantly to
stop them.
one

After team two scored two

diving.

quick goals, the young goalie became a raging maniac shouting, running,
Whh ah the stamina he could muster, he attempted to defend the goal. A third goal was scored.
-

After the third goal, the goalie changed. He could see that h was no use to play hard; he couldn't stop
them. He feU to his knees and put his fist to his eyes- and started crying. As he cried, a man left the
stands and mshed out on to the field. He was the goalies dad. Was he going out to hoUer at the coach?
To berate the other players? What was he going to do?
He went to his son, picked him up and hugged him. Together they cried. People close by heard him
say,
"Son, I'm so proud of you. You were great. I want you to finish tiie game. I know you want to quit, but
you can't. You are going to get scored on again, son, but it doesn't matter. I love you anyway." The

goalie fijiished the game a winner! (A story forwarded via emah from Wendy Woolverton,
ema629@aol.com).
You shah not misuse the

name

of the Lord your God. You shah trust in the

name.
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Calvary UMC

May 16,

Exodus 20: 8-1 1

1999

"Enjoying R&R"
Focus: Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy
Function: Embracing the gift of rest and remembrance

(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?")
It

was my day off but it would be
totally unlike any other day off I've had recently. Usually I sleep in at
least until 7:30 or 8:00 AM. but not that day, I was up at my usual time, 6 AM Jan and I got an early
start on the day because we had plans. We were going to take a day trip or a mini-vacation. The kind of
trip our kids never much cared for� we would spend most of the day in the car, driving.

Our

morning almost got derailed when we had to take our daughter Julie to her morning appointment, but
keep us from begiiming our day trip. By 8 AM we were sitting at Bob Evans. Seldom
do we eat breakfast together in a restaurant. She has her breakfast outings with others and so do I, but on
that morning we were together.

we

did not let that

Soon

heading east on 1 69 with the intent of driving around the Thumb. She was only 2 feet
from
me.
What should we do? We talked. We left the radio off and talked, just catching up on
away
each other's lives. After we reached Port Huron, we turned north and drove along Lake Huron. It was
glorious morning as the sun glistened off the bright blue water.
we were

We decided to have

a

a

subway lunch at Port Hope.

tourist attraction! We

saw no

Has anyone been to Port Hope? It's not much of a
buses. We didn't have to wait in line. We pulled offM25 into a county

park and found a hghthouse, a working lighthouse. We were alone in the paik except for a couple guys
who were splitting firewood by the lighthouse. They didn't seem to mind our visiting them. We took a
walk along the water, listening to the waves, admiring the immensity of the sea, and finding refreshment
in the wind. And God was with us at the Park. The subs tasted good that day.
the other side of the Thumb

near Port Austin, I got tired. We pulled into Sleeper State Park and
State
call
it
Park! It may be named after a person, but we took a nap there.
they
why
Sleeper
After finding a place to park, we located a sunny hiU and spread a blanket. Sleep was sweet that day, and
what a day it was.

Later

on

discovered

might say it was a wasted day. I must admit that it took me some time to ease into the spirit of the
day. am self-programmed to do, to produce, to accomplish, and it seemed that I wasn't doing anything.
My motor was racing but I didn't seem to be going anywhere! Was it a wasted day? It was a nice day, an
enjoyable day but in the grand scheme of things are day trips really that significant?
Some

I

(Conceptformulation / "What?")
The fourth commandment declares, "Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy." Do you suppose
God is talking about a day trip? A day trip that might involve a car or it may not? It might involve travel
or it might not? A day tiip? A Sabbath? What is a Sabbath?

The word Sabbath is an unusual word to many. Unless you are Jewish or Seven Day Adventist, it is not
used very often. It is a religious word that comes with a lot of history. In feet it goes back to the very
begiiming. "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth, in the begiiming there was nothing.
Then God began to do his creative thing, hanging the sun and the moon, fashioning brown-speckled

sparrows and majestic mountain peeks, creating a man and a woman. For six days God was on
the heavens and the earth were completed in ah their vast array. Then came the seventh day.

a

roU and
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On the seventh day, God took a day trip! Well, the scripture actually says God rested from all his work.
Did God need to rest? Was God fatigued? I don't think that God had to rest because of fatigue, it had to
do with celebration. God's Sabbath rest was actually a time to party! It was time to admire his creation.
It was

time to stop

doing what he had been doing and enjoy his creation. The scripture says, God
day and made it holy, separate, different. Different from what? The other six days.
The Sabbath day was to be different from the other six days. The word Sabbath literally means to cease,
to pause, to take an intermission. But the intermission wasn't merely a momentary pause in the action, it
was a time to do
things differently on the seventh day. Sabbath was a time for God to celebrate.
a

blessed the seventh

But it didn't take

long for the spirit of celebration to be squelched. By the time of Jesus, the religious
up with over 1,500 laws that defined how to keep the Sabbath holy. A few examples are:
tying a knot in a rope was forbidden, fitting a fire was taboo, moving a lamp was unacceptaUe,
preparing a meal uh huh. We smfie at such laws, but those people took the Sabbath very seriously.
Unfortunately in their zeal, they had forgotten what the Sabbath was aU about. They needed to be
reminded of God's original intent.
folks had

come

Jesus and his

disciples were hungry. It was the Sabbath, the seventh day of the week. They happened to
so they picked a few heads of grain. Rubbing the wheat in their hand, they blew
away the chafe and munched on the wheat. They were being watched and of course chaUenged. In their
detractors eyes, they had worked on the Sabbath. Jesus responded to their criticism by seeking to help
them understand the heart of God. "The Sabbath was made for humanity, not humanity for the Sabbath.
The Sabbath is God's gift to us," said Jesus (see Mark 2:23-28). They had forgotten that the Sabbath is
God's gift to us.

be

near a

wheat field

The commandment reads, "Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy." On six days you shall work
on the seventh day, you shaU celebrate Sabbath! What does it mean to celebrate Sabbath? There are

but

two

words within this

scripture passage that give

Think of what those Israelites
a

They were

our

celebration: rest and remembrance.

slaves. Slaves work at the

pleasure

of their master. There

breaks. But in this commandment, God is saying take a day off, rest,
break. God cared about them and us, and part of his care involves rejuvenation for our bodies and

were no

take

were.

substance to

days off,

no

vacations,

no

minds. Both need rest. This commandment takes

and rest. And when
best

so

Grod wants

us

seriously the need for rhythmic alteration between work
things get out of whack, when mental or physical fatigue sets in, we can not be our
to know times of rest. Sabbath rest. Rest is a

part of Sabbath.

So too is remembering. But remembering what? Remembering merely to take a day off?! No. It has to
do with remembering God, remembering that God is God. In the book of Deut. this act of remembering is
mentioned in greater detail, "Remember that you were slaves in Egypt and that the Lord your God brought
you out of there with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm" (Deut. 5:15). You see, we are to
remembering who God is and what God has done. God is a deliverer, a liberator, a savior. We are to

celebrate God. In other words, it has to do with recoimecting with CJod. Yes, Sabbath has to do with
refreshing our bodies and minds but also restoring our spirit. And how might our spirit be restored? By

letting the Holy Spirit coimect with out spirit through prayer, reflection, worship, and many other acts of
only mental recollection but also external action.

remembrance. Don't forget, remembrance involves not
A Sabbath rest for our spirit gives us a time to do this.

are body, mind, and spirit and in order to five, truly live, we need to be coimected with God. Keeping
Sabbath aUows us time for the connection. Sabbath caUs us to disengage fix)m our normal routine in
order to engage God with our entire being. Sabbath means to enjoy some R and R, rest and remembrance.

We
a

(Practice

and personalization / "So

what?'*)

happens when we fail to keep a Sabbath? Have you ever run on a treadmiU? It's a weird
experience, at least at first. Once you dial in yoiu- mile per hour speed and the incfine you want, the track
What
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starts turning. Thankfully it starts slowly, and there are hand rails. But soon the speed picks up! If you
dialed in say 6 miles per hour, you start out walking, then jogging then nmning. Then the platform
raises. Wow, soon you're chugging along, pickin' em up and puttin' em down. You can run a thousand

miles
a

on a treadmill
but never get anywhere. You can work up a sweat. You can simulate nmning up
hill, and when you get tired you can slow down, but you never really get anywhere.

Not

...

keeping the

produce,
and

a

Sabbath is like

frantic

pursuit

remember. We need

Oh but

running on a treadmill. We may be feverishly seeking to accomplish, to
We
gusto.
may also have those slow-down times that we fill with leisure activities
of pleasure. But where is it taking us? We need Sabbath. We need times to rest and

to go for the

a

change of pace.

might say, I'm going golfing Sunday (let's pick one of the obvious ones) or I'm going to
sleep
Sunday. Does this quafify as Sabbath? What do you think? I must admit that some of the
most unrelaxing times for me have occurred on the golf coiuTse! Leisure activities are not a substitute for
rest. Slowing down one's fi:antic pace even in the name of leisure is not Sabbath rest. Sabbath rest has to
do with peace, sofitude. It means to let one's body rest. Finding peace for one's body might involve
taking a nap or riding a bike or painting a iMcture or playing a piano. Whatever relaxes your body is part
some

in

on

of Sabbath rest.

What about

resting our minds? My mom tells me that I need to take a day to just putter around. Putter
puttered around? For me, to putter around is to weed a flower garden, mow grass, or
wash the car. It is to do something that doesn't fit in the category of production, of accompfishment.
Mentally it means to do something that allows one's mind to coast. We aU need times to mentaUy coast.
around? Have you

What

ever

you do to putter around is your business, but

we

do need time to putter around.

a change of pace mentally and physically, but it also caUs for remembering, remember?
reconnecting with God. If our Sabbath does not include engagement with God, it's not
really a Sabbath. If we fail to keep the SaWxith there wiU be effects. Listen to Karen Greewaldt,
"Whenever I find myself becoming harsh, rigid, fidl of complaints, and uncharitable, I know I am
than this spirit of negativity. It attracts to itself
harboring a negative sqpirit. Nothing is more harmfiil
ill spirits, like hardness of heart, that may be etched into harsh facial lines; pettiness spilling over into
cheap gossip; resentment that crops up in envy of another's creativity; lack of forgiveness that harbors
feelings of displeasure toward another, to say nothing of maladies like pervasive fatigue, sickly self-pity,
and depressive moods. ." (taken fi-om A Guide to Prayer for All God's People, p. 3 1 1) A spirit of
ne^tivity. This kind of spirit sets in when we fail to keep a Sabbath. This kind of spirit can also be
transformed by the Holy Spirit as we keep a Sabbath rest.

Sabbath involves

It has to do with

.

.

.

.

gift to us. Olebrating a regular, weekly time of rest and remembrance aUows us to
fiving. This may be controversial but Sabbath does not have to be celebrated on the literal
seventh day which is Saturday. It may not even hai^n on Sunday. We Christians have chose to worship
on the first day of the week in honor of the resurrection of the Lord. But sometimes our Sundays are not
Sabbath is God's

maximize

synonymous with Sabbath. In order for Sabbath to

occur

there needs to be both rest and remembrance. If

your work schedule caUs for you to work on Sunday, so be it. But know this, not to keep a Sabbath
sometime during the week is to miss out on what we need. It is to miss out on celebration. We need times
to

celebrate, don't we? We need times to refresh our bodies,

restore

our

love and refocus

our

commitments. We need to

(Integrating application

renew our

keep a

minds, reafign our priorities,

Sabbath because Sabbath keeps us!

and experience/ "Now what?")

How did you celebrate Mother's day last Sunday? We had a party, actuaUy two parties. The first party
was at my sister and her famifies house. My mom was also there. Wow, did we ever have good eats! My
nephew barbecued chicken and salmon. Good stuff Afterwards cards were opened, gifts exchanged,

goixi conversation enjoyed

There

was

also entertainment.

My nephew and niece hit in their batting cage
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(yes they have a batting cage in their back yard). Before the party was

over

I gave my

mom a

big hug and

thanked God for her.
we went to Jan's sisters house. We partied again. Why? Because my nephew said it was St.
Mother's Day! The holiday was made into a holy day. The main entree was barbecued pork roast with aU
the trimmings. Delicious! No entertainment this time. Just lounging around taUdng about old times.

Then

By the end of the day I was partied out, but felt refreshed. Instead of asking Jan to drive home, I did it!
was quite a day, a day of celebration. Last
Sunday we worshipped and rested and partied. That sounds
Uke

an

authentic Sattoath to

Aren't you

me.

glad that God has commanded us to celebrate

Calvary UMC

It

May 9,

a

Sabbath

more

than

once a

year!

Exodus 20: 12

1999

"A Divine

Family Plan"

Focus: Honor your father and mother
Fxmction:

Respecting parental authority
(Integratmg experience with self/ "Why?")

Jaegers had been planning their fishing trip for months. When the day arrived everything came
together nicely. They were well prepared and so their adventure began on a high note.
The

engine sputtered, stalled, and refiised to start. By that time they
they drifted the once lazy ocean began to heave and sweU. The waves grew to
over 6 feet and were soon crashing over the boat. The Jaegers did everything they could to start the engine
and to bail the water out of the boat. But they could not keep up with the surging ocean. An exciting
now a nightmare. Their boat was sinking.
fishing trip
It

was

were

late afternoon when the boat's

far from shore. As

(jeorge Jaeger, his three

and elderly father put on life jackets and bound themselves together with a
sfipped silently into the water. As they swam, the ocean waves washed over

sons

rope. It was dark when they
them. The tffiny water stung their eyes and fiUed their mouths. They coughed and spit, but the waves
were relentless. One of CJeorge's boys swallowed too much salt water, choked and drowned. Then

another, and another, and finaUy George's dad succumbed.
Yet

George

swam

on,

towing his femily.

After 8

nightmarish hours George staggered onto shore,

stiU

pulUng the rope that bound him to the bodies of his family. Later he told the reporters: "I realized they
were aU dead but I guess I didn't want to accept it, so I kept on swimming aU night long. My youngest
always taught our children not to fear death because it was being with
Jesus. Before Cliff died I heard him say, "I'd rather be with Jesus than go on fighting" (A story told by
Charles SwindoU in a sermon).

boy Cliff was the first to go.

Few famiUes wUl
us.

Is there

can our

than

a

any?

undergo

I had

such

a

tragedy as this.

As I think of this story I wonder about the paraUel for
our families as well, and I wonder

It is true that the storms and stress of Ufe buffet

families survive and remain intact? Could it be that the Jaeger family was held together by
Do you suppose they were bound together by God's family plan?

~

more

rope?

(Conceptformulation / "Why?")
God's famUy plan. The psalmist aUudes to this famUy plan: "Unless the Lord builds the house, the
bmlders labor in vain" (Psalm 127: 1). Somehow I don't think the scripture is taUdng the blueprints for

a
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tri-level, wood-frame structure?! The scripture, indeed the Lord is concemed about building families. So
much so, that when the 10 Commandments were given. Commandment number five dealt with this very
issue. "Honor your father and mother."

placement of this commandment is very significant. When the 10 Commandments are analyzed it is
are two emphases; One has to do with the way we relate to God, and the other emphasis is
how we relate to others and the world. There is a vertical dimension (God) and a horizontal one (others).
The first four commandments deal with the vertical dimension. Starting vwth commandment number 5
we begin to relate to others. The Lord chose this place in the order to address the famfiy. Dear fiiends, in
the eyes of the Lord, the family is huge!

The

clear that there

grand scheme of things is critical and fimdamental. We have been told by social
family a basic building block of society. Without the family society crumbles. This
isn't a new concept, for tiie fifth commandment talks about living long in the land, of having a healthy
society, when parents are honored. When the divine family plan is ignored or undermined there is going

The role of family in the

scientists that the

is

to be trouble in the land!

"Honor your father and your mother," says the Lord, Father? Mother? Before we get too far into our
exploration it is helpfiil to clarify who is to be honored. Are we talking only about a biological mother or
a biological father? My sister is adopted. There's no MaxweU blood flowing in her veins, no MaxweU
genes in her makeup, yet my mom and dad were her mom and dad. There are adoptive parents, right?
And sometimes the adoption is formal, and other times, it is informal. I have seen adults who have

fimctioned as

a

mother

about biological

father to a young person. Do you think this commandment is taUdng only
I don't think so. It has to do with adults who relate to chUdren in a "parent-

or a

parents?

mode". Honor your fether and your mother.

Obviously, the operative word is "honor," What does honor mean? The basic meaning has to do with
being heavy or weighty. To honor is to be heavy?! (That does not bode well for weight-watchers and slim
fist!) Rarely is the word used Uterally, however, in most cases it is used figuratively. It is not a difficult
stretch to think of a person of whom it is said, she can throw her weight around! To have authority,
responsibility, clout is to be a weighty person, a person who is deserving of honor.
high school basketbaU coach. I can stUl see him standing in the middle of the gym floor
directing our practices and sometimes even playing with us. When he blew his whistie, we stop^d what
we were doing and listened. When he told us to run sprints, we ran. When he told us to that practice
tomorrow was at 4 PM, we came! He was a major adult influence in my life. And even now when I see
him, since we are both adults he wants me to caU him by his first name, Denny, I can't caU him by his
first name! I have to call him Coach Blevins, Why? Because for me, he is a weighty person! A person
deserving of honor.
I think of my

It must be said that honoring someone is not the same as obeying though. Honor and obedience are not
synonymous. The commandment does not say, obey your fether and mother; it uses the word honor.
This is not to say that obedience is not a part of honor, it is. But the way obedience comes into play

changes depending upon the age and stage of the parent-child relationship,

We'U talk

more

about this

later. But for now, God used the word honor, not obey. Honor has to do with respect. To honor a person
is to acknowledge that person as one who is valuable, as one who is to be treated with dignity. It is to hold
a person in high regard Honor does not imply affection. It doesn't even mean liking your fether or

mother! It has nothing to do with emotion. It has
treat parents with respect.

everything to do with an act of the wUl,

of choosing to

(Practice and personalization / "So what?")
What does this

imply?

Let's take

early years the focus is surely

on

a

joumey to see how honor impacts a parent-child relationship. In the
question, parents have great responsibiUty. As we

the parent. Without
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think about

parenting it's helpfiil to think about the goal of parenting. What is the goal? As a parent it is
myself out of a job! A parent is charged with the responsibfiity erf raising the chfid to be a
responsible adult. This does not imply that one is no longer a parent once your child reaches adulthood
But the role of parent changes at that point, and in fact is
changuig aU through the ages and stages of life.
Early on, the relationship between a parent and a chfid is described in Ephesians 6:1, "Children, obey
your parents ui the Lord for this is right." From the cMld's side the emphasis is on obedience. From the
parent's side there is an emphasis on control which means for example that we try to keep children from
playing ui the street or sticking their finger in a light socket. But as time goes on, control is balanced by
trust. Parents relax confi-ol and
gradually shift into a trust mode, witii the goal beuig responsible
adulthood for the child. As the parent-chfid relationship evolves control gives way to trust.

to work

Notice that the

Ephesians passage talks about parents parentuig "in the Lord." The scripture goes on to
say, "Fathers, do not exasperate your children; instead bring them up in the ti^aining and instruction of the
Lord." According to this a parent's and specifically a father's
can be
into two

responsibihty
placed
categories: caretaking and teaching. Parents have the responsibility to nurture and care for their children,
to convey to them that they are of etemal worth and
prized highly. It involves creating security and
giving support, to be there for them through thick and thin, good times and bad Parents are urged to love
their children unconditionally, no strings attached.
Parents

are also charged with the
responsibility to teach their children. When a chhd is bom, there is so
much to leam! Who would argue with that statement?! As parents we are concemed about helping our
children leam to read, write, and surf the net. God also wants parents to be teUers of God's
story. Listen

to what God says:

"Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord your God with ah
heart
and
with
aU your soul and with all your strength. These commandments that I give you
your
are
to be upon your hearts. Impress them on your chfidren. Talk about them when you sh at home and when
...

you walk along the road, when you he down and when you get up. Tie them as symbols on your hands
and bind them on your foreheads. Write them on the door frames of your houses and on your gates"

(Deut. 6:4-8). God is serious about the teaching part of being a parent!
What

are we teaching our children? Are we teaching them about God and the
things of (jod? Are we
helping them understand to whom they are ultimately responsible? Are teaching them the importance of
faitii? Are we teaching them the privfiege and obligation of becoming like Jesus? Parents are to be teUers
of God's story. Certainly parents caimot do this alone, the church also plays an important role. But it

starts in the home and needs to be reinforced in the home!
across the grain of a modem assumption that parents should respect their chfidren' s
sovereign
right to make up their own minds about rehgious and moral matters. But why should we make that
assumption? If we have faith in God and in the ways of God, should we not seek to convey our beliefs to
our chfidren? Absolutely! If we do not talk to children about God, what we are saying is that God
reaUy
doesn't matter to us. If we don't teach morality, we are actually teaching immorality! Children are
leaming, and if we don't teach them, they wih leam from somebody else, maybe a disc jockey, a celebrity,

This cuts

or a

TV character.

charged with the responsibility to teach their children. Such teaching, some have said, is
caught than taught. How can one "catch" faith? Parents can talk, but there also needs to be walk.
Chfidren need to see that their parents relationship with God makes a difference in their hfe. Parents
must model Christian faith for their children. This of course does not imply perfection or knowing ah the
answers! (whew!) It is to say by word and deed that God and the teachings of God are valued and soiight.
No one can make a child believe or have feith, but the parent is given the privfiege and responsitttlity of
sharing faith with his or her children.
Parents

are

more

we need to shift the focus to the adult chfid What does it mean
to
is
an adult? Let's retum to the word
honor a parent when the child
respect. The adult chfid is to treat his
or her parent with respect, to value the parent as a person who worked in
partnership with God

As the

parent-chfid relationship ages,

bringing
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about his

her birth. A parent is to be listened to, respected and valued. Not necessarily obeyed, but
always honored. Even young children are not compelled to obey a parent who be leading or influencing
their child to do something that is
contrary to the will of God (see Eph. 6: 1). Remember obedience is not
or

the

same as

On

more

honor. Honor points

us

in the direction of respect.

than

one occasion, I have talked with
people who have wrestled vdXh whether or not a nursing
legitimate option for their aged parent. In every situation there is a complex set of factors that
need to be considered, and here is the answer: I don't know what the
right answer is. But doesn't it make
sense that all parties involved need to be a
part of the decision-making process? All parties. If the older
person is left out of the decision-making what does that really say about respecting their rights and
dignity?

home is

a

Honoring one's father and mother never goes out of style. As time goes on, the relationship between
parent and child changes and so too must the style of honor. But no matter what the age or stage, the
conmiandment declares. Honor your father and mother.
(Integrating application

and experience / "Now what?")

Last

Sunday I attended a piano recital. Our organist Carol Archangeli and her piano students hosted a
very enjoyable afternoon. I was plarming to take a nap but I think the Lord was nudging me to attend the
recital. I'm glad I did!
The

baby grand was situated in a prominent place and the sanctuary was fiill of antsy students and
admiring parents and friends. After a brief introduction by Carol, the festival of music unfolded. One
student after another played a variety of songs such as the Entertainer, Kum-Ba-Ya, Beethoven's Ode to
Joy, Pachelbel's Cannon in D etc. And of course the cameras were flashing and the video cameras
rolling. After each performance there was rousing applause and a sigh of relief!
Last

Sunday wasn't my first recital. I have been a part of many recitals. AU three of my children took
piano lessons, and I know what goes on before the recital h^qjens. I know aU about the blood, sweat and
tears. The hours of practice. The hours of teaching. The hours of encouragement. Many peojde are
involved at different levels of course, but very much involved. Parents, siblings, granc^rents, piano
teacher, and even friends.
Last

Sunday it dawned on me

Aren't you

~

it

really takes a famfiy to make beautifiil

music.

glad God gave us a divine family plan?

Calvary UMC

May 30,

1999

Exodus 20: 13

"Choose Life"
Focus: You shaU not murder

Function:

Respecting human Ufe
(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?")

When we moved from the farm to Lexington, Kentucky it was like going to Mars. What a different
world! Instead of living in the middle of 80 acres of farmland, we were plopped down in the middle of a
subdivision. Instead of com or wheat or woods, everywhere I looked I saw houses. And the
who

people

lived in those houses were unknovm to me. I left a place where I knew everyone and everyone knew me.
In Lexington I knew no one. But when the moving van was unloaded that didn't seem to make much
difference. Before the ramp hit the

ground kids came firom everywhere. There's something about a
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moving van that attracts kids!

I don't know where

they came from but

it

was

school

recess

in

our

front

yard.
After we settled in we got to know some of the kids. Across the street from us lived
Ryan and his older
brother Ian. Ryan was about the same age as our son Jared, around 6. Patrick lived
up the street from us
and he and Ian where the same age as our oldest
daughter Jennifer. They were 8 years old. Ian and
Patrick took turns attempting to catch Jennifer's eye. And then there was Dee and Arthur. Dee was
Jennifer's age and Arthur was just a little bit older than our Julie. Julie was three, Arthur five.
They
formed the Wem street gang, and then- clubhouse was our house.

Jufie and Arthur spent the most time together. Neither one was in school. I remember the
day that
Arthur and Jufie were playing with Jennifer's Barbie and Ken doUs on our front
don't think

porch. (I
they were doing!) As they played Arthur reached over and touched Jufie's face. Jufie
had a fair comjdexion and was as blond as blond could be. Arthur's
complexion was dark and his hair a
Idnky black To look at them they were as different as night and day, black and white (That's because they
were!). To the eye th^ looked so different, yet as they played it (fidn't seem to matter to them. I don't
think Arthur was too enthused about playing Barbie md Ken
though, but he did. He was a good sport.
When Arthur touched Jufie's face perhaps he realized they were different but who cared Arthur didn't.
Julie didn't. They kept on playing.
Jennifer knew what

What

is the story conung out of the Balkans. There public policy is "Ethnic
Cleansing".
the
ethnic
Albanians are being murdered, raped and driven from their homes and thefi- country
Presentiy
by the Serbs. In the past the Serbs have experienced similar treatment. In this story their ethnic and
cultural differences are real and divisive. They are different in many ways, but in contrast to Julie and
a conti-ast

Arthur, they can't get along.
Take

a

look around you. We

are

all different in

some

way. Is tiiere

a

lesson

we

must leam in order to live

together?
(Conceptformulation / "What?'*)
The sixth commandment says, "You shafi not murder." The King James version says, "Thou shalt not
kill." This commandment is rather straightforward, isn't it? In Hebrew it is even more simplified, "No

killing." This doesn't reqmre much interpretation, does it? Don't use a 357 Magnum to snuff out another
person's Ufe. Don't bash someone's head in with a basebaU bat. This may sound gmesome but it should
for the commandment forbids the violent kfiling of a person. Understood literaUy, it outlaws the
killing of
a personal enemy by a private citizen. "You shaU not murder." This commandment doesn't seem to need
much explanation, but then again, maybe it does.
a case history- the story of Cain and Abel. They were different,
very different. They had
different interests and different occupations. There were similarities- they were brothers. But their
biological tie seemed to be about the only thing th^^ had in common. When they were old
to

Let's examine

enough

strike out

on

their own, they went in opposite directions vocationaUy. Cain became

a

farmer. Abel

a

sheepherder.
In the

of time Caui brought

offering to the Lord, some of the firstfiuits of the harvest. Abel also
offering
brought
offering was weU received by God. Cain's was not.
But God did not abandon Cain nor did God chastise him. God sought to lovingly bring him closer into
feUowship. But Cain was having none of it! Cain was not too happy, and his anger was directed at his
brother Abel. So Cain invited Abel to go on a crop tour. While they were in the field, Cain kiUed his
brotiier Abel (Gen. 4:1-8).
course
an

an

to God from his flock Abel's
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When did Cain \dolate the 6th conunandment? In the field when he grabbed a hoe, or an ax, or a stone
and snuffed out his brother's Iffe? The coroner might agree, but not Jesus. From Jesus' point of view

Cain violated the sixth commandment before the actual murder took

place in the field.

But
Listen to what Jesus said, "You have heard that it was said to the people long ago. Do not murder
I teU you that anyone who is angry with his brother wiU be subject to judgment" (Mt. 5:21-22). According
to Jesus violating the sixth commandment involves more than murder, it has to do with one's attitude
toward another. This commandment addresses violent deeds to be sure, but also a violent spirit. What we
.

are

.

.

seeks to diminish or devalue another person.
life. To look with contempt upon another is to murder, said

talking about is a spirit or attitude toward another that

To cafi

a

a

fool is to take

person
Jesus. "You shall not murder."

a

person's

desperately needed today. Human life has become cheap. Video games, TV
programs, movies, magazines, attitudes all serve to desensitize us to the value of human life. People are
expendable and easily elinunated. And then there are those tragic moments when virtual reality spfils
over into real Iffe. For many life is cheap, and sold to the lowest bidder.

This conmiandment is

begiiming God created Wow did God ever create! And the
crowning
humanity. The scriptm-es say, "Then God said, 'Let us make man in our
in
our
so
God
created them male and female" (Gen. 1:26,27). God fashioned us and
likeness...,
image,
breathed into us fife! We are created in the image of God, we are chips off the ol' block, so to speak.
It

was not

meant to be like this. In the

work of creation

...

was

(Practice and personalization / "So what?")
Two

Sundays

ago I shared the front pew with Laura Jean. Laura Jean is the five month old

daughter of

Nelson, missionaries to Indonesia. After the first worship service Laura Jean was sound
asleep. (I guess I really wowed her!) Phil and Kris had to get ready for their presentation and so I

Phfi and Kris

volunteered to watch Laura Jean who

was

sound

asleep in the front pew.

I sat next to her watching her sleep. She slept peacefiiUy, her tiny bod|y rocking to and fro from her
breathing. Once in a whfie her eye lashes would flutter. And her fingers would wiggle. I couldn't resist,
I had to touch her fingers. Her fingernails were so perfect, so exquisite. So precious. (Someone asked me
tf I wanted another baby. No. that's okay. I'U wait for grandchildren.) As I watched Laura Jean, I

marveled at the sacredness of life.
We may not aU be that cute or tiny, but each person, each one of us, is sacred. Life is a sacred gift from
God. We caimot create Ufe, only God can do that. Only God can breathe life into us. That means we are
aU sacred, special, of etemal value; each person is an immortal soul. Life. Cheap? Noway! It is sacred.
No matter who

we

are,

no

matter what differences

exist,

we are

aU sacred.

The value of people cannot be measured by our various yardsticks of usefiilness. One yardstick might be
appearance. In our culture we value beauty and youthfiilness. Plastic surgery is big business. Looking
young is greatiy desired. How we look is so vitally important. Aj^arance is an often-used yard stick.

performance? Don't we value people based on what they can contribute to society?
IntelUgence, creativity, resoiu-cefiilness, problem-solving abfiities make us valuable people. What about
symbols of status? Money. Home. C^r. Leisure activities. Vacations. Aren't these benchmarks used to
measure people? What about where we come from? O the color of our skin? OrourbeUefs? Our
ethnicity? These can all be yardsticks that determine our value.
What about

God sweeps them away by reminding us that aU persons are created in the image of (jod and are sacred.
one is! One is
Each person is valuable, not because of who one is or what one does, but rather because
Iffe
is
sacred.
and
aUve,
...
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There

many far-reaching social issues today that demand our attention: Capital punishment, abortion,
euthanasia, the plight of the poor, racism. They are all complex and for me to comment briefly on each
would be inappropriate. But this commandment directly impacts all of these issues and much, much
more. As we delve into these matters in word and deed, we need to do so with this moral
principle firmly
are

fixed in

our

minds: aU human life is sacred.

And God

gives us the reqwnsibUity to act moraUy. To put it another way, God shares with us the
responsibfiity of protecting and enhancing life, from the begiiming to the end, and aU the way in between.
From the moment of conception to the moment of death, we have a role to play. As we think about that
role, let's remember that each person is sacred.
The commandment says. You shall not kiU. Don't be a life-taker. We could word it positively, be a lifegiver. What does a life-giver do? We could go in many directions but I have chosen two. The first is
listening. A life-giver is a good fistener. There are lots of people in the world who want to talk, but a life-

gjver needs to be a good listener.

A good listener is one jwovides opportunity to another to talk. A good
who seeks to understand what is being said, A Ustener doesn't have to agree with what is
being said. I'm not talking about agreement but rather understanding and maybe even appreciation.
When we listen to others, seeking to understand where they are coming from, who they are, what is

listener is

one

important to them, what have they experienced,

we are

life-givers.

We

are

respecting them as people.

Another

life-giving exercise is talking. It makes sense, doesn't it? Life-givers Usten; life-givers talk. But
we say? How about talking like Jesus? When Jesus talked to
people his care and love for them
came through in variety of ways. It goes without question that his desfie was to bring
people close to God
and help them understand what God's wiU was for them. But let's be even more specific: Jesus had
manners; he spoke with courtesy and kindness. Oh there were times when he spoke sharply and was
noticeably upset. But he majored in encouragement, kindness, care. He was more concemed about
building people up than tearing them down, and the tool he used very often was right here (point to my
tongue). Life-givers are people who speak graciously.
what shall

Life-givers. To stimulate your thinking, let me share with you a prayer written over 700 years ago. The
age of the prayer makes it sound dry, dusty, and out of touch, but I think you'll find that the prayer of St.
Francis is very up-to-date.
me an instrument of thy peace: where there is hatred let me sow love; where there is
injury,
there is doubt, faith; where there is despair, hope; where there is darkness, light; and where
where
pardon;
there is sadness, joy. O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled as to console; to

"Lord, make

be understood, as to understand; to be loved, as to love; for it is in giving that we receive, it is in
pardoning that we are pardoned, and it is fii dying that we are bom to etemal life." Life-giving.

(Integrating application

and experience/ "Now what?")

happened at annual conference. My wife Jan was attending the pastor's spouses luncheon. The speaker
gave a talk on angels in her life. FoUowing her comments, they broke out into smaU groups where
everyone was given an opportunity to share their experiences of angels in their Ufe. In Jan's small group
their was no pause. Sue was more than readty to share.
It

She, her husband Mike and four kids were camping in the Porky Pine Mountains in the U.P. I've never
been there but I'm told it is

tme wfidemess and the

camping is extremely rustic. In other words, we are
camping
Holiday
camping Mfice experienced chest pains. Sue is a
talking
She
the
and
nurse
problem immediately.
recognized
helped him to thefi- car and with their four kids
in
the
middle
no
of
where.
While
small
Mike was being treated. Sue reached out for
a
drove to
hospital
another
who
Uved
Dave
near
pastor
Marquette. When Dave found out what happened he
help. She called
drove and drove and drove. When Dave arrived, he took care of the kids. For two days he played with the
not

about

a

at the

Inn! While
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kids, bought them ice cream, kept them occupied. Mike recovered completely firom the heart attack and
Sue praised God for that. She also praised God for her
angel fii blue jeans. Life-giving.
The sixth commandment says. Thou shalt not kiU. Yes,

Calvary UMC

we can

be

fife-givers.

June 6, 1999

Let's choose fife!

Exodus 20: 14

"Becoming One Flesh"
Focus: You shafi not commit adultery
Function: Respecting the covenant of marriage

(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?")
Our

daughter JuUe just turned

17. Her older brother Jared decided tiiat it was time for Julie to become
wise in ways of the world. He felt it was time for her to leam how to
get her car serviced.
Immediately after celebratfiig her 17tii bfithday, tihiey took her car to the
lube in Fenton. In order
more

to have the entire

quickie
experience Julie had to drive and Jared would be the instmctor.

The lesson began

early! As they drove into the quickie lube Julie didn't know where to go. Jared helped
her way through a maze to the service door. The experience almost ended
right there for Julie
didn't see the service attendant trying to wave her in! Upon Jared' s
urging they proceeded up a steep
incline into the service bay. Once inside Julie was asked a lot of questions,
questions that she wasn't
reaUy prepared to answer. The attendant asked: Name? That wasn't too difBcult. First name? Jufie.
Mr. or Mrs.? Ahhhh, are there any other choices? What kfiid of ofi? What
type of service?
her

weave

After

getting through the interview stage, it was time for action. The attendant rapped on the hood. Julie
looked at Jared: What's that aU about? He wants you to open the hood. Later he showed Julie the
dip
stick and waited. Julie looked at Jared again
What? "Just teU him okay."
the car

EventuaUy

-

serviced, but I don't think JuUe knew what

was

got

going on.

Some

might compare this experience to marriage. Weddings happen aU the time but do people know
going on? When I got married I don't tlunk I did. Quite frankly, the marriage ceremony was a
blur. I remember milling around with the groomsmen in the "ready room" next to the sanctuary. Once in
a while we peeked out to see if anyone was conung to the wedding. There were the usual
jests and
invitations to escape before it was too late! After the sanduary filled, the music started, the verbal cue
I don't remember. I went somewhere and said some things but
was giv^ and then
.it's aU a blurr.
what is

...

.

.

Since that time I've had plenty of opportunity to consider the

vows I said that day. "I, Jeff, take thee
Jan,
and to hold, from this day forward, for better, for worse, for richer, for
poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, tiU death us do part, according to God's holy
ordinance; and thereto I pledge thee my faith." Serious vows, aren't they? These vows speak of
permanence and life-long faithfiilness.

to be my wedded

wtfe,

to have

vows unreasonable? Is such a state of marriage attauiable? And
why are they so important to
anyway? God Usted 10 commandments, and out of aU the issues that could have been addressed, God
cites marriage as one of the top ten? What is going on?

Are these

God

(Conceptformulation / "What?")
Commandment #7 You shaU not commit adultery. This commandment addresses the issue of
adultery
du-ectly and marriage indirectly. Adultery of course is the dangerous situation that puts a
in
-

marriage

jeopar<fy.
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Marriages are in danger.

The divorce rate is

staggering, over 50 percent. If these facts hold up, it means
married
will
couples
get a divorce. And many here this morning have
experienced divorce. Let me say up front that in this sermon there is no attempt to point a finger of blame
at anyone or pile on
guilt and shame. It is my desire to let God speak to us about the significance of the

that

one out

of every two

marriage covenant.
Indeed, the marriage covenant is

a matter of great importance to God which is why God forbade adultery.
Adultery, literally understood in the Old Testament context, is sexual intercourse with the wife or engaged
woman of another man. In contrast to the
infidelity and promiscuity of neighboring peoples God required
the covenant people to uphold the standard of sexual
purity. Everybody else was doing it, but in the eyes
of God that didn't make it right for the people of God. Do not commit adultery. This commandment

regulated extramarital affairs. Variations of this commandment found in the Old Testament and New
forbade premarital sexual activity also. In other words, God was very concemed about sexual purity.
And in the New Testament Jesus comes along and ratchets this concem up a few notches. In the sermon
on the Mount Jesus said. You have heard that it was
said. Do not commit adultery. But I teU you that
anyone who looks at a woman lustfifily has already committed adultery with her in his heart" (Mat. 5:2728). According to Jesus adultery involves more than sex. Adultery may not happen in bed, but it can
haj^n in our head. If we entertain fantasies about others, beware adultery has occurred and one's
marriage is in jeopardy. Sexual purity involves our imagination; it involves what we read; what we allow
to enter into our minds through our eye. Certain pictures, certain words, certain
images may be protected
by the constitution but can get us into a great deal of trouHe! Take note: God's people are to strive for
sexual purity.

(I^actice and personalization / "So what?")
This could take

in many directions but the seventh commandment points us toward adultery. Most
adultery forbids sexual relations with the wife of another man. The pdbble has been

us

constraed

narrowly
drojqjed and ripples

becoming visible.

The bibfical thrust of adultery has to do with

more than that,
something impure or
inferior by adding something foreign or alien. When my Dad wanted to drink coffee, he wanted coffee,
regular, straight-up and strong. Don't mix raspberry lattee or hazelnut creme-mint in his coffee. He
wanted good ol coffee, MaxweU House Coffee. (What else?!) Don't adulterate his coffee.

doesn't it? When

are

we

think of adultery, think of adulterate.

Likevrise, God doesn't

To adulterate is to make

want the

marriage covenant to be adulterated What might adulterate a marriage?
other
than one's spouse certainly adulterates a marriage. One's imagination
person
can also assault the marriage covenant. But let's not limit these assaults to the domain of sex. A love or
fascination with one's occupation or a hobby or leisure activity may assault the marriage covenant. Don't
Sexual

activity with

a

misunderstand me, I'm not

suggesting unemployment or not having a hobby, none of that. But tf any of
destroying the marriage covenant, then beware, adultery is happeiung. Marriage needs
to be protected cherished, maintained; let no foreign substance undermine the marriage covenant. You
shaU not commit adultery.

these activities

are

Marriage is important in the eyes of God The seventh commandment seeks to protect marriage. So far
we have been looking at it negativety, let's examine it from a positive standpoint. Let's do so
by going to
the first wedding. In the beginning, God created male and female. Do you remember how it happened?
Adam was tending the garden, doing what God had created him to do. As Adam went about his business
of tending the garden and caring for the animals, it was apparent that something was wrong. He was
probably moping around What was wrong? Adam was lonely. He had lots to do and a beautifiil place to
do it in, but he was alone, isolated. He had feUowship with God but there was another need
God put his finger on it: "It is not good for the man to be alone." I wiU make a woman. So a woman was
made, and God then officiated at the first wedding by givuig away the first bride! When Adam saw Eve,
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he said, "This is now bone of my bones, flesh of
my flesh ..." This somids rather, stuffy doesn't it? Well,
English translation doesn't do justice to the Hebrew. One translation tries to catch the passion of the
moment, when Adam saw Eve, he exclaimed, "This is it!" (Living Bible) Yessssss! Alrrrright!

the

The ceremony followed: "For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and be united to his
wife, and they will become one flesh. The man and his wife were both naked, and
felt no shame"

they
(see (jen. 2: 15-25). Here we have the blueprint for the marriage covenant. Leaving, being united, and
becoming one flesh. We could summarize by saying leaving the uncommitted lifestyle and being
conunitted to another. This covenant involves two willing
people who are committed to each other, and
such

a

conunitment creates the context for

intimacy.

And

intimacy is what it's all about. Notice that they became one flesh, naked and unashamed. In the
marriage covenant an opportunity occurs for us to meet a deep need that we all have, the need for
intimacy. A need to be accepted, known and cared for by another person. Each one of is created to be a
social being, and that means we need other people. Furthermore it means that isolation is still intolerable.
It's not good for anyone to be alone. The marriage covenant offers us one of God's solutions to our
loneliness.
This is not to say that those who are unmarried are doomed to loneliness. Not at all!
Single people can
experience a satisfying and fulfilling relationships without being married The apostie Paul was single.

Hey,

Jesus

single. Singleness is not an inferior status. But, regardless of one's marital status, we do
recognized that we are created to be social beings. A single person needs special fiiends. Of
course this special friendship doesn't involve sex. God's word exalts
fidelity in marriage and celibacy in
singleness. So for the single person a friendship with another can meet the need for intimacy without
engaging in sex. But we aU need intimacy.
was

need to

And the

marriage covenant enables one to experience intimacy. Such intimacy does not hai^n
automaticaUy or without effort. It requires commitment and time. The wedding ceremony only takes a
few moments, but the marriage takes a life time. When we look at the marriage covenant from the
perspective of intimacy, then it is clear how dangerous adultery is, for it undermines trust. When trust is
eroded the marriage is in trouble. And when the marriage is in trouble, the one flesh uiuon is in danger
of being ripped apart. Can you imagine flesh being ripped, torn apart?
There

those who

speak casuaUy of sex,

of "open

marriage"

where most

anything goes as long as it's
personally intimacy is
sacred and binds two people together. When such a union is ripped apart there is pain. In the marriage
covenant two people are united in all ways- body, mind spirit, and this union needs to be protected and
are

consentual. Such

an

attitude, such an ethic

cannot erase the truth that sexual and

cherished.

What happens when adultery has occurred? What happens when a marriage is broken? When trust has
betrayed? What can be done when the standard of holiness has been trampled on?

been

caught in the very act of adultery, and was dragged before Jesus. The crowd was in the mood for
puiushment. The standard of holiness required punishment. The drama was intense. Jesus bent down
and doodled in the dirt. The crowd kept badgering him vrith questions, so he stood and said to them, "If
any one of you is without sin, let him be the first to throw a stone at her." At this, the crowd slowly
dispersed
She

was

Jesus then asked the woman, "Where are they? Has no one condemned you?" "No one sfi-." "Then
neither do I condemn you, go now and sin no more" (John 8:1-11). The standard of holiness was upheld
But the offer of forgiveness and restoration was also offered When the covenant of marriage is broken
there is always the offer of forgiveness and restoration.
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(Integrating application

and experience / "Now what?")

Day weekend, and we have a tradition at om* house: we plant something. In days past it
was our garden. Lately it involves the planting of flowers.
When Jan reminded me of our tradition I was
too dirty to get in the car so I sent her to the garden store to get our supplies. While she was gone, I
tackled the flower beds. They didn't look too fertile- the soil was hard, crusty, lifeless. I used a shovel to
upend the earth, loosening the soil and busting clods. In the flower bed by the front door I used a hand
spade. Jabbing and prying I finally loosened the ground. But the flower pot was the worse. I thought
about using a hammer and chisel! When Jan came home I mixed potting soil and fertilizer together in
order to sweeten and fertilize the soU. Then we worked as a team to plant the geraiuums and impatiens.
Jan separated the plants and handed them to me. I in tum created a hole with the spade and transplanted
the flowers. After planting we watered aU the flowers. There
everything was completed, right? No,
not quite. Two days later the geranimns were hanging over the side of the pot! It is true: if we are to
have a vibrant blooming display of color, the flowers need to be tended more than once. It's an ongoing
It

was

Memorial

~

affair!

Becoming one flesh is
ejqjerience.

a

lot like

Calvary UMC

tending a flower garden!

And if tended

properly,

it too

yields

a

beautifiil

Exodus 20: 15

June 13, 1999

"Wanted: Caretakers"
Focus: You shall not steal
Function:

Handling wisely material possessions

and

resources

(Integrating experience with self/"Why?")
hot, sticky day, and guess what Jared and Julie wanted to do? Go swimming at Seven Lakes State
with staying in the house with a fan blowing on me. They disagreed and turned on
the charm. "Come on Dad, please take us to the beach. It'll be a good bonding time." Kids can be very
persuasive. Soon we were looking for a parking spot at the beach.
It

was a

Park. I

was content

The car barely stopped rolling when Jared and Julie jumped out and dashed toward the water with their
beach towels waving in the wind like a superhero's cape. I was left to tote the beach stuff. A competition
fiisbee. A beach ball. Flip flops. Sun tan lotion. An uninflated raft. A nerf footbaU. And who knows

what else.

They had already plopped their beach towels on a
quite rea(fy for swimming so I unloaded our stuff
tip toeing
on the picnic table. I had brought with me a thermos of ice tea and was enjoying a refreshing pause in the
midst of aU the confiision. The beach was overrun with kids! Kids were everywhere screaming,
hoUering, splashing. It was a real zoo, and most of the zoo keepers were sitting at the picnic tables like I
I traveled in the direction that Jared and Julie went.

into the water. I wasn't

picnic table and were

was.

As I soaked up

some sun

and ice tea, out of the comer of my eye I saw another adult coming towards me.
La<fy." She was kind of plump and a cotton apron would not have looked out

"Grandma

She looked like a
on her. She had

kindly look about her, and I expected her to offer me some oatmeal cookies.
She was carrying no cookies though; she was empty-handed and smiling. She walked directiy to my
jMcnic table acting as ff she were on a mission. I didn't know her and wondered what business she might
have with me. The "Grandma Lady" didn't say a word. She did nod at me but didn't speak. From the
back side of the piciuc table she picked up a beach towel, turned, and waficed away. Mmmmm, one of her
of place

kids

or

a

grandkids must have left their towel on our table.
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Later Julie and Jared returned, shivering and shaking. They searched through the stuff on the picnic
table, looking for their beach towels. Jared found his. Julie didn't. "Where's my towel? I left it right
here. Where is it?" It was a new beach towel. Julie's Grandma and Gran^a had just given it to her for
her birthday. It was special. "Where's my new beach towel?" "What does it look like Julie?" As she
described it, I had a sinking feeling in my stomach. The "Grandma Ladty" had taken Julie's towel. I
would like to think that she didn't steal it but was confijsed. But
she did take what didn't belong to
her, and that's stealing. Stealing, it haj^ns doesn't it? Sometimes it happens in the most unexpected
.

places and by the

most

.

.

unsuspecting people.
(Conceptformulation / "What?")

The

Eighth Commandment declares, "You shall not steal." This commandment is very terse and direct.
The commandment literally means do not take that which belongs to another without their consent or

knowledge.

On the face of it, it is concemed with

respecting the property of another.

Do not take that

which belongs to another.
This commandment addresses the material side of life. Oftentimes reUgion is portrayed as dealing with
spiritual matters, the intangible, the other-worldly. But God has created us more than spiritual beings, we

have

body and therefore have physical needs as well. In the eyes of God there is to be no separation
our soul and our body. Chie is not better than the other. We are both soul and botfy. The
implication of course is that we have physical needs and this coimnandment keeps us from spiritualizing
a

between

this tmth.
For

example, I don't think you would want me to stand before you this morning without clothes on. And
what about food? I like to eat, but I also need to eat. So do you. And there are times when our health
needs attention. We also need a place to leam. We also need a place to sleep. We have needs: material,

physical, tangible needs. Related to these needs
our needs: food, clothing, and shelter.

are

material

possessions.

We need

some

things to address

acknowledges the value of the material side of life. When a popular singer declares,
girl," in some w^s we all are "material people." That's the way it is, and this
commandment seeks to acknowledge and protect the material side of life. So, do not steal.
This commandment

"I'm

a

material

"Grandma Lady" do not take a beach towel. Do not rob the State Bank. Do not burglarize you neighbor's
house. Do not hot wire that burgundy Expedition. Do not falsify your income tax returns. These are all

personal nature. The commandment also warns systems or organizations about stealing: Do
steal rights and negotiated privileges from people. Do not steal.

thefts of a
not

We examined this commandment as it is worded in the book of Exodus. Let's take a look at a positive
wording of this same commandment. In other words, the commandment forbids "wrong-taking." What

does it mean to engage in
Ixx*: of Genesis.

"right-keeping?"

In order to do

this, let's

retum to the creation

story in the

At the dawn of creation God was on a roll! On the sixth day "God created man in his own image, in the
image of God he created him; male and female he created them." (Gen. 1 :27). Then the Lord (jod took

and put him in the Garden of Eden..." (Gen. 2:15). It was a beautiftil time in which Adam
stretched out in his hammock and was waited on hand and foot. CJrapes were ploi^d into his mouth,
bananas peeled and fed to him. It was a do-nothing life-style! No, this isn't quite accurate. The Lord
the

man

to work it and take care of it"
God took the man and put him in the garden of Eden
to
work
and take care of what God had created.
note what Adam's job was:
...

(Gen. 2:15). Please

From the very beginning Adam was a caretaker. That was God's intention for him and for all persons
since that time. God's perfect plan is that we should be caretakers of his creation. Keep in mind the

difference between

a

caretaker and a

owner.

When you go to

Bay Shore C^mp you will sooner or later be
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by Lew Tibbetts. Lew sometimes seems larger than life. He is the camp director, who is responsible
day to day operations of the camp. You'll find him at camp registrations, at a campfire, in the
dining haU or the recreation center or the Tabernacle. Lew is everywhere and the great success of the
camp is due in part to Lew Tibbetts. But Lew does not ovm the camp! Lew is the director, or we could

met

for the

a

say

caretaker.

In terms of creation God is the owner, human beings are to be caretakers. The psalmist reminds us of that
fact, "The earth is the Lord's and everytiiing in it; the world and aU who live in it" (Ps. 24: 1). Everything

belongs to God and God has never given anyone the right to assume ownership of his creation. There
might be a deed with a person's name on it, or one might have a clear titie to a car, or you may have made
your last payment on a boat or an RV, but when it comes right down to it, we reaUy don't own anything.
We are reaUy caretakers. All material possessions and resources belong to God, and as caretakers we are
to handle these possessions wisely.
(Practice and personalization / "So what?")
What does this

imply? The prophet Malachi was very direct about this: "WiU a man [or a woman] rob
According to the Scriptures it is possible to steal firom God. The eight commandment certainly
addresses theft between individuals, but it also is concemed about thievery in general, even robbing God.
Sounds strange? How can a person rob God?
God?"

The

Scriptures are quite concrete at this point: We can rob CJod in tithes and offerings, in other words, in
withholding tithes and offerings. Let think for a moment of the concept of tithing. Tithing is first and
foremost an ejqjression of faitii; it is an act of trast. It is a way of Uving out one's faith. Be honest, when
I mentioned tithing did you first think about money, about an ecclesiastical payment? Tithing does have
to do with money but handling money is really secondary; the sjnritual principle is primary.
Let's talk about the money aspect first. The principle of tithing says that if I have ten pencils, one pencil
belongs to God. (It helps me to think in concrete terms!) The principle of tithe literaUy means a tenth. If
is to tithe, then the formula calls for a tenth of whatever you are considering (money, stocks, bonds,
etc.) belongs to God. Tithing is a rule of thumb that helps us determine what we are to give to God and
one

the

kingdom of God.

than an accountant's calculation, as said earlier, it is about faith.
larger issues: ff God is the owner of creation and God invites us to
entrust ourselves to him, including not only our soul but our body as weU (and our physical needs to boot!)
then our giving to God is an expression of faith. In tithing we are saying to God, "I beUeve you are the
owner of creation and wfil take care of me. I am trusting in your care." We have a need to give in order
to express our faith and give God opportunity to work in our fives.

But

tithing is more than a formula,

more

It's about trast in God. Consider the

offerings? Remember the Scripture mentioned tithes and offering. Offerings are what
give to God up and above oiu* tithe. In the New Testament, offerings are l^sed on proportionate
giving. That is, we give in proportion to what we have received. Sometimes a tenth is not enough! You
may have been inunersed in financial wuidfall, and out of gratitude toward God, you give more than a
tenth. That's okay. Offerings and tithes are a way to say, "I beUeve in God." When we fafi to handle our
And what about

we

finances in this maimer,

we

steal from God.

areas of life in which we need to be carefiil caretakers. How do we spend our time? How
abifities? There are some who have used the concept of tithing in determining how much of
their time they spend doing God's business. Interesting. Helpfiil. How we spend our time and what we do
with our talents and competencies is a part of our faith walk Let's be concrete: How about volunteering

There

do

are

other

we use our

for Vacation Bible School? Walking in the Relay For Life is an example. Think about what you might do
to advance the kingdom of God not only in our church Iffe but also in the community. Each of us is

unique

and

can

make

a

significant contribution to the work of God.
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Careful caretakers. That's the positive approach to the 8th commandment, Thou shalt not steal. Carefiil
caretakers, it worics! It's what is best for ourselves and for the world.

(Integrating application
Our

son

Jared is home from

college and like

so

and experience / "Now

many

what?")

college students is trying to replenish his funds for
working three jobs and

next year. What that means is he has a very busy summer ahead of him. He's
going to summer school. (I wonder what he is doing with his spare time?)

Last week he dashed home from

work, wolfed down a bowl of soup, and hurried off to class. Later he
message with Julie. He locked his keys in the car. He wanted us to meet him in the
parking lot at 9:30 with the spare set of keys. Well, it was nice evening so Jan and I took a drive with the
intention of meeting Jared. At 9:30, we were there and so was Jared. He tried to be cool about it but he
called and left

was

relieved. I

I ordered the medium. Jan ordered the

cream.

ordered. I

When it

suggested that we go for some ice cream.
a raspberry swirl. It was vanilla ice

I ordered

Highland.
ice

a

was

came

same

He

agreed and we

cream

only a

soon

foimd

a

Dairy Bam in

cup of raspberries whij^ped into the
small portion. I'm not sure what Jared
with

a

enjoying mine too much!

time to pay, usually Jared is more than willing to let me pick up the tab. Funny how that
night Jared offered to pick up the tab. Alright! Thetab was $6.17. Jared handed the

works. On that

attendant

dollar bill. He

was given a few bills and some change. He stepped away from the counter
change. One of the bills in his hand was a ten dollar bill. He stepped back up to the
counter and made it right. That's the way to live.

a ten

and counted his
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Exodus 20: 16

"ToTelltheTrath"
Focus: You shall not

give false testimony
Striving for tmthfulness in word and deed

Function:

(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?")
named

Beimy who wanted to grow a beard so he stopped shaving.
the
into
mirror watching his whiskers grow bit by bit. It was slow
intently
Every morning
As
slow
his
facial
hair grew longer, it was apparent that his beard would
we
growing.
say
going or should
if
he
had
He
that
and
thin.
be straggly
patience it might fill in. But it didn't. Instead of a lush,
thought
Once upon

a

time

...

there

was a man

he would stare

full beard

,

he looked

more

like

a

concentration camp victim.

morning as he stared into the mirror, lamenting the condition of his scraggly beard, his fairy god
mother appeared (remember, this is a once upon a time story). She offered to grant him just one wish, not
three, one. Guess what Beimy asked for? A heavy, full beard. Ohhh, if he could only have that kind of
One

beard...

grant yoiu wish on one condition," replied the fairy god-mother, "You must never shave. Never."
That didn't matter to Beimy, he wanted the beard. He agreed and so she waved her magic wand and
presto... Benny had his beard.
"I will

good. He even met a special lacfy. Surely it was the beard that attracted her, thought Benny.
relationship developed and everything seemed to be hunky dory until one evening. Benny's special
friend said, "I have something I need to say to you Benny. It's about your beard." Benny was thinldng
that she was going to compliment him on his fine-looking beard. She went on, "Benny, I don't Ifice your
Life

was

Their
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beard I

beard

never

our

have liked beards. I

thought I could get used to it,

but I can't.

Ifyou don't shave your

relationship is over."

What would Benny do? He wanted the beard He told the fairy god mother that he would never shave.
he didn't want his relationship to end What to do? He shaved When the last bit of whisker was
scrapped from his face, Benny collapsed turned to ash, and was siphoned into an urn. The moral of the

But

...

story is

...

A Beimy shaved is

a

Beimy umed!

groaner, but it's kind of a punny story, don't you think? When I heard this story I had to
find a way to use it! I think there is a reason though: its more than a punny story, it hints at the power of
words, of communication in fairy tale fashion. Could it be that what we say has the capabfiity of shying
I know it's

and

a

determining our world?
(Conceptformulation / "What?")

The 9th Commandment declares, "You shafi not give false testimony against your neighbor." The King
James Version reads, "Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor." The Living Bible is more
succinct, "You must not lie." The 9th Commandment finds its point of origin in the courtroom or in Old
Testament times in the

city gate.

It

was

there that

Judge Judy's ancestors plied thefi trade. When there

property line, the plaintiff and defendant would go before the judge seeking
argue that the lawfiil property fine was ten feet beyond his house. The

dispute say
justice. The plaintiff mi^t
defendant might counter, "No that's not true.
was a

over a

The property fine is only four feet behind your house." In
each would have to cafi upon witnesses to support their clafin. A witness' testimony
was suppose to be true, that is, his or her statement was to jive with reafity. As you can see, a witness
could be reliable or imreliable, a witness could teU the truth or teU an untruth, a witness could be
order to win the

case

dependable or false.

The 9th Commandment

requires the witness

to tell the truth.

To teU the truth then is to say what is consistent with reafity. An untruth is a distortion of reafity. For
example, one plus one equals two, that is truth. What ifyou were to say three? Untruth, right? To teU
fie is to distort reality, ff a person intentionally distorts reality, then a lie has been told The 9th

a

Commandmem says God's people must not lie.

question whether or not there is such a thing as tmth. There are those who declare
thing as tmth only one's version of tmth. In this line of thinking, one person's version of
than another's, and both are equally valid Tmth then is really about how you see
different
be
reality may
Iffe or how I see it, and there is no such thing as objective tmth, there is no such thing as distorting
reafity. Your version is as vaUd as mine. In such thinking tmth is very subjective and seff-oriented

There

are some

there is

no

who

such

A new way of thinking? Maybe not. Back in the Garden of Eden, the serpent suggested the same idea to
Did God reaUy say, 'You must not
Eve. The serpent or Satan hissed to the woman, "Did God really say
eat from any tree in the garden?" Eve had been told by God that she and Adam could eat from any tree in
the garden except for the tree in the middle of the garden. God had provided bountififily for Adam and
...

Eve but had also said "Thou shalt not." Why? ff Adam and Eve were to have an authentic relationship
with God then there had to be free wiU. Adam and Eve were free moral agents and therefore they were
given the option of responding or not responding to God God did say, but Satan countered "Did God

really say..."
"Eve, your version of reality is as valid as God's. What do you say?" Mmmm, that fiiut doesn't look too
bad. Go ahead Eve, try some. What God said is not tme. Wliat you want to be tme is tme. Go ahead

Eve, take

a

bite." She did and

so

did

Adam, and so began the fall and the subsequent curse.

thing as tmth- objective, absolute tmth? According to God there is. That doesn't mean
that I know aU tmth or you do. We can be deceive4 misinformed or ignorant. But according to God
Is there such

a
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there is such

a

thing as truth and we

are

urged in this commandment to seek to be truthtellers,

to live

truthfiilly.
(Practice and personalization / **So what?")

place to begin is are we striving to know truth,
truth about God, others, our world, ourselves? Are we striving to know such truth? How can we be
witnesses of what is true if we do not know what is true? It makes sense, doesn't it? Where do we begin
since truth is such a huge subject?! How about beginning with Jesus. Jesus said, "I am the way and the
truth and the life" (John 14:6). He also said, "Ifyou hold to my teaching, you are really my disciples.
Then you will know the truth, and the truth will set you free" (John 8:3 1-32). According to Scripture the
ability to know truth starts with Jesus, it starts with a relationship with Jesus and is fleshed out in the
teachings of Jesus! This is not to say that truth carmot be found in many places and in many books, it can.
But the common thread is Jesus, a relationship with Jesus that helps us sort through all the stuff to find
truth. Are we striving to find truth? Are striving to be relationship with Jesus. That's the place to begin.
What does it

mean to

strive to be

a

truthtellers? The

~

But where wiU it take us? Let's get specific. There are many ways we can be untruthful people. UsuaUy
the matter of truth surfaces in the relationships we have with people. Let's consi^r a few examples:
There is the fie that comes from malice. Through what we say about people, we can harm people.
Someone may have hurt us and lurking beneath the surface is a desfie for revenge. Saying something that
is untrue or faiUng to say something that is true regarding that person may seem like a snmll thing, but is
it?
other ways as weU. How about a fie told out of fear. Something has happened and so we may
be tempted to distort reafity with the hope of evading consequences or shifting the blame. "It reaUy
wasn't my fault." We make excuses, but could such excuses be lies? What about the lie of carelessness or
There

are

We've heard a story about someone and we don't know if its true, but hey, its a juicy story.
There
is also the lie of boasting or exaggeration. In this situation we seek to make ourselves
Let's teU it.
look better by fluflfing the story. There is also the lie of sfience. When we know the truth but keep quiet.

inaccuraq^?

Sfience is not
What

we

always golden, sometimes it's deceitful.
wonder the book of James talks about the power of the tongue!
bits
into the mouths of horses to make them obey us, we can tum
put
as an example. Although they are so large and are driven by strong

say matters, doesn't it? It's

no

Listen to these words: "When we

the \diole animal. O take ships
a very smaU mdder wherever the pilot wants to go. Likewise the tongue is a
winds, they are steered
it makes great boasts. Consider what a great forest is set on fire by a smaU
the
but
of
smaU part
body,

The tongue also is a fire, a world of evfi among the parts of the body. It cormpts the whole person,
sets the whole course of his life on fire, and is itself set on fire by heU" (James 3 : 3-6). James is painfuUy
blunt about the power of the tongue and the hurt it can inflict. What we say is powerful, and if we do not

spark.

strive to be trathteUers, then

we can

do

an

incrediWe amount of damage to others and to ourselves.

again when we wound someone with our tongue, we harm ourselves. Why? Because we create a
world of untrath and such a world is a dark and dangerous place. It is a place where no one can be trusted
and tmth is distorted by self-interest. In such a world no one is safe from untmth, and untmth eventuaUy
leads to curse. Remember Adam and Eve: a Ue led to distrust, distmst to disobedience, disobedience to
curse. That's a slippery slope we ought to stay away from.
Once

this process and see what we can come up with: tmth leads to trust, trust to obedience,
obedience to blessing, ff untmth leads to curse, it only makes sense that tmth can lead to blessing. This is
the
power of words. Some may think I'm overstating my case. It is tme that words can be

Let's

reverse

positive
plentiful and cheap, thoughtless and frivolous.
But words also have the
come

The air can be fiUed with words that reaUy say nothing.
abiUty to carry weightier freight, deeper meanings. When thought and word

together great good can be generated!
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positive power of words I think of the role faith plays. In the book of Romans we read
about "the woixi of faith" (see Romans 10:8). The scripture says "That if you confess with your mouth,

When I think of the

Jesus is Lord, and believe in your heart that God raised him from the dead, you will be saved" (Romans
10:9). Did you hear the role that words iday in salvation. When what we believed is expressed by what
we say there is power to influence and shape our lives. One could talk about this influence in terms of

securing our place in heaven. But there is a here-and-now element
in salvation as well. For salvation deals with etemal life, but also abundant life. If this is so, then what
we say also affects how we live. And the words we speak can create opportunities for feith experiences in

establishing our etemal destination,

or

the here-and-now.

speak the word of faith is to give God an opportunity to be God. It makes sense for to
speak the tmth is to speak in such a way that what we say is in accord with reality. What is reality? Is it
merely what can be accomplished by humanity? Is it only about what we can perceive with our senses? Is
it only about what we think can haj^n? I'm thinking now of what Jesus said, "Have faith in God. I teU
you the tmth, if anyone says to this mountain-- Go, throw yoiurself into the sea, and does not doubt in his
heart but believes that what he says will ha^Jen, it will be done for him" (Mark 1 1 :22-23). Please note
the role that the word of feith plays in mountain-moving! Faith in God is believed and verbalized which
then allows God to do what only God can do. Do you have mountains in your hfe that need to be moved?
If so, then it is time to start leaking the word of fahh.
In other

words,

to

(Integrating application

and experience/ "Now

what?**)

quadmple by-pass surgery. It was just a few short
removed
had
been
hours after surgery. The ventilator tube
by Sue. The ventilator was going to be
just
the
Later
she
removed and Sue just speeded up
ej^rienced a moment of ecstasy as she sipped
process.
drink
or
eat in a couple of days. She wanted more but
to
had
water from a straw. She hadn't
anything
I stood by the bedside of Sue Pearson. She had had

...

would have to let her stomach catch up with her
of recovery was happening.

aj^tite.

But the surgery

was

behind her and the process

Maury her husband stood on one side of the bed and I on the other. Sue was restless, trying to move from
side to side. Maury stroked her arm and spoke, "I'm right here Sue, you're alright. You're doing fine."
Over and over again he spoke those words to her. As he did, a sense of peace came over her. Sue relaxed.
Who can deny the power of words.
What we say generates life

or

death, blessing or

curse

for ourselves and for others.

surprise that God said. You shafi not lie.
strive to hve tmthfiiUy, and speak a good word.

Therefore h's
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no

Instead let

us

strive to be

tmthtellers, let us

Exodus 20: 17

June 27, 1999
"Deshe"

Focus: You shall not covet
Function: Loving others as

yourself
(Integrating experience with self/ "Why?**)

Lincoln, Kansas, stands a strange group of gravestones. A guy named John Davis,

a farmer
and self-made man, had them erected. He began as a lowly hired hand and by sheer determination and
firugahty he managed to amass a considerable fortune in his lifetime. In the process, however, the farmer
did not make many friends. Nor was he close to his wife's family, since they thought she had married
beneath her dignity. Emlattered, he vowed never to leave his in-laws a thin dime.

Not fer from
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sculptor to design a
pleased vrith the
opposite
result that he commissioned another statue- this time of himself, kneeling at her grave, placing a wreath
on it. That impressed him so greatly that he plaimed a third monument, this time of his wife kneeling at
his future gravesite, depositing a wreath. He had the sculptor add a pair of wings on her back, since she
was no longer alive, giving her the appearance of an angel. One idea led to another until he'd spent no

When his wife

died, Davis erected an elaborate

statue in her memory. He hired a

ends of a love seat. He

monument which showed both her and him at

less than

a

Whenever

quarter million dollars

the monuments to himself and his wife!

from the town would suggest he might be interested in a community project (a
swimming pool for the children, a municipal building, etc.) the old miser would
and shout back, "What's this town ever done for me? I don't owe this town nothin'!"

someone

park and

hospital,
frown, set his jaw,
a

on

was so

pursuits, John Davis died at 92, a grim-faced
They
sinking slowly into the Kansas soil, fast
poorhouse...
from
victims
of
and
Growing Strong in the Seasons of Life by
time, vandafism,
becoming
neglect (taken
After using up all his

resources on

resident of the

stone statues and selfish

And the monuments?

are

Charles SwindoU, p. 317).
A sad tale, is it not? Do you think he died a hai^ man? He seemed to accomjdish all of his goals in Ufe,
but when he breathed his final breath do you think he possessed a sense of fulfillment? Was there peace
within his soul?

(Conceptformulation / "What?")
God concluded the giving of the Ten Commandments by declaring, "You shall not covet your neighbor's
house. You shall not covet your neighbor's wife, or his manservant or maidservant, his ox or donkey, or
anything that belongs to your neighbor." The Contemporary English Version paraphrases, "Do not want
anything that belongs to someone else." We could shorten the commandment this way, "You shall not

covet."

Obviously the word "covet"

is

pivotal in understanding and obeying this Tenth commandment.

To my ears the word "covet" is strange. When I encounter a strange word I tum to the dictionary. There
we find that covet means, to desire another's property inordinately or wrongfiiUy; or to have an inordinate
or wrongfifi desire. Covet has negative connotations, doesn't it? But in the Bible the root word for covet

actuaUy a neutral word.
to deUght in or to desire.
is

In and of itself it has

no

moral

implications.

The

essence

of the word covet is

Throughout scripture there are references to praiseworthy desires, noble desires, wholesome desires. This
commandment recognizes that human desire is part of God's creative work To have the capacity to
desfie something is God's special gift to us. Desfie is not wrong, it's right! Consider the desires God has
designed within us: Sexual desire which is an essential part of love and marriage. Our desfie for food
which feeds our bodies. Our desire for respect and dignity. We aU have a desire to make something our
Uves. We aU have a desfie to leam and grow. How about a desire to be needed and belong? These are
just a few of the desires that God has included in our original equipment! Desire is not vvrong; in fact all
that we call progress or advancement is fueled by desire!
a neutral word. It can be good, positive, wholesome. It can also be unhealthy, negative, or
evfi when what we desfie is opposed to God's wiU. The morality of desire is determined by the object
being desfied. Let's concretize this: I desire a pencil That doesn't seem to be too bad, does it? Audit's
's pencfi? I want your pencfi. If what I desire belongs to someone else,
not! But what if I desfie
then I am coveting. When we covet, normal desfie has gone wrong. The object of one's desire is out of
bounds. As you can see, covet is a desire that has run amuck.

Yes, desire is

sometimes play vrith the words of covet and desire by asking when does desire become
covetousness? A good question, isn't it? Let's retum to the dictionary covetousness means an
We

can

-
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inordinate desire. When does a desire become inordinate, excessive, wrong? These are fair questions.
are the answers? As
you can see, implied in the concept of covetousness is a standard of morality.

What
For

a

desire to be wrong there needs to be

a

benchmark by which wrong

can

be measured.

The tenth commandment gives us such a benchmark. In fact all ten commandments provide us vrith a
moral standard by which life can be measured. All ten commandments help us discover how life should
be

truly lived. When we break the conmiandments, we break ourselves, our relationship with God, with
others, and with the world. The Word of God gives us the standard of moraUty. In terms of coveting, the
tenth commandment specifically says. You shall not covet your neighbor's house, your neighbor's wife or
maidservant or manservant, or ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor. The
commandment literally mentions a person's property, both real and personal. One's house and wife (It
was a patriarchal society where a wife was considered to be
personal property), servants and donkeys and
oxen, everything a person possessed was not to be desired.
(Practice and personalization / "So what?")
The tenth commandment provides

readily discernible boundaries, doesn't it? I ought not to desire
more here than desiring the personal property of another.
Remember
the definition of covetousness is desiring that which is forbidden. Covetousness is a much
bigger danger than longing for a house as big as your neighbor's. Covetousness uncovers the sin of
selfishness, or of Uving life with a self-orientation. In the final analysis when we covet or desire that
which is forbidden, what really is the object of our desire? Wouldn't you agree that standing behind the
person, place or thing is reaUy one's self? In covetousness the object of our desire is reaUy self

Christy's burgundy Expedition.

But there is

~

story: There was a farmer who produced a bumper crop. Market prices were high, production
expenses low, it was a profitable year. He thought to himself. What shall I do? I have no place
to store my crops. Mmmmm. This is what I'll do� I will tear down my bams and build bigger ones, and
Jesus told

was

a

high,

then I wiU store all my grain and my goods. And I'll say to myself, "You have
up for many years. Take life easy; eat, drink and be merry."

plenty of good things laid

A successfiil business man, wouldn't you say? But then Jesus draws the conclusion, "But God said to him.
You fool! This very night your life wfil be demanded from you. Then who wiU get what you have
prepared for yourself?" (see Luke 12: 16f ). Jesus reminds us that a fife lived solely for self is wrong. To

put it another way when we climb the moimtain of "my, me, mine" in the end we wfil that it was a fiitfie
Jesus is not condemning desfie, or ambition, or wise investments but rather is
Let's be clear

pursuit.

�

inviting us to take

a

look at

our

lives to

see

where God and God's wfil fits in the

picture.

Where is God?

punches when it comes to determiiung who should be the object of our desire. In one of his
declared "Seek first the Kingdom of God and God's righteousness, and everything
else wiU be taken care of!" (See Mt. 6:33). There is no quibbfing about what Jesus said God is to be at
Jesus

pulls

no

own sermons

Jesus

the center of our lives not self. We are to live a God-centered life, not self-centered. (Dur desfie should be
to let God be our God, not self and to five according to God's wiU. In other words, to five in ri^t-

relatedness with other people and our world. Let's not spiritualize this� this kind of Uving has a very
human component. In fact Jesus summarized how we might put God at the center of our lives: Love the
Lord you God with aU your heart and with aU your soul and with aU your mind. And love your neighbor
as

yourself (see Mt. 22:37-39),

really

love ourselves when

us a cure

we

Please note that self is to be loved but is not to be Lord We

put God and (jod's will in the

can

only

center of our lives! Such an orientation

gives

for covetousness.

Remember covetousness is desiring that which is forbidden, and if we desfie to solely please self then we
have crossed the line, desire has gone awry. It is then time to get self out of the center, and put God there.
Don't misunderstand me, self is good We need a healthy self! But self needs to be surrendered to God
And this involves not

other people

is

an

only a spiritual transaction but also includes

expression

a human dimension. How we relate to
of our surrender to God and God's wfil. The tenth commandment does not
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let

us

off the hook by

dealing with Christianity solely in heavenly terms,

there is

an

earthly component

as

well.
It began

an Aimual Conference a few short weeks
ago. Cheryl told me that they have a cottage up north.
That's nice but then she went on to say that I and my family were welcome to stay at their cottage.
Mnunm. A short while later, I got a letter with some available dates and another invitation. Mrommm.

Then we got

a

telephone call.

She

wore us

down.

Last

Sunday afternoon Jan and I left to travel north to Wiggins Lake for a day and half mini-vacation. We
followed the map they sent us and soon we were greeted by Cheryl and her husband Carl. They gave us a
tour of their cottage. It was beautiftil. All the comforts of home and then some! "Have you ridden a jet
sky?" Carl asked. "Yes, once a long time ago." "Well, it's like riding a bike, you can't forget. C'mon,
let's go for a ride." I waded out into the lake and mounted the jet sky. I pushed a button, the engine
roared I squeezed the throttle, off I went. I was a raw rookie but had been launched on a great adventure.
When I returned Carl offered us the use of their pontoon. "Go ahead and take it. Anytime you want, just

it."

Cheryl and Carl were leaving that afternoon to go home but before they did they fed us. They
a picnic feast fit for a king and queen. Carl and Cheryl were so happy trying to make us
happy! What hospitality. "Our place is your place, our toys your toys. Have fim." It would have been
easy for me to covet what they have. But their gracious hospitality overwhelmed me as they sought to use
what they have to express their love for us.
use

had prepared

We too

commanded not to covet but to care, to

care for others in tangible ways. Such tangible caring
might we care for others? Perhaps the place to begin is by
recognizing the pervasiveness of selfishness. Selfishness is rooted deep within us and constantly thrusts
itself forward into the limelight. When we seek to love others such love is really forged against the anvil
of selfishness and possessiveness. It is an ongoing struggle. Let's adnut it upfront.
are

is the antidote to covetousness. How

Having done this let's also remember that when it comes time to make decisions, let's consciously consult
with God. Instead of basing our decisions solely on what we think, let's seek to find out what God has to
say on the matter. We can find God's wiU in the Bible, in conversation with other Christians, through
common sense, and in p-ayer. Here the principle is to orient life around not so much what we think but
what God desires! We're talking about a God-orientation instead of a self-orientation.
(Integrating application

and experience / *'Now what?")

doing what I do quite often, jogging on Quick Road I'm not a rurmer, I'm a jogger. I'm slow but
steady, and have chugged up and down Quick Road coimtiess times. Quite often as I jog I see one person
in particular who lives near the end of the road When our eyes first met he would wave and I waved
back. Sometimes I see him in his yard at other times he's riding in his pickup. I don't know his name
and we have never talked we have only waved at each other.
I

was

was dusk and stfil hot and steamy when I saw him. He was sitting in his pickup near the road with the
door open. He was resting from his yard work. I waved expecting him to wave back. But he spoke! That
took me by surprise. I had never heard him speak. We had never talked before. The conversation was
short but profound He grinned and said "^^^^latever you're chasing, I hope you catch it soon."

It

thought about his comment, "Whatever you're chasing, I hope you catch it."
What are you chasing? And if we catch it are we going to like ft? God commands:

Later I

You shafi

care

about others.

What

am

I

chasing?

You shall not covet.
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